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RECORD OF
WATCH RINGING,

From its Commencement at Beyrouth in Syria
on June 27th 1878, to [September 1st 1891]

JOSEPH P. HAZARD
TRANSCRIPTION, LAYOUT & DESIGN by
PATRICIA McIVOR & J BRUSCINI
2018
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Jos. P. Hazard.
Peacedale, R. I.
1886.

Please carefully preserve this Book
It appears to These experiences of mine that were [xxx]* because causing Spiritual Watch Rings as Written to be entirely the
only cause Thereof of upon Record, and, I have reason behind of therein being every case of this Ring though there must be,
There has this week been placed at the spot on the Tower Hill road, where Carter Killed Jackson, a granite pillar. It
is polished stone and projects out of the ground four and one half feet. Its full length is nine and one half feet. It is Westerly
granite and placed there by R. A. Harrall for Joseph P. Hazard of Peace Dale, who bears the expense of the work. The new
stone replaces a smaller one which was placed at the spot several years ago by Mr. Hazard. The following inscription is cut
upon the four sides of the pillar:
“This pillar is erected to the memory of Wil-liam Jackson of Virginia, who was murdered upon this spot, by ship
captain Thomas Carter of Newport, Rhode Island, who, having ben ship-wrecked and rendered penniless thereby, and
be-ing overtaken by Mr. Jackson who, also being on his way north, furnished him money and use of a horse on the way.
Having arrived at the point that is indicated by this pillar, Carter there murdered, and robbed, his kind and con-fiding
benefactor, with a dagger, about the hour of midnight of January first, 1751, was tried and convicted of his crime at the
village of Tower Hill, on April fourth, 1751, and was hung in chains upon a gibbet, on May tenth, 1751, at the eastern foot
of Tower Hill, at side of the public highway, where the shrieking - as it were - of its chains, etc., during boisterous winds
at night, were the terror of many persons who lived near thereto or passed thereby, one of these being the late governor
George Brown of Boston Neck, who told the writer that such had been his own case when a youth, while on his way to the
residence of College Tom Hazard, that he visited every week. It appears that Carter threw Jackson in the “Narrow River” at
the time he committed this murder, and that a negro found him therein, and near the above mentioned gibbet. A way-side
inn keeper, Mrs. Nash, who lived about (10) ten miles westward from Tower Hill, happening to be at this village at the time
this body was found, recognized it as being that of Jackson, by means of a button she had sewn upon his vest, only a few
hours before he left her house, and that captain Carter was with him. Carter was therefore arrested, tried and condemned,
and executed accordingly
JOSEPH PEACE HAZARD
1889
I first engaged in “Business” at Peacedale R. I. about the year 1835, and resolved that I would pay all persons whom I
employed a little higher wages than were generally given in this vicinity, and I ever adhered thereto, and I continued to do
so, as long as I continued a Manufacturer, that was not long.

I did not succeed in business, but this was for reason I was incompetent to business. My brothers Isaac and Rowland
aided me most generously, but in vain.
I was incompetent.
Nevertheless, I had the good fortune to become the instrument of their final success and rapid restoration. My
beloved and kind brothers, Isaac Peace, and Rowland G. Hazard, soon paying their debts thereby, but acquiring large
fortunes, soon thereafter.
My Brother Rowland having accomplished the payments of the debts of the Peacedale Manufacturing Co. in my
name (that he asked me to permit-and to which I gladly consented he paid all the debts of thereof, and became wealthy in a
very few years, thereafter.
Jos. P. Hazard.

* Indescipherable. Notation of this appears in the transcription when needed.
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I first engaged in business on my own account, at Peacedale R. I. about the year 1831, I think.
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I presume the faculty of “Clairvoyance” is common to all Human beings, and, as is the case with each and all of our
faculties that of “Clairvoyance” may be naturally stronger in some individuals than in others. Also, that the power of any one
of our faculties may be increased by proper exercise thereof, at same time some of these faculties may becomed infeebled,
apparently almost extinct if they be not properly exercised.
Who has not seen Infants in the arms of their Mothers arms - or in those of its Nurse, with their little hands
outstretched to their uttermost capacity, with eager eyes fixed upon apparent vacancy at same time, their faces wreathed glowing
with smiles, as if they see something that is very pleasing to them, and which they desire to grasp; as if the Spirit of its
deceased Grandmother, or that of a loving Great Aunt etc, etc, might be there, caressing it.
I perfectly well remember, that when I was a child I used to see two mulatto children dancing in the air, before me,
who wa appeared to be about three or four years old, and distorted their faces, with all manner of laughing grimace, that
afforded me much amusement. Supposing these to be real and living children, I was neither alarmed nor surprised.
Knowing nothing of the laws of Gravitation, their apparent violation thereof, did not occur to me.
I continued to see these children during several years, as late as my sixth year of age, I think. I not only saw them in my
chamber, but I saw them during the day, and while I was out of doors - especially when I sitting at the East end of the Brick
house, That we lived in at Bristol (on the banks of the Delaware River) look at the City of Burlington that is across the
Delaware, and the windows of the house, appeared to me no larger than “augur holes”.
At that time “Molly” had charge of and always attended me when I walked in the Streets, for daily exercise.
This “Molly” was a Mulatto slave of my Mothers, or had been, rather, but was, with numerous other Slaves that my
mother inherited in the City of Charleston, South Carolina, liberated by her, and several of them being infirm, inable to
walk, she supported them at her own expense as long as they lived.* I presume, therefore, that the little Mulatto boys I used
to see about me, above mentioned, were the Spirits of deceased children of my Mothers Slaves,

* For information on the Hazard Family and their relations to slavery in Rhode Island see: Clark-Pujara, C. (2013) The business
of slavery and anti-slavery sentiment: The case of Rowland Gibson Hazard - An antislavery ‘negro cloth’ dealer. Rhode
Island History 71(2).
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Jos. P. Hazard was born Feby. 17, 1807. His adult height, is 5 ft. 10 ½ Inches.
In common with other infants, I was Clairvoyant - at a later period, I became Clairaudient.
The following Record concerning watches I have purchased would not have been made, had not that of the last one
(that I purchased of “Robbins and Biddle” in Chestnut St. Philada on the 6th day of June 1876, for only Twenty Five Dollars)
proved to be of remarkable character.
I will here remark that contents of this book [xxx] are not the original records of the Watch Ringing etc, etc, but are
copied therefrom,
Jos. P. Hazard.
July 4, 1886.
I will here observe that when I was a child, not more than four years of age (I think) I frequently saw two or three
nude, Mullatto children - apparently of my own age dancing in the air, a few feet above the foot of my bed, at about
daylight of the very early morning. Their antics were very active and queer, while their faces were contorted with good
humored grimace.
Abo At that time, I supposed they were real, but so far from being alarmed, I was much amused with their antics,
and I remember them as distinctly today - in my Eightieth year - as if they occurred only this morning.
At that time my caretaker (M a bright, sensible, and faithful Mulatto young woman, who was a manumitted*
daughter of one of my Mothers Slaves, - that she had inherited in Charleston, S. Carolina, her birth place - had me in
especial charge, and was my attendant (and most faithful protector, in Bristol, Pa, where I then lived.
She attended me during my walks for exercise, that could not be safely taken in a place that situated on a large river,
and a mill stream passing through it.
I have no doubt now, that little children whom I saw at early daylight, were spirits of deceased relatives of “Molly” perhaps, brothers who had died in childhood.

* Released from slavery. See: Manumit. (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from https://www.merriam-webster.com
/dictionary/mainumit
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In the year 1820, or thereabout, my Grandfather Isaac Peace having died (on Christmas day) my Mothers care of him
(her Father) on ceased. She thereforereturned to her home in South Kingstown Rhode Island, where my Father and two of
his sons (Isaac + Thomas) at Peacedale R. I. where my brother Rowland G. with three generations of his descendants are living
to day, and where I have made my home in the main, also, as I occupied “The Castle” so called at Sea Side only about ten
years, during a large portion of which I was in Europe, or other foreign countries.
In the year 1828,-at the age of Twenty one years- I had a very small sum of money; with a portion of it, I purchased a
gold watch, and presented it to my Sister Eliza, who merited a present of all the Stars of Heaven, had it been in my power to
bestow them.
During the same year, but subsequent to the above purchase, I had a watch imported for myself, at a cost of One
Hundred and Sixty five dollars - that proved a most excellent one.
This Watch is not the one that has rang under my Pillow, so long.
During the Winter + Spring of 1858 + 59, I was long time in most excellent private lodgings in London, only ten minutes
walk from “Holben,” and scarcely farther from Hyde Park.
My Hostess was kind hearted and good Mrs. Skelton, who gave me the entire floor-up one flight stairs-where I had
a front Parlor 20 feet long, with pleasant view down an abutting street, from my three front windows - and large Chamber
opening out of it while the rest of that floor was devoted to a stair way. A most convenient location, at No. ten, Carolina St,
Bedford Square, London. Property of the then
Duke of Bedford, who owned many hundred houses in that vicinity, at that time, and was said to be a most excellent, and
reasonable, and obliging “Landlord”- for which reason I chiefly make this record of him.
I always sought Mrs. Skelton when I visited London, though I usually stopped at another part of the City.
I must not omit to state, Mrs. Skelton gave me a private table in my own room - a most excellent one - and all these
above
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described accomodations, - a coal fire burning in my Parlor, night and day - (for I was ever up till until after midnight,) cost
me only about two Dollars per day, though I had a friend to tea nearly every evening, who usually remained with me until
the last Omnibus that passed his own lodgings, arrived, at the door of mine.
Mrs. Skelton purchased everything I wanted for my meals, and charged them at cost, by her own proposal.
She had an interesting daughter who had a class of young ladies at the house (every evening, I think) who there
received instruction in music and some other accomplishments.
During my residence at these lodgings in London, and on the morning of March 12th, 1859, on taking the above named
watch from under my Pillow, I discovered observed a hole had been made through its Chrystal (a thick Chrystal and convex that
was of the usual degree of convexity and thickness, and
was made just below the letters XI that denote the hour of XI (of Eleven O’Clock) that
denote the hour of “Eleven O’Clock”
This watch is not the one that now (in the year 1890) has so long time rang under my Pillow
The Chrystal was cracked in all directions entirely across, from side to side thereof Nevertheless, but maintained its position, nevertheless as such.
Upon examination, I discovered that the Steel barrel of the key of the watch, would pass through this hole in the
Chrystal, and closely fitted it-excepting that the edges of this perforation were jagged, but so slightly so, Nevertheless there was no
spare room for admission of the key that entered it, as though it en-tirely fitted, or filled this orifice mysterious orifice.
The “borings” of this hole in the Chrystal, were of various sizes; some of the fragments being larger considerably
larger than grains of of ordinary sand, while other portions, were much finer.
The Dial of the Watch was of Gold, but it was not at all affected marred, in any manner affected by this incident.
Immediately After my usual breakfast (that was nearly the hour of noon) I went down Street as usual, carefully
carrying the watch in my hand, the sands of the “borings of the glass, sand undisturbed.
Eer’ very long, I discovered saw a Watch Makers shop - its Keeper an entire Stranger to me, that I entered with my Watch in hand,
and
Upon entering, I asked the Watch maker if he could tell me how this hole could have been made in This Chrystal, of at
the same time, telling him what I knew about it; that it had been done the last night, and while the watch it was was under my
pillow; and that my chamber door was locked inside, and that none other persons than myself was in the room at the time it
was done, etc, etc.
I held the watch, lying on its back with, its face upward, in my own palm palm of in the palm of my hand, while
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the apparently bewildered Watch maker gazed, steadily, upon it, until, after this lapse of about three minutes, he said, “No I cannot - but not another word did he utter, nor I.
At the time, I thought this Watch maker was, probably, a “Spiritualist”. Or, that he apprehended I might be trying an
experiment upon him, - perhaps, quizzing him
At that time any tradesman in London would be likely to carefully conceal the fact from other than his friends, if he
was a Spiritualist. Such Avowal might seriously affect his interests as a tradesman, or even as a Man, even
At that time, Doctor John. A. Ashburner the most distinguished Physician of London, was an avowed Spiritualist. It
was supposed he would be the “Queens Physician” - and that his honest avowal of his belief was the cause of his non
selection.
I know Doctor Ashburner* intimately. He lived at Hyde Park Corner, where I frequently visited him, and sometimes
dined by invitation.
One one occasion, Doctor A. told me that - not long ago - meeting his particular friend Sir Benjn Brodie (T.R.S. and
President of The Royal Society of London) in the Street and offering his hand as usual with him, on such Occasion - Brodie
turned his back upon him, bitterly de-nouncing him as a Spiritualist, thus parting from him, forever - probably.
I was robbed of the above named Gold Watch, in a Street of Rome on the third day of March, 186 - at Corner of “The
Cerro” - and a street that leads therefrom to the Great Church of St. Peters, in Rome. He There some thief had attempted the same
thing upon me, at “St. Peters Church” once before, and also, at a famous Church in “The Porta Pies” in Rome.
The entrance of Churches in Rome at that time were generally closed by two heavy curtains of leather, that were about
ten feet apart, and the space between them, dark as Erebus. Many a one has been robbed at these Holy entrances, Some, think,
that many are more seriously plundered, inside.
The thief was caught and condemned to Twenty Years imprisonment. I protested against such severe penalty for a
mere attempt, but officers of the Court said his sentence

* Dr. Ashburner was a specialist in midwifery, with a personal interest in spiritualism. See: Munk, William et al., (1878-). John
Ashburner. In Lives of the fellows of the Royal College of Physicians of London, (Vol. 3, pp. 181). London: The Royal College of
Physicians of London.
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was thus severe for reason he was a most persistent thief.
I, myself, was the only witness in the case.
I lamented the loss of this watch very much - and I well remember my having seen a fellow with my stolen watch in
his hands with which he was twisting the golden cases from a watch, that I recognized as having been the one I was robbed
of. I had no idea of its significance, however, until some weeks thereafter, I happened to mention this circumstance to a
Roman gentleman, who replied, “that is what the thieves of Rome do with these stolen watches.
They melt the gold, and sell it, and sell the works of the watch (that they are careful to not injure) to persons in Rome,
who send the works to London where they are known, and command a good price.
Upon hearing such was the case, I became assured in my own mind, that the app Vision above mentioned, was that
of a real fact - that I saw the case being torn from my own watch,
Those who steal watches in Rome, can dispose of them to certain persons only; those who are in the business and
who will not expose the thieves of whom they buy them.
I was told, that the thief, gets a mere very small per-centage for the of the value of the watches he steals.
I determined to not get another watch until I went to London, being entirely indisposed to have one of another “make”.
I was to remain in Rome long time yet, and Mrs. William Story, (wife of the famous Sculptor, “William Story”) at
whose house I frequently visited, kindly offered me the use of her watch, mean time. I declined entirely, until she so kindly
insisted, I accepted her fren friendly offer.
When I was Robbed in Rome, I entered complaint at the Police Office. I had seized two of the three thieves not long
thereafter thieves who robbed me, and held them by the throat a long time - but although many persons were passing all
the time; at one time, four of Napoleon 3d. soldiers at once together, but no one coming to my assistance, I was obliged to let
them go.
On much I was in habit of visiting The English Sculptor in Rome, I feel pretty sure his name was “Gibson,” when I once saw a famous
English Duke, a man of very high Character, and intelligence. Soon after
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the theft of my watch, I visited the Studio of this Sculptor, who adverted to the robbery of my watch, and remarked that
four of his own workmen passed along together, while I was holding two of the thieves by their throats.
In reply to my enquiry why no one came to my assistance, he said they were afraid of being murdered, - and that he
wondered I had not been.
It would seem then, that these thieves might have been overawed by the determination with which I held them,
inasmuch they were in no danger.
Immediately after this Robbery, I entered complaint at a Police Station.
Not long thereafter I received a summons from Court to make my appearance. From thence, I was taken by a
Policeman to a large establishment, where I was directed to look through a very small hole in a door. and
I had no idea what this meant until I did so, and saw three men, who were standing side by side, at distance of several
yards from me. These three men being quite unawares (probably) why they were thus placed, unless at least one of them,
was an old offender. (I afterward learned that such was the case.)
Having seen them, I told “The Police” that one of them seemed to me to be the same man who had endeavored to rob
me on two different occasions, but succeeded in neither, but I could not be sure that such was the case.
Not long thereafter, I was again summoned to the same to the same building, and with similar result.
Soon thereafter, I was summoned a third time to the same place.
On this occasion, I was simply confronted with two of the same three men the same three or more men, whom I had
seen through a “Pin hole”, above mentioned.
One of these two men, I felt very sure one of them was the man whom I saw in the “Porta Pia Church,” as above mentioned.
On mentioning the word “Porta Pia” this same man suddenly cast his eyes upon mine, but as suddenly withdrew
them.
I mentioned this to the Policeman who accompanied me, He replied, “I noticed it, and am satisfied.
The fellow was sentenced to Twenty Years imprisonment. Solitary Confinement - in a prison that is about Twenty
miles from Rome - Northerly - I think, of which I had visited.

* To call attention in the course of speaking or writing. See: Advert (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from https://
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/advert
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Upon hearing of such heavy penalty, I entered protest to offices of the Court, and begged it might be abated, but
received for answer that “this could not be granted, inasmuch as this thief had already been in prison two or three times,
and mercy would, therefore, but of no use.”
Nevertheless, the fellow was doubtless a highly immoral man as compared with many a Pope, Cardinal, and
“Messenger of God” of various denominations - as well as Rulers of Nations.
I think it was during this same Winter in Rome that I found my Friend Revd. Theodore Parker of Boston there, and
his wife.
He was very feeble and I usually walked with him a couple of hours or so, nearly every pleasant day.
I was in Florence when he died there. He requested that his funeral should be entirely private, excepting that it was
his wish that Mr [...] a young American Clergyman and myself should be invited.
The famous American Sculptor, Hiram Powers, from Ohio lived in Florence, and was a particular friend of mine. His
house was always open to me - but I am unable to state if he died before Mr. Parker, or not.
Miss Frances Power Cobbe, was in Rome that same season, I think, I often met her as we were in the same circle of
American and English, there.
At Rome I knew the Brownings - Mrs. B. was an invalid, confined to her room most of the time.
I visited her very often.
I always found her reclining, but on entering her room, she aroused like a Lioness from her Lair.
My earlier visits were for reason of her solitude, but I soon became exceedingly interested in her Conversation. Her
Eyes were as a fountain of deep expression, and her language, Inspiration.
Soon after my return to America, I received a letter from her, asking for my Photograph. I attended thereto immediately,
but she died before [xxx] it arrived at house.
I could not appreciate her Poetry, save one little thing, she wrote. Mr. T. Revd Theodore Parker had the same feeling
concerning her writings, but he appreciated the author.
Miss Charlotte Cushing Cushiman Cushman, the Actress, and her friend Miss Stebbins, the Sculptor, were also at Rome at
that same time.
In conversation with Miss Stebbins, about Miss Charlotte I happened to remark upon her fine establishment on a height in
Rome, with her carriage etc, etc, etc, that she so fully enjoyed - but adding, “She will leave it, soon.”
On the following day I met Miss Stebbins in a street in Rome, (the only time I have ever seen her out, excepting in a
Carriage) she
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Stopped me with a serious mood, and asked what I meant, when I told her (Yesterday) that Miss Cushman would not
remain long in Rome.
I was utterly unable to answer her, further than to say, I knew of no reason for having said so.
Her reminder of my remark set me to asking why I had thus spoken. Nor was this explained until she died a few
years some years thereafter with Cancer.
I then afterward learned she had left Rome - in a few months after my remark to that effect - for purpose of consulting a
Physician in London, and that she never returned to Rome again; and that she was threatened with “Cancer.”
Some years thereafter, I was taking my usual late Breakfast at “The “La Pierre Hotel” Broad St. Philada, quite alone,
when Miss Cushman came in to tell say she had an Engagement of about some work at the Theater there, and wished me to
take care of her. She stopped at my Hotel, when - with her friend - Miss Stebbins, (The Sculptress) we always had private breakfast
together at about 11 A.M. and long and pleasant chat.
Miss I felt entirely sure Miss Cushman was a Spiritualist, but she [xxx] never acknowledge it, so far as I remember.
On one of the Occasions, I said, “Miss Cushman You need never again attempt to make me believe you are not a
spiritualist” - I had known her many years, and seen a great deal of her, at Rome, and her friend Miss Stebbins - The
Sculptress, also. (She was a sincere woman).
What do you mean, asked Miss. C. “Otherwise (I replied) you could never have presented “Woolsey” (I think it was)
as you did last night, unless you are a Spiritual Medium.
“I must confess,” - replied Miss C - I have often felt convinced that my performance of this part, was not my own; but
rather that I was possessed by the Spirit of the individual whom I prepared to simply represent.” Or to such effect.
(The last time I saw Miss Cushman, was at her Cottage in New Port, R. I. All her furniture was packed away, save a
dozen chairs that were on the carpetless floor of the room in which she sat until, near midnight.)
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Watches.
On my return from Rome to London, I bought a very fine watch of Roskell there for about One Hundred a Sixty-Five
Dollars.
I gave this watch to a young man at Peacedale - George F. Laurie, who was son of George Laurie a Jersey boy whom I
know as a “Jersey boy,” and school mate of mine, at West Town School, Chester Co. Pa.
This old school mate was one of the most amiable and quiet of boys, and became a leading Merchant in New Orleans,
but died early: a member of the Firm of “Godfrey, Laurie + Small.”
x This is the Watch that Rings
x The fourth (and thus far) the last watch I bought, was was a silver one, that I chose in preference to gold, inasmuch
as I was then between 69 + 70 years of age, and was about starting on a Journey around the World, Via San Francisco, Japan,
China, India and Eastern Africa, Western Asia + Europe, etc.
I bought it on the 6th day of June 1876, of Robbins Biddle + Co. in Philadelphia, and paid them Twenty five Dollars
for it. It is a stem winder and good Time Keeper, though not tempting to Thieves.
Nevertheless, I very narrowly escaped being robbed of it in Alexandria, Egypt, where I spent several weeks arrived
from Bombay, Via the Red Sea and Suez Canal, and Medi-terranean Sea, on June 12th 1878.
My watch requiring Cleaning, I gave it to a Jew for this purpose, receiving from him a common silver watch to use
until my own should be ready.
This was a very fortunate circumstance, inasmuch as I was robbed of this borrowed watch before my own was ready
for me.
I was quite ill before I left India, but not enough so, to impede my travelling. I was fortunate, however, in saving
my life, inasmuch as British Residents in India say it is not at all safe for either a pers Europeans or Americans to visit that Country
after they are Sixty five years of age. I was nearly 70 years of age when I arrived in Japan, and I visited China; went nearly a
thousand miles inland, and back.
Then proceeded to Singapore, to Calcutta, where I made one journey of more than a thousand Miles in India (saw the
Himalaya Mountains) and crossing the Country to Bombay, I remained there a week or two, and thence to Aden, etc. etc., to
Alexandria in Egypt as above stated.
I visited Cairo while in Egypt, but found it so modernized since I was there before, that there was little left of particular
interest,
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1878.
excepting the Wondrous Pyramids, and the immense Morgue - a grand affair (now in Ruins) that Mohammedans say was
transported from Arabia, across the Red Sea, in a single night, in perfect condition.
Christians are apt to sneer at the idea of possibility of such a thing, though they entertain no doubt that Moses the
Red Sea opened a dry passage for Moses and his tribes of Jews, on their way to the “Promised Land.”
Christians also believe that the famous Marble Steps in Rome, were miraculously transported from Jerusalem through
the air, in a single night.
It is as likely that neither of these tales is true, but though I can see no reason why the Jugglery of Mohammed or
Mohammedans, may not be as effective as that of Moses is said to have been. It is not probable that the [xxx] laws of Nature are partial;
are more or less favorable to one individual than another. Though one man

may be stronger than another; or the Children of one family may be more vigorous than those of another.)

For my part, I have witnessed instances of so called Miracles, that assure me that both Christian and Mohammedan
may be quite correct when they believe the apparently impossible events above named, actually take place.
Finding myself very unwell in Alexandria, and that I was declining more and more, daily, I determined after having remained
there twelve days, I determined
to take Steamer to Beyrouth,* in Syria,** whence I intended to go to Damascus by way of “Lebanon, “the
City of the Sun” “Balbec”*** etc, etc, and return to Europe by way of Steamer from Jaffa.
I took steamer at Alexandria on June 22d, 1878, and arrived at Beyrouth on the 25th; this being my third visit to that
delightful place, with its abundance of great variety of fruits; its beautiful Bay, Bright Skies, and charming, though not
Gorgeous, Sunsets; Peace and Serenity; that seems, in a degree, peculiar, somewhat, to Mohamedan Regions, “Lebanon” ever in
view, and “The Bay” that might be named “The Beautiful.” - The new Hotel there, is on the site of the old one, stands
immediately on a shore of the famous bay.
It is kept by an Arab, who seemed to be a kind and honest man. The “Season” being over, I was the only guest, so far
as I saw, and the house there was quiet as its bright the sky the is there serene.
Ill as I was, and unable to take any of the abundant fruits or scarcely any food whatever, I nevertheless found great
pleasure in gazing at the Scene midst of distant and interesting Scenery, as well as that of its immediate surroundings.

* Modern: Beiruit
** In 1878, Beiruit was a vilayet, or subdivision, of Ottoman Syria.
*** Modern: Baalbek
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1878
Excepting the American Counsel at Beyrouth, I had no society there, save that a “Countess” called to see me twice and
was very kind. I forget her name.
It was during this brief visit to Beyrouth, the silver stem winding watch, that I purchased in Philadelphia in June
1876, first began to ring, - so far as I am aware.
My entry of these Ring Watch Ringing commences with the first of my experiences therein, and was rendered at the
time as follows in my notebook - commencing as follows
1878,

Weight, 140 lbs (being very ill) stature, 5 ft. 10 ½ In My maximum weight was 225 lbs, in the year, 1861

June 25th, I arrived at Beyruth, to day. One year and 19 days after the day I purchased this watch in Philada,
Watch commenced ringing at Beyrouth, at my Hotel there, on the evening of June 27th 1878
27th. While [xxx] retiring to my bed (that is in a large fine Room, on second floor of the house, and fronting on the beautiful
		
Bay (of which I had a fine, beautiful, lovely, view) thinking whether it would be prudent to proceed with my
		
Journey to Damascus, overland, by Mount Lebanon, and Ruins of Balbec, being so very much unwell, as I am
		
at present; and so reduced in strength, etc, etc, that has now since been of long standing. - At this moment, I was
		much surprised at hearing a ringing sound, as that of a bell, proceeding from under the pillow where which
		my head rested,and commenced ringing but rang only a few taps. placing my watch under my pillow for the
		
night as usual, when retiring for the night, and having my watch in my hand, for It rang only a few moments,
		but afte ra brief interval purpose of placing it under my Pillow for the night as usual, my watch commenced
		
ringing, but it gave only a few taps. But this [xxx]
It appears I had worn this Watch one hundred and Twenty days, when this ringing first commenced.
This was my first experience of this kind, nor have I, to this day of July 1886, heard of any other similar Case.
Jos. P. Hazard.
[xxx] since the above date, and single instance, at Beyrouth. [xxx] Jos. P. Hazard Jany, 25, 1888
[xxx] It continues to ring while in my hand.
It rang the same, on the 28th, 29th, 30th of [xxx] June. I regarded this at the time as being a work of my Spirit friends
- and as being, probably, my death knell; but I soon came to doubt the correctness of this apprehension, though I have to this
day been un-able to satisfactorily solve this problem to this day, excepting that I have been long, virtually, convinced, that it is
a work of my Spiritual friends, who are pursuing it for sake of affording me an interesting pleasure, and assurance of their
presence, and watch exercise of guardian interest in my behalf.
My watch continues to ring at brief intervals, but it did not occur to me to make a record of these Ringings until
Jany, 4, 1879, whence I commenced a record thereof, some six months after their commencement commencement at Beyrouth, in
June, 1878.
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Beyrouth. Asia Minor.
1878

1879 While in Beyrouth, I concluded that these ringings were intended to warn me, against remaining in Beyrouth,
and I accordingly took passenger in the first steamer that left Beyrouth, for Europe, for Italy.
On July 1st, 1878, “My watch rang (at Beyrouth) early in the morning, during half an hour, at intervals, and appeared to
answer mental questions, by tapping, yes or no, to my questions, in a manner that I proposed.
These answers were not entirely distinct, but their effect was such that determined me to leave for Italy by the first
steamer that should leave Beyrouth thereafter.
I have an impression that these Ringings at Beyrouth were not the first of my experience, but, that on one or two,
perhaps, three occasions, I heard my watch ring under my pillow, about the year 1836. That was several years before then I
bought the Stemwinder that has done [xxx] all of the other ringing of this kind I have ever experienced, or heard of.
I think it’s highly probable that the Jew who cleaned my Watch in Alexandria was a “Spiritual Medium” - however
unconsciously - and by his manipulation of it, so magnetized it, that Spirits are thereby enabled to produce this ringing by
the aid of my own Mediumship.
I will here remark that I always - listened to this watch Ringing, through my Pillow until about the year 1883 - when
my hearing becoming more dull (it was always dull) I adopted the habit of placing it on top of my pillow, and under my
ear, when I desired to hear it ring.
At Beyrouth, July 4th 1878 - Watch rang under my Pillow, this morning.
July 4th, I left Beyrouth for Naples, in steame French steamer “Elro” via Jaffa and Alexandria, 1500 miles trip.
Arriving at Naples, Italy, on July 13th, where I remained a week, and then left for Flornece Florence, much improved in
health.
Florence, Italy, Aug. 3d, Watch Rang under my Pillow
On Sept. 5, 18718 I arrived at “Hotel deux Mondres” Paris where I remained to see the Paris Exhibition of 1878, until Nov.
12th, 1878, when I left for London; where I arrived at Charing Cross Hotel on Nov, 13, 1878.
Two (2) watch Ringings in 1878, besides the Ringings at Beyrouth.
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At Charing Cross Hotel, London - on Nov. 13, 1878.
It may be observed that as a Rule, I make note only of the Watch Ringings that occur while I am in bed, and only
those that occur when I retire for the night, and those that occur at about the time of my rising in the Morning.
I arrived

163 lbs. - 1878
Nov. 15 - Only two days after my arrival in London, my Watch rang loud, and long, at intervals, but not so sweetly as it has
		
usually done, heretofore.
16th

Watch rang this morning, but only a little.

30th

[Watch] rang under my Pillow, and Musically.
3 Watch Ringings in November

Dec 3d The watch ringing was repeated
7th
Watch rang under my Pillow, nearly half an hour, and nearly, incessantly; nor did it cease until I changed my
		position.
8th

Watch rang long time, at short intervals, and very sweetly.

9th
Watch rang very little this morning.
			
I have never heard the watch ring, excepting in Bed.
10th

Watch rang this morning. The degrees of sound gradually increased in volume on these Occasions.

11th Watch rang last night on my retiring.
		
I perceived that the Ticking of the watch is distinct from the Ringing - at least, to my ear.
XX		
This is the first time I have ever heard the Watch ring on my retiring, the previously eleven recorded
		
instances being all in the morning. [xxx]
			
I must except the half a dozen Ringings, or so, that occured at Beyrouth, as above recorded; where the
		
watch rang at all times, day and night, and in my hand, once.
			
I usually go to sleep very soon after retiring, and I am a sound sleeper.
12th
		
		
		
13th

I arrived in London, to day and stopped at Charing Cross Hotel. {
Watch rang last night, and with so great augmentation of sound that quite drowned the sound of the Ticking
of the watch - My hearing, however, is not at all acute, quite dull in fact - has always been so, but this has not
increased, so far as I can perceive. [}]
Watch rang abundantly last night, but not very musically.

14th On retiring last night, I saw small stars of light at very brief intervals.
		
I have been accustomed to see such for years past - after these Stars ceased, my Watch rang about a quarter of
		
an hour, at brief intervals.
		The light above mentioned are, sometimes very fine; growing into beautiful forms or coruscation, etc, and
		
continuing long time; an hour or so; sometimes, I see small spheres of very beautiful white light, that are also
		star like.
15th
		
		
		

Watch rang under my pillow last night, only a little, at time of retiring, but it awaked me this morning with
the loudest musical ringing I have yet heard of this kind; but it continued only a minute or two. I think these
ringings depend a good deal upon the char-acter of the food I take, and also, the quantity - I usually dine late,
but very simply.
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London, E. 1878.
1878
Dec. 16, Watch rang a few musical taps soon after retiring last night.
161 lbs
		
It rang this morning also, and with sweet tones, and the loudest I have heard - were very sweet.
			
I do not hear the ordinary ticking of my watch through the Pillow, under which it lies, as a rule: but the
		
ticking appears to be louder than it usually is, when the watch rings, and this increased volume of tone
		
appears to be one of the means of producing the Ringing, inasmuch as the Ringing succeeds this exaggerated tone
		
of the ticking.
			
I do not hear this watch ringing while I am lying on my left side, although I sleep as well on one side as
		
the other - though there was a period of years, when I could not sleep on my left side, for reason - apparently 		
that my heart beating. This, ceased, years ago.
17th

No ringing last night; for reason that I dine late, on a “Rich Stew,” at 7 P.M. yesterday.

18th

Watch rang this moment, but only a moment.

22d

Watch rang Only a few moments this morning, and scarcely musical.

23d
		
		

Watch uttered about a dozen abnormal tones, last night, These, so slowly, that their number seemed to be fewer
than were the ticks of the Watch during the brief ringing.
This inequality demonstrated that these musical tones are not depen coincident with the ticking

24th Watch rang very little, on retiring last night, and I heard no Ticking.
		I was again awakened by Watch ringing this morning, as I was yesterday. It rang longer than I have before
		
heard I think. Excepting at Beyrouth.
25th. Christmas; Watch rang very little last night, and like a Toll for a funeral. This morning, however - it rang with
		
sweet Music, and continued-at intervals-until about 10. A.M. - though I have not before heard it ring here in
		
London, so late in daylight. This Morning was unusually Clear, for London.
26th. Watch rang under my Pillow about 9. A.M. and long, and loudly.
27th. Watch [rang under my Pillow] both last night and this morning, + I saw Light, last night, also.
28th. Watch commenced ringing almost immediately on retiring, last night - as and Sweetly and loudly; about two
		minutes.
29th. Watch rang a little this morning, but with apparent difficulty.
30th. [Watch rang] last night, and this morning. Very little last night, but more fully this morning.
31st. [Watch rang] last night, immediately upon my lying down, It rang this morning, also.
			
I also saw brilliant Star like lights, last night.
22 Watch Ringings in December - at morning and night
22 = 44 Ringings, in Dec. 1878.
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Charing Cross, H Hotel, London, E. 1879.
“Watch Ringing the Old Year out, and the New Year in.”
1879.
Jany. 1st.		
On retiring to my Chamber at Charing Cross Hotel, London, last night at about 11 ½ P.M. My Watch and
Weight, 168lbs
placing, my Watch (under my Pillow) commenced Tolling as for a Funeral, slowly, impassively, deeply,
168 lbs
		
Solemnly, and Sweetly, withal, as if for a Funeral. - This continued something more than a minute, and then
		ceased.
			
I was much alarmed, feeling sure it must indicate the death of a member of my family, or of some dear
		
friend, or near Relative.
			
After a lapse of about three minutes, the watch commenced again, but with a merry Peal that continued
		
about a minute, or so
			
This, reminded me it was “New Years Eve”, and that my Watch had rang the “Old Year out and the New
		Year in”
			
At same time bright lights were flashing upon my inner-spiritual vision, and Brilliant Stars also - whether
		my eyes were closed or open,
			
Watch continuing to ring at the same time.
2d,

Watch rang last night, and a great deal this evening.

3d,
		
		

Watch commenced ringing last night, the moment my head was laid upon my pillow, and numerous brilliant,
white Lights, large as peas were shining in front of my face, and con-tinued to do so, while my watch was
ringing; this being about three minutes, as nearly as I can judge.

4th.
		

Watch rang last night, but very feebly. - I saw a small Star last night, such as I frequently see, at night. These I
regard as Salutation of Spirits of departed Friends, and other Spirits.

5th.
6th.
		
		

Watch rang a little Music last night, and much of it, this morning.
Watch made a loud hammering (inside, of course) last night, for a few minutes, but with a very slight degree
of musical element. This morning, The Hammering was repeated for a long time, but without any ring, at all.
I presume this effort at Music was rendered abortive by a cold I have taken, and consequent discomfort.

7th. Watch hammered long time last night but failed producing Musical Tones.
			
It seems to me that although the Ticking of the Watch, is not coincident with the musical tones, that the
		
watch emits, so often, the Music, may, nonetheless, be evolved therefrom. - As sparks of fire are evolved from
		Steel concussion of Steel and Flint.
			I also saw a little, Electric Light-Spiritual Light, last night.
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Charing Cross Hotel, London.
1879
Jany. 8th On retiring last night, I saw many brilliant Lights, but my Watch made no manifestations, until early morning, my
168 lbs
		
Watch rang much, and without any of the usual preliminary increase of the volume of the sound of its ticking.
			
In fact, I could hear no ticking, at all, though there was much Ringing.
			
I believe I have never heard any of this watch ringing excepting while I was in bed - and with my watch
		
under my pillow, and only when I lie upon my left side. Also, I think I never hear the normal ticking of the
		
watch when it is under the pillow.
9th.
		

Watch rang under my pillow, this morning, but with very little music and this, feeble. Thi
Nevertheless, the ticking of the watch as so loud, I heard it through my pillow, a long time.

10th. Watch rang long time, this morning, and after daylight had fully appeared.
11th. Watch rang under my pillow a good deal, this morning, but scarcely, musically.
12th. Watch hammered, this morning, but made no music. Abortive effort.
13th. [Watch] rang a little last night, and also, this morning.
14th. [Watch] rang last night and this morning. I saw much Star like, lights.
15th. No ringing, but I saw much light-like stars-last night.

X

16th. Watch rang a little last night, and this morning.
17th. Watch rang a little last night, and this morning.
18th. Watch sounded and hammered a few minutes, last night, and failed in its attempt to ring to ring, but it Rang a long
		
time, this morning, and while I was lying on my right side, that it has never done before. Perhaps my health is
		improved.
19th. Watch rang musically, last night.
20th

[Watch rang] much, this morning, and while I was lying on my right side.

21st

[Watch rang] much, last night, and I saw much light, but in neither Stars nor Flashes.

22d.

[Watch rang] loudly, and with fine music, this morning.

23d. [Watch rang] this morning, but only a little, and with difficulty, apparently.
			
I saw several spirits of the departed, last night, all of whom I knew, Viz.* Wm. Knowles - Daniel Hiscox,
		
and Abby Hiscox, etc, etc.
			
The above named, three in number, are all related to each other.
25th. Watch rang only a few taps, this morning.
26th. [Watch rang] this morning, but only for a moment or so, and very faintly, but I saw a great deal of beautiful,
		
white, Star like light, last night.
24 Watch ringings, in January, 1879

*

Abbreviation for Videlicet: that is to say; namely. See: Videlicet (n.d.). In Merriam-webster online. Retrieved from
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/videlicet
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London Marazion
1879
Feby 2d Watch rang this morning, but scarcely audible, and very little.
3d,
		
170 lbs

[Watch rang this morning].
I heard a spirit sing, last night, with a sweetness, that seemed Seraphic.

7th,		
I saw much bright, Starry like light, last night, and heard a wondrous song of wailing; the voice of only
		one spirit
9th,

Watch rang this morning, but only a moment.

14th, [Watch rang] last night.
			
Today, I left London, for Marazion in Cornwall. Stopping at Milverton, Somerset there a day + night, to
		
see my English, or Britannian, rather, Timothy Thornhill, and his sister, Miss [...] Thornhill: and from there to
		
the house of my friend, John J. Taylor, an American, who, with his family, were living there at that time - and
		
now, at Stamford, Conn.
			
I remained at John Taylors 25 days, very pleasantly but heard no watch ringing, though I had a fine
		
large and great room while I was there and beautiful of the Island Crag with its famous castle on its peak. I
		
regard Marazion as one of the most interesting quiet and pleasant spots in England. I had been there before 		
but my friend Taylor had never been there, until years after my first visit. A delightful place to live.
			
I am surprised I had no Watch ringings there, but I was constantly absorbed with the beauty and
		
interests this little town with its surroundings afford in such extraordinary degree.
			
Had I been travelling from places, as I have so often been, I should not have been surprised that I heard
		no “ringings.”
			
I never expect Spiritual manifestations of Physical character, when I am travelling, every day or so. The
		
mind is too much occupied with other subjects.
			
I revisited the Isle of Wight, Tintern Abby, Cheltenham, Ross, etc, etc, and great number of places in the Southern and
		
Southwesterly portions of England, travelling more or less every week with intense interest, though unwell,
		
until I arrived again at “Charing Cross Hotel”, London - on May 4, 1879.
Watch rang on four occasions, in Feby, 1879. [xxx]
On April 16th, 1879, at “Swan Hotel” in Ross (Herefordshire) I received intelligence of the death of my dear - and more than
Brother - Isaac P. Hazard. Ross is not far from Tintern Abbey that I have visited several times. The most beautiful ruin in
Great Britain possibly - to others, that I have seen.
I met Alfred Peace at Bridgwater south of England - he was a [xxx] business in Great Britain [xxx] Bristol, [xxx]
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Charing Cross Hotel, London.
1879
May 4. Having left London, on 14th of Feby and returning thereto, on May 4 - after an absence of 75 days, I resumed my old
178 lbs
quarters at Charing Cross Hotel, where, I had no repetition of watch until I had been there 35 days, when on
		
8th of June I had my watch rang under my pillow.
			
This was the first instance of the kind, I had experienced since the last Ringing that occurred at Charing
		
Cross Hotel on Feby 14, 79 - This being a lapse extending from Feby 14th to June 8 - making a suspension of
		
the Watch ringing of 114 days.
June 8. Watch hammered a great deal last night - but failing entirely to achieve Musical effect, which, I presume, was the
		purpose thereof.
			
When the watch does ring, I notice there is a great often much difference in the degree of the musical
		
tone, during the same occasion of one of these Occurrences, Ringings.
			
I have never heard the watch play a tune
16th - Watch rang last night, so loudly it awaked; this oc-currence is not very unusualy, though I am not apt to wake
		easily.
(Watch rang on two nights at Charing Cross in London, in June,
and the 2d Instance was on the night before I left London)
			It was not very musical, and stopped very soon after it awaked me. My dinner, last evening, was of
		
Bread and Cheese, and a Pint and a half of bitter beer. The first beer I have tasted for many months past.
			
I have never tasted any Spirituous liquor, excepting Wine, in my life, nor been in the habit of using malt
		liquors.
On the 17th of June, I left London, to take a last view of many of the places I had visited in North of England and
more than once. Especially Kendal, Westmorland, and Windermere, and other Lakes that are in Vicinity. Scenes at and near
Kendal, that my dear mother loved so much; having been sent there for rudiments of education, and thence to London for
higher Branches - where she was in care of Sir Edmund Head, Bart,* and of Banker, Wa John Wakefield, in Kendal.
On this Occasion, I visite re-visited Kenal, Ambleside, Lakes, Windemere, etc, etc; Keswick, Carlisle, Thence to Perth,
Inverness, Thurso, Dundee, Edinburgh, Lancaster, etc, etc etc, etc.
I took steamer from Liverpool on July 3d, 1879, and arrived in Quebec, in Canada, on July 13th, whence I travelled
slowly and indirectly, to Ottawa, Montreal, Lake Memphremagog, St. Johnsbury, White Mts., Newburyport, Boston, Peacedale,
Newport R. I. Peacedale R. I. where I arrived Aug, 14. 1879, whence I returned to Newport on Sept. 1. 79, and returned to
Peacedale, on November 28, 1879, my dear brother Isaac, having died, March 23d, 1879, at 85 years.

*

Abbreviation for Baronet.
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1879
Nov. 1st.		
I arrived in Newport R. I. (from Peacedale) on Sept 1. 79 and went out to Vaucluse, where I remained over
186 lbs		
20 days, and then returned to Newport, where I took lodgings at Newport at “Miss Anthony’s Church St. that
		
is only a hundred yards from my Club at corner of Church St, and Bellvue, Avenue, where I remained until
		
Nov. 28th, when I left, for Peacedale.
			
During all this Period between Nov 1. 1879 at Newport R. I. and June 16, 1879, in London, a period of
		
136 days, I had not heard my Watch, Ring.
Until
Nov 1st, Watch rang last night (at Miss Anthonys in Newport) and so strongly, I was awakened thereby.
			
This is the first time I have heard it ring, since I heard it ring at Charing Cross Hotel London, June 16,
		
1879 a lapse of 138 days
Watch rang in November, 1879 - only once
[Watch rang in] January 1879
57 Watch Ringings in 1879
After November 1st, 1879. I heard no repetition of these Ringings, until Jany 2d, 1882 Here then, is a suspension of these Ringings, of 792 days that is, of Two years, and Two months.
Thus far, these Ringings have always occurred when I am alone, and while I am in bed, excepting that the Ringing at
Beyrouth, seems to have occurred at all hours.
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Peacedale, R. I.
See page 15, Charing Cross Hotel, London.
1882
Jany 2d.		
After an interval of suspension of this Ringing, from Nov. 1. 1879 to Jany 2d, 1882, - a period of Two
185 lbs
		
years and two months, they commenced again on Jany 2d. 1882 at Peacedale, R. I. Viz
Jany 2d. Watch rang last night (at Peacedale R. I.) about two, or three minutes.
			
I was asleep at the time until I was awaked by the Ringing at about 2, or 3 O.clock A. M. I heard more of
		
the usual preliminary loud ticking, on this occasion
			
The suspension of these ringings are not as ascribable to abatement of the interest I feel in regard to
		
them, inas-much and as no such abatement has occurred.
3d.
Watch rang last night, but very little, so far as I heard it.
			
I suspect it may have nearly exhausted itself, in efforts to awaken me.
4th, Watch rang last night, before I went to sleep.
			
On this occasion, the ringing was not preceded by the dull, clattering, noise, and rumpus inside of the
		
Watch that has heretofore Characterized this ringing.
Three Watch Ringings, Recorded, in Jany. 1882.
Feby. 22d- Watch rang last night a little this morning at Peacedale R. I
			
I left Peacedale on March 11th, 82, for New York, Cuba, Mexico, N. Orleans, Ohio, thence to Kentucky,
		
Tennessee, Georgia, So. Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Washington, Philada, etc, etc
Dec. 8th, Watch rang a little this Morning, at Vaucluse, R. I. Residence of my Brother T. R. Hazard.
Dec
9th. [Watch rang a little this Morning at Vaucluse, R. I. Residence of my Brother T. R. Hazard.]
		
3 Watch Ringings, in Jany, 1882
1 [Watch ringings] Feby. [1882]
2 [Watch ringings] Dec. [1882]
Six Watch Ringings, in 1882.
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At Newport, R. I.
1883
Jany 12th Watch rang long time, this morning.
182 lbs.

22d,

[Watch rang] this morning, but very little.

23d,

[Watch rang] last night [but very little.]

30th, [Watch rang last night but very little.]
31st,

[Watch rang] this morning, but very little
Five watch Ringings recorded in Jany, 1883

Feby 2d, Watch rang this morning, but very little
March 2d, Watch rang last night, but very little
Watch rang on seven times in 1883.
(It did not ring again until One year and three days
had transpired, when it commenced ringing again at Peacedale R. I. March 5. 86)
1885
Feby 22d -
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Peacedale, R. I.
See page 15, Charing Cross Hotel, London.
1885
March 3d - After a lapse of one year and two days, during which, I did not hear the watch ring, at any time, it Commenced
176 lbs
		
ringing again, (at Peacedale, R.I), on March 3d. 1885 March 3d. Watch rang a little (at Peacedale, R.I.) this morning, between 6 ½ and 7 ½ A. M.
5th -

Watch rang, this morning

6th, Watch rang under my pillow, this morning,
			It also, rang in my hand, when I took it from under my Pillow.
			
I feel very sure, I never heard it ring in my hand before, excepting when it so rang, at Beyrouth, Syria,
		in 1878.
7th,

Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.

8th.

[Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.]

9th.

[Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.]

10th. [Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.]
12th. [Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.]
16th. [Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.]
17th. [Watch rang, this morning, under my pillow.]
I have pretty fully decided that the musical sounds of these ringings are not produced in the tickings, but are
independent thereof, - at least, so far as as time is coincident concerned, Sometimes they seem to be coincident, but I think,
are not so
20th, Watch rang this Morning.
21st.

[Watch rang this Morning.]

22d,

[Watch rang this Morning.]

23d,

[Watch rang this Morning.]

24th, [Watch rang this Morning.]
25th, [Watch rang this Morning.]
26th

[Watch rang this Morning.]

27th, [Watch rang this Morning.]
28th, [Watch rang this Morning.]
29th, [Watch rang this Morning.]
30th

[Watch rang] early, [this Morning.]
Watch rang Twenty one (21) times during Month of March, 1885.
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Peacedale, R. I.
Don’t forget, Don’t forget - the first paper of the Book
square book of these Ringings, I am copying from

April 7th, Watch rang this morning.
175 lbs

8th,

[Watch rang this morning.]

10th. [Watch rang this morning] in a peculiar manner; that is new to me.
11th. [Watch rang] a little, this morning.
12th. [Watch rang] much, [this morning.]
13th. [Watch rang] only four or five taps, this morning, but about five minutes thereafter, something like a quite
		
loud explosion occurred - apparently, inside of the watch. At same time, there was a slight degree of musical
		
tone in it. This is the first incident of its Kind, I have experienced herein.
14th. Watch uttered one slightly musical tap this morning; and sometime thereafter, two doubtful ones.
22d,

Watch rang under my pillow, last night, so loudly, it awaked me.

24th, Watch rang a little, last night.
26th, Watch, uttered two, very faint taps last night, that rang, under my Pillow, and same, this morning morning, - This
		
is one of the very Instances in which Watch Ringing has occurred in the Morning.
27th, Watch rang, one, very slight, faintly musical tap, this Morning.
29th, Watch rang very sweetly, last night, uttering its music in about a dozen taps, that were continuous; flowing
		
like a stream.
30th Watch, Rang last night, very sweetly, but only about a dozen taps, or intonations.
			
I feel satisfied that this ringing, and the Character of it chiefly depends upon conditions of my health,
		
and that it never occurs when I am in enjoyment of good health.
Watch rang on Thirteen (13) different occasions in month of April, 1885.
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Peacedale, R. I.
1885
May 1st. On retiring last night, Watch rang under my pillow.
173 lb
		
It also rang a great deal, this morning, and less rapidly, more deliberately, than usual.
2d,

Watch rang under my Pillow, last night.

3d, 		
With view to ascertain if other watch than the one (that has been ringing more or less, for Since June
		
1878 to this date) would also ring if it were placed under my pillow, with the one I have, I borrowed a watch
		
for the purpose, from my Nephew John N. Hazard, of Peacedale, R.I.: he, having two spare ones, both of them,
		
expensive, golden ones. Its Chrystal, is covered with a gold case, that flies open, on touching a spring.
			
These two watches, I placed under my Pillow last night, but at distance of about a foot apart. I had worn
		
the golden one, instead of the silver one, hoping this might promote the purpose of this experiment - by
		communicating influence of my “magnetism” thereto.
6th,
		
7th,

Silver Watch rang a great deal this morning - The Golden one, was silent.
I think my health has been better during the last two days, than it has been, for a long time; but I am not well.
My (silver) watch rang a great deal this morning. Golden one was silent.

8th. [My (silver) watch rang] this morning.
		It seemed, as if the Gold watch gave out a slight, and continuous sound, like that of the murmuring of a sweet
		
sounding bell, of small size, that had just ceased ringing. - I now think, it did the same yesterday, but in slighter
		
degree. I do not feel quite sure of this.
9th, Silver Watch, rang last night, and this morning, and long time.
			
While my watch was ringing, this morning, it seemed to emit the same slightly sweet, murmuring,
		
sound, of a small bell, that I have that is noted here, in the Record of yesterday, the 8th. Inst.*
12th. Silver Watch, rang much last night, - also, this morning.
13th. [Silver watch rang] last night, but very little.
14th. [Silver watch] rang much, this morning.
			
Having experimented with my Nephews Golden Watch, Rang eight nights and mornings, without results,
		
further than the rather merely problematical murmurings that seemed to occur, on the two occasions above
		
noted, I abandoned further experiment.
			
Nevertheless, I think the Golden Watch (or any other watch) would ring, if I should keep and
		
experiment with it, a long time, or even in a moderate period thereof.

*

Abbreviation for instante mense, Latin: “this month”
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Peacedale, R. I. until May 25th.
arrived at Boston, on May 29th, 85 - where I remained until, July 17th
Where I went with my Brother Thomas to his house at Vaucluse, R.I. -

May 15th,
		
Watch rang long time, last night.
			
I frequently take tea at my Nephew John N. Hazard’s, and did so, last evening. His house is only a few
		hundred yards I have observed that distant from that of my brother Rowland G. H. at which I live, when I am
		
at Peacedale. I have observed that my watch is apt to ring during the night, when I have spent the evening at
		
my nephew Johns, house. Both himself and his wife, are “Mediumistic” - highly so, I think. I know.
16th Watch rang (no taps) last night, and this morning, for a long time.
			
This ringing appeared to be accompanied by a singing on part of the watch, as if it were a mere
		
reverberation, of something that I did not hear.
17th, Watch rang, last night, and this morning.
18th, Watch rang much, last night, although I indulged in a luxurious dinner, last evening - that I usually avoid.
19th, Watch rang this morning, but only two taps, and these, faint.
20th, [Watch rang] very little, last night, but sang much, as if has frequently done, lately.
21st, Watch rang last night, but very little.
			
I frequently place my watch on top of my Pillow, immediately under my ear, hoping it might ring, but
		
had never done so, until I therefore made an especial request that it would ring if if it were possible to grant
		
me this favor, at this time. In about ten minutes thereafter, the watch rang, about six full loud, musical strokes,
		
that followed each other in immediate succession. About two minutes thereafter, the Watch struck, two more.
22d,

Watch rang last night

23d,

[Watch rang] this Morning.

24th, [Watch rang] last night.
25th On retiring last night, I again placed my watch on top of my Pillow, + under my ear.
			
I then asked, if it would be best for me to go to Boston. (I had no doubt; such a change would be
		
beneficial - being quite unwell.) In about two minutes, thereafter, my Watch gave three Musical Taps, in a very
		
deliberate, and clear manner, a “Yes.” I proceeded to Boston, on the following day, - on May 28th, 1885, for a
		long visit.
28th, Watch Rang under my Pillow, at Hotel Bellevue, Beacon St, Boston.
29th, I left Peacedale, and went to Boston
30th, Watch Watch rang under my Pillow, at Bellevue Hotel, Beacon St, Boston.
31st,

Watch rang this morning, when it was not under my Pillow.
Watch rang 24 times in the Month of May, 1885
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Boston
[xxx]
1885
July 1st, I feel almost sure my watch rang, last night.
4th,		
To avoid the turmoil of July 4th, Celebrations, I returned to that grandest of American Streets,
		
Commonwealth Avenue Boston, that is silent at this Season of the year, those residing therein being mostly at
		
their Country Houses.
			
I there took a seat under a tree, where very few persons were passing while the horrid din of “The
		
Celebration” that was proceeding on Boston Common (not far away from me) could be heard only indistinctly.
			
While I was enjoying the shade of the trees that are in the Central portion of this Broad Avenue (200
		
feet, I think) and con-templating its elegant residences (though not large) an English Sparrow seated himself
		
upon my bald, and uneven head, and there remained some ten minutes, as if he had taken me for one of the
		
Bronze Statues that decorate this noble Street. A few persons passed by who observed the situation, with
		
interest, but no one in-terfered by deed or word.
			
When this bird had satisfied itself with such repose it flew to an opposite house, where it was soon
		
hidden by the British Ivy in which it had taken refuge.
			
I presume this Bird was not aware, that he was seated on the head of the very person who first imported
		
the first British Sparrows, that ever reached the shores of these United States, and probably, of this Continent.
			
Those I imported were liberated at Peacedale R. I.
			
The Sparrow that found himself on my head was a young one - at least was born during this season.
			
I Considered his confidence as being highly complimentary - (unless he mistook me for Bronze) and I
		
sometimes try to hope, his conduct was a good omen.
			
Birds seem to be “Spirit-like” and may, perhaps, be susceptible of influence of Spirits of departed
		Mankind.
9th,

see page 77.

		
		
hereof

At about day light, this morning, I was awakened by a mighty noise, seeming to be a tremendous one, indeed.
It appeared to be immediately at the head of my bed, in the that is in a larger Chamber at the top of a five
storied house, and which is not only very sunny in the morning, and always quiet, but affords a fine view of
Much of the City of Boston, and its spacious Harbor, and all of Boston Bay, nearly.
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Newport, R.I. Aug. 16, 1885, Today, I heard the most Divine Music, through my Spiritual sense of hearing) I have heard for
long time past, During many years past, I have habitually heard delightful enrapturing music, and daily (most, at night) but
I have heard little thereof, during the last six or Eight months or so - Also, I [xxx]
It seemed to me, as if that this nightly concussion, was such as might be provided by a very powerful man, who, with
a heavy sledge - had struck something with all his might, that was very strongly made of Wood.
On hearing this mighty Crash, it immediately occurred to me, that it might refer to a Private “Materializing Seance,”
that my brother Thomas (who arrived in Boston only a fo from his winter sojourn int Santa Barbara, California) and myself
had attended the evening before, and which was repeated, and he published accounts of in a Philadelphia Paper ( “North
American,” I think - and one of the oldest and best known in that City.)
These Seances were sustained by a retired, wealthy merchant of, and in the City of Boston, and had been for more
than 20 years past - the experiences and proceedings of which, are all carefully recorded.
The entire establishment is private, as are the mediums who have are furnished with a house in which they live and
hold their Seances - and are most comfortably provided for in all respects.
The purpose of their employer, is simply for investigation of this phase of The Spiritual Manifestations, of to day.
My Brother Thomas and myself, were kindly permitted by the proprietor, to attend several of these seances, there.
I attend numerous other Materializing Seances, during this visit to Boston - nearly all of them being private to myself,
for reason that I am able to thus obtain far more interesting results, than are obtainable at Public Seances.
On July 17th, 1885, Brother Thomas R. H. and myself, left Boston, and arrived his residence Vaucluse - Six mile on
the Island of Rhode Island, and six miles North from Newport, R. I. that same evening, where I remained with him about
a week, and then went to the City of Newport, where I remained until I left that City for Peacedale, R. I. on the 28th of Sept
1885 - where I remained until Nov 25th 1885, and on that day left Peacedale for Stamford Con. and City of New York, at my
Relative, Rowland N. Hazard house 40 W. 38th St, until April 17. During this visit to New York, I constantly saw my brother Thomas, and I have now (now) no doubt, Spiritual friends
arranged this order of things, on view of the death of my Brother Thomas, in that City, on March 26th, 1886 - at St Denis
Hotel. I was at his side, at the time. J.P.H.
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Newport, R. I.
arrived at Peacedale, Sept 28th, from Newport.
1885
Sept 5th Watch rang under my pillow, last night and this morning.
			This morning, it rang as it usually does, but last night it gave only one tap at a time, until it had nearly
		
ceased ringing for the night; but at its closing, it rang more freely. More than two months have transpired since
		
I have heard the watch ring.
			
I am inclined to believe the ringing of this date may be in a measure, ascribable to my having dined,
		
yesterday, with my friend Geo. W. Wales of Boston, who Spends his summers at his Newport Residence on the
		
Cliffs. I confined my dinner to a dish of soup (a rich one, however) and bread; but I indulged myself with
		
Several glasses of two different kinds of wine, that I entirely eschew, as a rule.
6th,

Watch rang, this morning, with highly sonorous tones, and reverberations, but finished with simple ringing.

8th,
		

Watch rang this morning, a long time, with full tone of a bell, but it articulated no taps, excepting that it closed
with one, tap.

9th,
		

Watch rang last night, and this morning. Tapping like a bell a long time, but without reverberation.
The character of the Ringings were same; both night + morn.

11th. Watch rang, last night and this morning, Highly sonorous, but no Taps.
13th, Watch rang under my pillow, this morning, as usual.
18th, Watch was sonorous and musical, this morning, but did not ring.
21st. Watch commenced with a sonorous reverberation last night, almost immediately on placing it under my ear,
		after after a few moments, a most rapid succession of taps, commenced, that were not at all Bell, like. They were
		
entirely distinct from the sounds that are incident to the ticking of the watch, and the rapid percussion and
		
mysterious percussions that are so often emitted by this watch, were entirely distinct from in my ear, as are
		
different colors, distinct to the eye.
			
My health seems to be very much better t day, I feel stronger, and more cheerful, than I have done for
		
long time. Nevertheless, I am very unwell.
28th, I left Newport, and arrived at Peacedale, today.
29th. I have heard most wonderful Spiritual Music to day - both Vocal and Instrumental, Enrapturing.
		
I awaked this morning, in condition of Severe illness Possibly, Watch ringings may have endeavored to advise
		
me of my danger.
			
I will here remark, that during many years past, I have been accustomed to hear (with my Spiritual ear
		- that all persons have) both Vocal and Instrumental Spiritual Music.
			That of which I above mention (under date of 28th, Sept, inst) It was most grand, sublime, enrapturing 		
though not new to me, I have been accustomed to hear similar Music for my many years past.
		
An immense Organ appeared to contribute to this Angelic Concert.
10 Watch Ringings - (that is, days + Nights on which it rang, making 20 Ringings) in September, 1885.
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Peacedale, R. I.
1885
Oct 17th. My long time condition (about a year) of depressed condition of health has - at last - culminated in “Bilious Fever”,
		
so that I am at last obliged to call a Physician, Doctor Wm Henry Hazard, who is only a year my Junior, and
		
has had a Vast deal of Practice in this vicinity.
			
Nevertheless, I do not confine myself to the house; the Doctor advising me to walk about the grounds
		
of my brother Rowlands house, that abound in “Asphalt walks”.
19th, Watch uttered slight reverberation of Bell like taps sounds, from under my pillow, last night.
22d,
		
		

While lying awake, on my bed of illness, this morning, it occured to me, to ask Spiri my Spirit friends, if my
watch ceased to ring (on 21st Sept, nearly a month ago) for reason that they thought it would be well not be
well to interfere with my cure, while I was in care of a Physician. - Immediately, herefore,

(22d) Watch uttered five of its usual, normal ticks, excepting that the third, and fourth, of these five ticks were
		distinctly peculiar in sound, as compared with the usual tone of the watch ticking, though these third and
		
fourth ticks, were neither Musical, no Bell, like.
28th, I feel very well (at least comfortable) today, and ate half of an uncooked onion, hoping it might induce an
		
appetite for food. Nevertheless this has been one of the darkest days of my Illness.
			
On retiring to bed, last night, at about 9.30 P.M, I laid my watch under my ear (its ticking, being Normal). At same
		
time, speaking to it, mentally. Hereupon and very Suddenly, the Watch gave two, or three, consecutive taps,
		that rang rang like a Bell. - The watch rang no more, and it seemed to me as if these taps were not accidental 		
made by a Spirit friend who was then attending me.
Watch rang three times, in October, 1885.
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Peacedale, R. I.
1885
Nov. 1st Watch, was faintly sonorous, this morning
164 lbs

6th

Illness, again.

[Watch was faintly sonorous, this morning]

15th, [Watch] rang, - or rather, ticked, this morning. I was scarcely at all, Bell like, but it appeared to be animated by a desire to
		
indicate something, but in a way so Weird, varied, Strange and complicated modes of ticking, and sound thereof, that it
seemed to me as if the old notions concerning Puckish Spirits, were here and now, being confirmed.
21st,

Watch was a little sonorous, last night.

22d,

[Watch was a little sonorous, last night.]

23d,

[Watch was a little sonorous, last night.]

24th, Watch was sonorous, on my retiring, last night.
At 3 A. M. it rang under my pillow, a few clear and musical taps, that were the first instance of ringing that has
		
occured for some time past.
			
This being induced by changed conditions of my health, perhaps. At 7 ½ , A. M., Watch ticked was ticking,
		
naturally, but, upon placing it on top of the pillow and under my ear, it soon became sonorous slightly sonorous.
25th, Watch was sonorous, last night, and this morning.
			
My conditions of health have so improved, I left Peacedale to day, and went to make a Visit to my friend John J.
		
Taylor, at Stamford, Con.
Watch rang Nine times, in November, 1885
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Stamford, Con.
1885
Dec. 1, (I arrived at Stamford Con, and John J. Taylors house, on the 25th of November.)
169 lb.

Dec. 1st. Watch rang under my Pillow, at 4. A.M. three loud and clear taps, and I feel very sure, it also Rang, yesterday
		
morning. My memory has become so infirm, I think it is probable that I sometimes forget portions of these
		manifestations.
3d.

Watch a little sonorous, last night, and more so, this morning.

4th.

[Watch a little sonorous] this Morning.

7th. Watch rang, and so awaked me thereby, at 3.10. A. M. with steady ringing, like a bell. This is the first instance
		
(always allowing for my feebleness of memory) of its ringing so continuously, for long time.
			
Not since the commencement of my illness, last September (that became serious, about Oct 1st,) have I
		
before so prolonged ringing, I think.
11th, Watch awaked me with its ringing, about 6. A.M., but my drowsiness was such, I was very soon, sound asleep,
		again.
			
At 7 ½ A.M, I awaked, again, and placed my watch on top of my Pillow, and under my ear. It did not
		
ring, but was moderately sonorous, for reason, probably, that I had indulged in a rather luxurious dinner,
		yesterday.
			
It appears, my watch rings, as well as merely taps, when I am un-well, but whether it does so as often when I am
		
in good health, I am unable to positively decide, I think-however-it most fre-quently manifests when I am not
		
well. That it generally rings when conditions of health and other circumstances will permit, I have no doubt.
		
My Spirit friends being fully aware, that I always am glad to hear them.
12th, Watch rang about 4 ½ A.M. and again, at 7 ½ A.M. with what seemed to me, to be, a Congratulatory, Cheery,
		Salutation.
24th, Watch rang very musically, and sweetly, at 7. A.M.
25th, Watch rang under my Pillow, several times, between 7 & 8.00. A.M.
			
A Christmas Greeting, I presume.
29th, Watch rang in most remarkable manner, from 2 A.M. to 8 A.M. this morning
Watch rang 9 times in December, 1885.
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Two of the five paintings mentioned below, are hanging in the Cottage of Miss Mary Abby Hazard, at
Peacedale, R.I.
One [of the five paintings is hanging in the Cottage] of John A. Brown, Wakefield
One [of the five paintings is hanging in the Cottage] of the Misses Peckham,
One [of the five paintings is hanging in the Cottage] of David Hanover,
These paintings are virtually, the work of two artists; therefore, of double the forty five minutes. That is, each of these five
paintings had virtually, occupied Eighteen minutes, instead of the apparent, nine mins.
1886
Feby 22d- Today I went with my brother Thomas, to see Medium Joseph Caffrey at his house 590, 7th Avenue, New York,
		
Mr. Caffrey is merely an ordinary Spiritual Medium, but his wife - a very young Woman - (and evidently a
		
most sincere one) being an excellent Materializing Medium. She is less than twenty years of age; her husband
		
seems to be about Forty. My Brother had known them some time.
			
On the walls of Mr. Caffreys Seance room, (that will accommodate about forty persons at a Seance) are
		
numerous paintings of ordinary appearance, and character.
			
Five of these purport to have been painted under circumstances as follow: as stated by Mr. Caffrey in
		
presence of his wife, and my brother Thos. R. Hazard and myself.
			
“A rugged, filthy looking man, called at Caffreys house, who told him he would paint some pictures for
		
him if he could have canvas prepared and stretched on frames for him.
			
Mr. C. says he immediately draped this man in a suit of his own (Mr. C’s) clothes and then took him to bath
		
house, where he cleaned himself.
			
At the appointed hour for next morning, the Stranger appeared (at No. 202 West 36th St. N. York - where lived last year)
		
according to appointment - at 12 ½ P.M. with a little box of oil paints, of five different colors, and only two
		
brushes, quite insufficient for the purpose, Mr. Caffrey thought, who is - himself - something of an Artist.
			
The Stranger placed two of chairs, upon each of which he placed a one of the prepared canvas. He then
		
seated himself between these two, and with a paint brush in each of his hands, he proceeded to paint, two
		
pictures at a time - one picture with each hand. He made no drawings of the Pictures, but he finished them all
		
in forty five minutes, having drank a Pint of whiskey, that Mr. Caffrey provided for the artist at the request of
		
the Painter. Mr. Caffrey gave the Artist three dollars for his work, that being the price [xxx] named for them.
			
The Artist told Mr. C. he would come again at some future time, and paint a large Picture for him.
		
The five he painted, are not of equal size, but are about 3 feet by two, all landscapes.
			
Mr. C. offered the five to me for One Hundred and Fifty dollars that I immediately accepted, and wrote
		
my name with a lead pencil on the back of the canvas of each.
			
The stranger left. - Three days thereafter, Mr. C. found a package lying on the floor of his entry, near the
		
Front door, in which he found the clothing he had given the man, and the three dollars bill above mentioned,
		
but neither he, nor his wife, could tell how they were gotten into their house.
			
This Statement seems to be incredible, but both Mr. Caffrey and his wife say they saw the man commence
		
his work, and then left the room, but were back again when they were finished. This statement seems
		
in-credible, to day, but not more so than were “The Spirit Rappings,” when they first publicly occurred, in 1848.
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New York,
See Page 15, Charing Cross Hotel, London
1886
Jany 11th. On this day, I left Stamford Con, and arrived at the house of my relative and Friend, Rowland N. Hazard, of 40,
175 lb
		
West 38th, St. N.Y.
25th, Watch rang two musical taps, and then, Three more, under my pillow, this morning.
Watch rang once, in Jany. 1886
Feby. 6th, Watch struck four, sweetly musical taps, under my Pillow, at 8 A.M. while it was lying upon its face. I think I
		
placed it (face down) on top of the Pillow, for a couple of minutes, but it did not ring. I then placed it, again,
		under the Pillow, with its face down. It then, almost immediately, gave about a dozen, sweet, bell like, taps.
7th,
8th,
		
		
		

Watch rang under my pillow this morning, where it rang a long time, at intervals
Watch appears to have rung all night, inasmuch as I waked often, and always heard it ring on these frequent
occasions, and it did the same after I waked, this morning. - May be, the circumstance of my having met a
very agreeable gentleman last evening, with whom I had highly agreeable conversation, may had some
influence upon me, that exaggerated the Strength of my Mediumship, in this matter.

11th, Watch rang under my Pillow, when I awaked, at 5 A.M. and continued to do so, at brief intervals, until I arose,
		
at 8 ½ A.M. The ringing was peculiar, in some respects, and highly interesting.
		
These ringings, depend upon my capacity for hearing them, no doubt.
13th, Watch rang under my pillow, this morning. I observe that, just before the watch rings, commences to ring,
		
there is apt to be more or less noisy, violent commotion, inside of it, sometimes, so violent one would suppose the
		
machinery therin must be seriously injured, or even destroyed.
14th- Watch rang last night, and this morning. It frequently rings on top of the pillow.
15th. [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
16th, Watch commenced Ringing immediately on my lying down, last night a very rare case.
			
It rang this morning also, and in a manner that has not appeared before, if I remember.
17th, Watch rang this morning, in a manner, I think have not heard before. I am 79 years old, to day.
18th, [Watch rang] last night, and this morning.
19th, [Watch] gave one, almost inaudible tap, this morning. Perhaps for reason that a great change occurred in my
		Stomach, yesterday.
26th. I wrapped my watch in a silk hdkf, last night. It then rang on top of my Pillow, but it would not do so, this
		morning.
Watch Rang Twelve times, in Jany, 1886.
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City of New York
1886
March 1st, Watch rang a great deal, on retiring last night. It also emitted various other descriptions of sounds.
176 lb

3d,

Watch rang (but only a little) under my Pillow, this morning, but would not ring, on top of it.

4th,

[Watch rang] under my Pillow, this morning, but only a little.

6th,

[Watch rang under my Pillow, this morning, but only a little.]

11th, Watch rang about 7 ½ A.M. with notes that were unusually sweet, and musical, for a long time, and so loudly,
		
I was awakened by it. A little while thereafter the music ceased, but soon resumed, but this was less sweet,
		
and less in tone. It gradually died out, in about three minutes.
14th, Watch gave two or three very slight, and scarcely musical taps this morning.
			
I have been afflicted with a “Cold”, but it is now better.
17th, Watch appeared to try, very hard, to ring, both last night, + this morning, but succeeded only so far as to be
		sonorous.
20th,
		
		
		

At 2,35 A.M. while lying in bed (whether awake or slumbering, I know not)
Something like a heavy cane struck me across my limbs, below my knees. I had been to see my brother Thomas
at St. Denis Hotel, yesterday afternoon, and found him coughing with a bad Cold. I do not think he is in danger,
though he is in his 90th year. I shall - however - go down, and see him, directly.
Watch rang seven (7) times in March 1886

26th, Brother Thomas died to day, of Pneumonia. I had not supposed he had else than a cold. I was with him at the
		time.
My Brother Thomas died of Pneumonia, at St. Denis Hotel, N. York, on March 26, 1886 in his 90th year. - I was at his bed
side at the time, - I was with him, daily, during his illness, but I supposed he merely had a cold, and had no idea that his
condition was dangerous. We had been together a great deal lately - several months in Boston and Newport in 1885 - and
nearly as many in New York, in 1886.
1886
Feby. 22, At Rowland N. Hazards, 40W. 38th St, New York, I was awaked this morning by a sweet, feminine voice, saying
		“Uncle Joe” - “Uncle Joe.” It was yet dark; I therefore arose from my bed and raised the Gas, that was turned
		
down to a mere dot.
			
I was no sooner on my feet than I found myself so dizzy, that I narrowly escaped falling in my way to
		
the gas that was only a few feet from my bed, and saved myself therefrom by seating myself on my bed, where I
		
remained about ten minutes, before I dared go to the gas that was only a couple of steps from me.
			
It seemed to me I had probably been awakened by the Spirit of a relative or friend who perceived that
		
my condition was such I must probably die in a fit - at least, incur one, - unless I could be induced to change
		my position.
On April 2d. 86, I was walking down St. in New York, thinking of a good woman, at whose house in London (in 1857, I
think) I had rooms and meals a long time, where I was cared for by her and her daughter, as if I had been a son, and brother
of theirs.
I was unable to recall their name, and had tried to do so long time, when a market cart passed me, that I happened to
observe, and that the name of “Skelton,” was painted upon it - the very name I was trying to think of.
I feel very sure the Spirit of Mrs. Skelton was with me at this time, and directed my attention to the cart on which the
name of Skelton was painted. I boarded I had private rooms and board at her house in London, a long time, and at different
times.
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New York.
1886
April 8th. Twenty three days have now elapsed since heard the last watch ringing that occurred on 17th,
		Ultimo*
8th, Watch rang last night. This morning, it was only sonorous.
			
Its ringing, last night, was very different from its usual ring. I think it was unlike any thing I have
		
heard from it, heretofore.
			
It gave no prelude, last night (this is not new) The moment my head touched the Pillow, the watch
		
uttered one, iso-lated, clear, distinct, and sweet sounding musical tap.
			
A moment thereafter, it uttered two or three more similar taps, at intervals until these massed into,
		
comparatively continuous, and sweet sounding musical taps.
			
I took much exercise in walking, yesterday - more than usual (always on foot) and also attended
		
“Barnums” Caravan, and wonderful performances of both men and beasts. This continued nearly three hours.
		
I had seen all this before and for years, have been in habit of visiting his Caravan occasionally.
			
I think its effect upon me yesterday, was Salutary. I feel better. I know “Barnum,” met him in California
		
where we were in same Hotel - in the Yosemite Valley, I think
9th

Watch rang this morning

11th [Watch] was only sonorous, last night, and this morning.
			
I tried experiments with it this morning, before I “got up.” I placed the watch without reference to its
		
position as regards the stem thereof but I happened to discern Left hand Right Hand (this morning) that the watch
		
would not, or did not ring when I placed it with the stem, in reverse position to its representation in the above
		drawing.
			
I had the watch with the stem in the reverse of the above position, also with the stem, at left side of
		
hand side of the watch, and then, on the right hand side, but it would ring, in none other of these positions
		
than that in which it is above presented.
			
I have never been particular, how I laid my watch at night (in this particular) nor has it been explained
		to me.
			
I think, however, it is not unlikely that this very mysterious case may, possibly, be intended to afford
		
more full assurance that this work is that of Spiritual friends, and that apparent inattention to my wishes, is
		not only apparent, that they afford me all the information on These, or other points, that circumstances of this
		
Case, that “Conditions” will enable them to confer.
Four Watch Ringings in Month of April, 1886.

*

Ultimo Mense, Latin: “last month”
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Stamford, Con. at J. J. Taylors’.
1886
April 17th I left the City of New York, and proceeded to Stamford, Con, where again stopped at the house of my friend (and
		
indirect relative) John J. Taylor, where I
		Main spring
Four Watch Ringings in Month of April
May The Main spring of my Watch broke while I was in Stamford, but this only lost only a few days of the use of my watch
178 lbs
		
15th, After a lapse thereof, of 33 days, my
		Watch rang highly sonorously, only, last night and this morning, but with less sweetness than it did with the
		spring Main spring that was lately broken and which was replaced with a new one, on May 12th
18th Watch rang at about 7. A.M, during about half an hour, but only one tap at a time, and this, less musical than
		
usual. I presume this may be for reason of the quality of the new New Main Spring.
			
The “taps,” appeared to be about as numerous as the ticks of the watch, but I was unable to determine
		
if the ringing, the tapping, is exactly concurrent with the “Tick”, of the Watch. I think, it was not. Sometimes, I
		feel quite sure they are not concurrent.
			
If this is the case, then, it is certain that the music merely a Musicalized condition of the Ticking, of the
		
Watch, but is performance of some intelligent being, and not of mere force.
			
I have never, before, experienced any thing like the steadiness and persistence of Ringing that this watch
		manifested this morning, while uttering music under my pillow, this morning.
19th, Watch rang under my Pillow, almost incessantly this morning, until I arose for the day, although I held it in my
		
hand, most of the time, but under the Pillow.
			
Nevertheless, it did not ring until it laid upon its face. Nor did it ring when I held it in my hand, unless
		
I held it under my my face; that is, between the Pillow, and my face, my hand resting on the Watch. The ringing
		
is less musical with the new Main spring, than it was with the old spring.
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I arrived at Peacedale, R. I. on May 19.86,
having left Stamford that same day.
May 27th,
May 27th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
28th. [Watch rang] almost incessantly both last night and this Morning.
			
I am very much inclined to believe, that the Spirit that rings my watch, is, - as a rule - not in rapport
		
with my mind at the time of ringing. - The watch rings so much, lately, I am inclined to believe it is not unlikely
		
it would ring all night long, if I should remain awake, so long, and devised to hear it.
29th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
30th [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
			
During the last week, or more, I have frequently laid on a sofa to rest (being feeble) at same time,
		
holding my watch in my hand, on a Pillow, and under my ear, and it always rings, in this case.
			
On a late occasion, I tried this experiment in place presence of a friend (who is a Spiritualist), hoping it
		
might afford pleasure; but the experiment did not sound.
Watch rang Seven (7) times in May.
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Peacedale R. I.
1886, June 1st, Watch rang, last night, and this morning.
June 2d, Watch rang last night, and this morning, but no so vigorously - in the night - as has been its want, lately but it
		
seemed to have recovered its higher tones, in the this morning.
4th,

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

5th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

6th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning] but with abated vigor, and continuity.

7th,

Watch rang last night and this morning, but very little.

8th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

9th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning] but rather feebly, in the night.

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] with abatement of vigor of ringing. I think the New Main Spring has
		
become more musical, than it was.
11th, Watch rang under my Pillow, last night, and this morning.
		
I laid on the sofa, in the Parlor, this evening, with watch under my ear, but it did not ring, though it has
		
frequently done so, lately 12th, Watch rang under my Pillow, last night, and this morning.
			
The tone of the Ringing seems to be improving; becoming more like that of the lately broken main spring.
13th, Watch rang under my Pillow, last night, + this morning
14th, [Watch rang under my Pillow, last night]
15th, [Watch rang] last night, and this Morning.
16th

[Watch rang last night]

17th, [Watch rang last night]
			I I frequently go to sleep - generally do when it rings, on retiring. I went to sleep last night this morning while
		
the watch was ringing. I think this is a rare incident.
			
It has just occurred to me, that I have no recollection of having ever asked at the time of ringing, who is
		
the person now ringing, but simply take for granted they are my Spirit Brothers Relatives and friends.
			
I feel sure, however that my Mother is with me daily, and other deceased members of my family are
		
often with me - especially my Sainted brother Isaac, and sister Eliza.
			This morning - however, immediately on my waking from the nap into which I had fallen during the
		
ringing, It seemed to be impressed upon my mind that my dear Mother had effected the ringing during which
		
I “fell asleep”.
			
The watch rings with various degrees of intensity of sound on different occasions, not only, but also, on
		
the same occasion. I think o it is only the volume of sound that is increased, and that it is only the “key,” that
		varies.
			
As I know nothing of Music farther than to intensely love certain descriptions of it, the simple and
		
plaintive, I am not qualified to judge in the matter.
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June 18th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
19th,
		
		
		

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
During last night a “Whip por will” sounded forth its plaintive most interesting note (a voice of Night, itself,
as it were) during a large portion of the night - so far as I can judge - my attending being cited on several
occasions, though I rarely wake more than once a night, even now, in my 80th year.

20th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
21st.

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

22d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning] anounced accompanied with much insonorous pounding.

23d, Watch rang under my Pillow last night, (it last night and, this morning.
			
It frequently changes the manner of its ringing, but more so, lately, than usual.
			It is generally under the Pillow while ringing, unless I am experimenting
24th, Watch rang feebly, last night, but very strongly, this morning. - It rings in various modes, but, six times out of
		
seven, it does not commence ringing immediately on my lying down for the night. In the morning, it frequently
		
rings immediately upon my waking - that is probably caused by the ringing, very often.
25th, Watch rang under my Pillow last night, and this morning.
26th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
27th, [Watch rang] under my Pillow[last night and] at least an hour, I think I am growing stronger.
28th

[Watch rang under my Pillow last night, and this] morning.

29th, [Watch rang under my Pillow last night, and this morning], the loudest, this morning.
		
It rang more than hour (under Pillow) and more than an hour. It did not cease until I arose.
			
Half an hour thereof, I laid down again upon my bed - and placed my Watch as usual, asking it to not
		
ring. I waited for minute or so, No ringing ensued.
30th, Watch rang a great deal last night, and this morning, I observed that the musical taps were - sometimes - were
		
twice as many in a given time-say per minute, as at others.
Thirty watch ringings, in Month of June.
This is the only occasion in this record, in which the watch rang every day of the month. 30 Ringing days - each day (as a
rule) has two ringings - one at Morning, the other at Night, so that in reality, these ringings, are Sixty, for June - though only
30, according to Record.
Commencing with June 4th, 1886, Watch rang, both Night and Morning, of each the 27 days of June, making cons
making 27 days consecutive days of Watch Ringing at both morning and night, (besides its other numerous ringings that
occur during the night, but of which I make no Record
27 days in June 1886 upon which Watch rang under my Pillow (or on this top thereof - as the case might be) in the
Month of June.
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1886
July 1st Watch rang, last night, and this morning.
178 lb
		
When watch rings at my retiring, I think it generally continues to ring, until I have fallen in sleep; this is
		
generally pretty soon. When I awake at night; that is not apt to be more than once, and this, toward daylight in
		
the morning, it frequently rings, perhaps, has awakened me.
2d,

Watch rang under my Pillow, last night, and this morning.

3d,

[Watch] rang last night, and this morning.

4th,

[Watch rang] under my Pillow, last night, and this morning.

5th,

[Watch rang under my Pillow, last night, and this morning.]

6th,

[Watch rang under my Pillow, last night, and this morning.]

7th,

[Watch rang] this Morning.

8th, [Watch rang] last night, and this morning.
			
During a month, or so, past, I have noted that, when I place my watch under my ear - at lieing down 		
it very frequently gives one tap, immediately, and no more, until one, two, or even three minutes, have
		
transpired; that it then, commences - in earnest, as it were - and very soon, is ringing pretty steadily, - with its
		
usual brief intervals, of course
9th, Watch rang, - last night, and this morning.
			
It has now rang forty days + nights, in unbroken succession.
		[xxx]
		
During this period of Forty days, my health has been gradually, though very slowly improving. My Strength
		
has very sensibly increased.
			
Nevertheless, I have no desire to live any longer than is necessary to enable me to arrange my affairs,
		
for my final departure.
10th, Watch rang this morning but, not, last night.
			
This is the first time the watch has failed to ring twice, each 24 hours, since the Month of June
		
commenced - 40 days ago.
11th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
			
It commenced ringing this morning, or - preceded the ringing with a long, sharp, and loudly voiced
		
demonstration, that is entirely different from any thing in way of sound, or other that I had ever heard before.
		
I am unable to describe this sound, any farther than than a loud utterance of a word that I name, by saying First,
“Spring”,
		
“Spring,” with a prolonged cadence (to coin a word) and infinitesimally dying out with a half subdued Hiss,
		
in the case.
12th, Watch rang, last night, and this morning, at brief intervals, for long time
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July 13th. Watch, rang last night, and this morning. It was silent a long time, this morning, after I awaked. - I was thinking of
		
my late brother Thomas (who died, in New York, on March 26th, last. I was with him) when suddenly, a loud
2d, “Spring.” explosion occurred, that appeared to come from the Watch, that was so like the “Spring” that occurred on the
		11th, June, I feel sure it was meant as a repetition thereof.
		
There is a vigor of expression in this word “Spring,” a “Vim,” that is so characteristic of him, I am inclined to
		
believe, this word may be meant for his signal.
14th, Watch rang last night, but not this Morning. I feel more unwell, this morning.
15th, Watch did not ring, last night; but at 3,15 this morning, I was awaked by its Ringing.
It rang so long I was awake to hear it, and it repeated the “Spring”.

3d. “Spring.”

16th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
17th, Watch [rang last night and this morning.]
		
I feel convinced that these ringings are given chiefly for reason that it affords me pleasure.
18th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
19th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
		
I have lately observed that my watch for some time passed, has not rung less promptly, than than it used to. It
		
seems to me that it th does ring until several minutes, five or more - after I lie down. Also, when it does ring, it
		
commences with almost inaudible, And only single taps - one at a time, of course. but
		
These intervals gradually lessen, and the tones gradually increase, until the watch has regained its heretofore
		
usual, and full, ring.
			
I ascribe the tardiness and feebleness of tone above mentioned, to the circumstance of my overworking
		myself, lately.
20th, Watch rang last night, and this morning. It commenced ringing at the moment of my lying down, with unusual
		
vigor and loudness of tone, and with a persistence that ceased only when I placed the watch beyond my under
		
far end of the “bolster”, where I could not hear it.
			
I ascribe this unusual vigor of ringing to my having done no work yesterday morning, - but walked
		
down to Wakefield where visited several families of my friends - and I did not work of consequence during
		
the rest of the day - Only assorted some papers that required very little mental exercise.
21st Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly. I worked all day yesterday - too much. This affected the
		Ringing, probably
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July 22d Watch rang last night, and this morning.
23
24
		
		

Watch [rang last night, and this morning.]
Watch [rang last night, and this morning] but very feebly, and very short time
I arose and walked about my Chamber a few minutes this morning, on resuming my bed, Watch rang much
more rigorously, than before.Why?

25th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
26th, Watch [rang last night, and this morning.]
27th,
		
		
		

Watch [rang last night, and this morning] very feebly, especially on retiring
I walked more than three miles yeterday, and was driven down to my new house at Sea Side - “Druidream” and back, about 7 miles Drive, in all
Perhaps excess of exercise, is unfavorable to the Watch ringing.

28th
		
		

Watch rang last night, and this morning
At 6 ¼ P.M. to day, having been very busy all day, and feeling much exhausted, I reclined upon the Sofa,
and placed my watch on pillow and under my ear. Nothing occurred, until, having reposed about half an
Fourth, “Spring”
hour, my watch surprised me with a repetition of the “Spring”, nothing else 			
I had not expected any thing, inasmuch as I have found that the watch is not apt to ring while I am lying
		
on a sofa, and have not tried the experiment bof before, for some time past.
29th, Watch rang last night, and this morning, very much.
			At 6 P.M. being feeling much exhausted, I retired to the sofa in the Library, as I did yesterday, and placed
		
my watch as before
			
In about three quarters of an hour - the watchery having been silent and I had not expected else, - a
{Extending
		
most violent and double explosion occurred. It seemed as if the watch must have been entirely destroyed. It as
Explosion}
		
entirely unlike the “Spring”.
30th, Watch rang last night, and this morning, a great deal.
31st,

Watch rang last night and this morning
Watch Rang, Thirty one days in July, making 58 consecutive days of
Watch ringing since June 3d 4th (the 4th, included) 1886 - 58 Days;
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I will here narrate an incident that relates to this Silver Stemwinding watch, the ringing of which to this date, is
already recorded in this book. A record I have so carefully made, from the very beginning of its ringing, - for reasons that
could not have been obvious, I think, until I found by experience, they were likely to be long continued
About the year 1863, my relative, and friend, Attmore Robinson of “Sea View” - now “Canonchet” - near Narragansett
Pier, removed to Wakefield, R. I. (about three miles from New Pier) where he became Cashier of The [...] Bank
This Bank, being in the basement of the house in which Attmore then lived, and does still, though the Bank was
discontinued some ten years ago.
I have long been in the habit of spending about one evening per week, at my friend Attmores, and taking tea, until
during the last Eighteen months, conditions of my health forbid other than visits-than mere calls-during the day, though the
distance is only about one and a quarter miles from my brother Rowland G. Hazards House at Peacedale
Otherwise these visits were constant, unless I happened to be in Europe or other foreign countries that I have visited.
On Jany, 28th, 1880, I was intending to spend the next evening (that of 29th of Jany) at my friend Attmores. It so
happened however, that late in the day of Jany 28th, 1880, I found myself disposed to anticipate my original intention, and
by going there on that evening.
I resisted this inclination, until the hour was so late I apprehended I might be too late for tea, if should go.
It was not until 4.45 P.M. that I found myself so impelled to go, that I started, although I greatly apprehended I should
be too late - which to await my brothers late hour for tea, would be too late to go to Wakefield at all, that evening.
I left my brothers house at 4 45 P.M. with a quick pace for Wakefield. I was soon as far as the first stone Church that
my Nephew (Rowland Hazard of Peacedale) built, and presented to the “Congregationalists” of Peacedale
The large and sonorous Town Clock that is in its Tower, tolled Five O’Clock,
I drew my watch and found it was about two minutes [xxx] slower.
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I arrived at Attmores at 5.17 P.M., and had been seated in the Parlor only a very few minutes when tea was announced.
Besides Attmore R, and his wife - Laura Hazard Robinson - and her sister, Miss Alice Hazard, (who was a member of
the family - residing with her sister Laura) and myself, were five others who were mere guests, as myself.
After a pleasant hour at the Tea table, we returned to the Parlor. There, I was given a seat the corner of the usual
blazin fire of crackling and Blazing wood. Attmore R. was seated at my left hand, Miss Alice Hazard and her sister, Mrs.
Revd. James Carpenter, were also seated in the circle, and one or two others I think. Mrs. Robinson did not come in until a
later hour. This was almost 6.15 P.M.
About an hour thereafter, - say about 7.15. P.M, I drew my watch, and commenced winding it.
I had not proceeded with this process many turns of this process, before I discovered there was no resistance to the
watch I winding. I therefore took for granted the chain must be, either broken - or unhooked - the latter, not likely, as it
rarely occurs.
On looking at the dial thereof, I found my watch had stopped at 7.15 - while the Clock upon the Mantel marked 7.25.
My watch had - therefore - stopped only about ten minutes before my discovery of this incident.
A students lamp, that was on the table, enabled us to examine my watch.
I was recommended to leave the watch with Stephen Armstrong of Wakefield, for repair, though he was not a watch
maker, but could mend or make almost any thing, nevertheless, as was also the case with most of his numerous brothers who
were five or six in all. Make an ox cart, or a fine carriage, a Steam Engine, or a Water Wheel - Any description of Furniture
- a Violin, or accordion, any kind of human work - Build a house, or a Mill, Wall of Stone, or Equal to any branch of agriculture
of the district.
Work in, Iron, wood, or stone, This is no exaggeration, impossible as it may seem to those who are not familiar with
the facts.
[xxx],
After a discussion of the Subject of Spiritualism, that was not usual at my friends house - all the members of the family
(excepting Aunt Alice Hazard) being members of Church, and
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hostile to Spiritualism, I arose to take my departure.
Having - for the moment - quite forgotten that my watch had broken down, I drew it from my pocket to note the time,
and finding it running, was reminded of its having stopped, and that it would not wind.
Of course, I called attention of all present to this strange circumstance; all the parties seemed to be as much surprised
at this incident as was myself.
Attmore, asked me, how this had happened. I replied, “The Spirits we have just been talking about, had - no doubt only unhooked the Chain of my watch, when I found it st had stopped, and afterward readjusted the Chain and hook, and
thus set it motion again, and set it to the right time.
As before ab As above noted, the watch had stopped at 7.15 P.M. but and I arose to leave for home, at about 8.30
therefore, the watch had been still, an hour and and a quarter. [xxx]
I see no reason for seriously doubting that I was induced - by Spiritual influence - to anticipate my intended visit to
Attmores, one day; with view to afford opportunity to extra some one, or more persons who were present at Attmores, that
evening, to hear and see something concerning the Subject of Spiritualism, that might be not only interesting to them, but
also [xxx] affording encouragement to seriously investigate that Subject.
I will here add an account of incidents that that were noted at the time of their occurrence that are of a kind that
indicate possession (at times) of both Clairvoyand or Clairvoyant gifts, that are common to Humanity, in greater or less
degree, though so generally suppressed - in Civilized regions - by in interests of Priest Craft - especially, in Christian
Countries - where “The Church” claim monopoly of Spiritual Power, and Gifts, for reason that unless such suppression can
be effected, I its immense emoluments* of both Power, both Spiritual and Political, as well as Social; and the Wealth and
Luxury of its Priests hoods be very soon no more.
All these are obtained by means of Kidnapping Infants in their Cradles, in a manner they continue thereafter, and
which renders their Victims, entirely so, Spiritually Crippled - that

*

The returns arising from office or employment usually in the form of compensation or perquisites; archaic: advantage. See:
Emolument (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/emolument
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August they are able to walk, spiritually, only when such Crutches as long experience of Priestcraft has enabled it make
render necessary for its victims.
None know better than the Church, that Christian Priest Craft, that Intelligence is Church’s greatest foe, Public Schools
with Priests excluded therefore must be sure death to their Institution - Here its cry against “Godless Schools”, and houses
of their Un-Godliness.
“Hercules” the most powerful of man that was ever born, was so strong that even in his Infancy he slew the Dragon,
assailed him in his Cradle.
That this Tale of Grecian Mythology, was simply a figure of Speech - that I have very little doubt. He, proved himself
even in his infancy, too strong to be Spiritually emasculated even by Priesthood.
Real Religion consents, not in the Mode of Faith, Those are most truly Religious who most successfully strive to avoid doing
doing anything they believe to be morally wrong, and most succeed in eff correct efforts to do only what they believe to be
right. All of us must commit Error for reason of our ignorance - but this is merely misfortune, not evil doing.
(Copy) expounded from the Original
Newport R. I. Aug 16, 1885
To day, I have heard (by means of the Spiritual Sense of hearing, (that - as well as that of seeing, and feeling Spiritual
beings and things) the most delightful, d enrap-turing, Divine Music, I have heard for long time, part though I have
habitually heard such (especially, at night) for many years past, (I remember having seen little children merrily dancing in
the air over my bed when I was a mere child, and I supposed they were real living Children and was greatly amused by
them; especially by their anti lively antics, and Grimace.) but since I became weak in Strength, and infirm in health some six
or eight months ago, I witness these experiences only rarely.
		
Some years ago, in the Year 1873, I was in habit of Spending evenings at the house of Miss Mary Abby Hazard
at Peacedale (near my Brother Rowland G. Hazards house, with whom I live when I am at Peacedale) and not unfrequently,
several, in a week, a habit I continue to this day of 1886.
On one of these Occasions, being rather unwell, I reclined upon a Sofa (several persons were in the room) and
remarked that I saw a furious Gale at Sea, and several
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Vessels running at great speed though all of them were under “bare poles” - All sail either blown away, or taken in.
So furious was the wind that the “Spray” was such as forbade sight of the hulls of the vessels.
I remarked to the company present that I felt very sure was in one of the Indies, but whether in the West, or East, I
could not decide.
After I went home The Storm having cleared away, I saw a high and green looking Island, that presented a great
number of Palm Trees, these I described to my friends, and made a written statement of what had Occurred when I returned
to my brother, that same evening, and made the Palms on the Island
In 1875 I went to Barbados, and found the Island to be exactly as I described, as it looks from the Sea, and on land also
On another of these Occasions, I found myself on board of a Steamer (as it were) and in smooth water, passing by
along a shore that presented several little knolls projecting into the water (that was calm and smooth as a small lake) on
each of which was a nice little white cottage, with a little shrubbery about them, but where it was I could not imagine.
The Cottages were entirely unpretending, and appeared to be such, as only persons of quite limited means could be
likely to occupy as [xxx] country residences. I could see see no town - there, - At least I did not
In 1877, I entered the Harbor of “Singapore” and saw - just before our Steamer got in sight of the City - the exact pre
reality of the houses above mentioned, in every respect.
I was in habit of spending my Winters in the City of Philadelphia, many years, and an habituar of both of the Walnut
Street Club, and when the “Union League Club” was built, I was an habituar there also - but not a member of either - or of
any thing else - excepting that I was (and am to day) of the “Academy of Natural Sciences”, of that City
Its President, Prof. Jos. Leidy, M.D. having been a par one of my particular friends, now nearly Forty Years, and one
of my Correspondents
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to this day
At the Philadelphia Club, I used to try to play Billiards sometimes, (chiefly, with my friend Henry Seybert, of Walnut
St. Philada) but so little I made no progress to speak of. The merest tyro, was a match for me.
At that time, Billiard Tables, were of very large size, with a “Pocket” at each of its four corners, and and another at
the Center of each of the two long Sides of the Table, Six pockets.
Four balls were used, and by “caroming”, upon all of these, and pocketing all of them, but that of the Player, it was
possible to count Thirteen, at one shot.
A shot - however - that did not occurred so rarely that few ever saw it made, even among Those who live - as it were
- in Clubs, Nor is there any record of such
My friend Evelin Crispin of Philada, informs me that “Phelan” the worlds great Billiard Player, says he never saw
Thirteen made at one shot excepting when the four balls were especially placed by hand, for the purpose.
On an occasion when I was playing billiards with a friend (Henry Seybert, I think) I held my Cue in abo vertically, as is done to
“Hop the ball” it is to st the C of the player, “whose play”, it is.
While in this position, by way of I paused a moment with view to ridicule myself by saying I remarked, “I am going to Count Eleven”.
I then hopped the ball, made the shot and sure enough, I counted Eleven, I carr caromed on all the balls, and “Pocketed” both
the deep and pale reds - counting 11 Eleven. That is, I pocketed all the balls, but the white one, and my own. The Chances of
my Counting at all Eleven, on this shot without naming the result, were not one in a Million, I presume. I had then, probably, not played
more than an hundred and Fifty games of Billiards in my life.
The Chances of Counting Eleven, and at same time “naming the shot”, as I did on this occasion, was not one in an
hundred Millions, probably, or even a Million, of Millions if that shot if it was made by simply Natural means by Natural Means. [xxx]
That this shot was dictated made by intervention of spiritual aid by Spirits, and made by Spirits I entertain no doubt, whatever.
A purpose thereof, on their part, may have been to invite attention of members of the Club to the then New Subject of
“Medium Spiritualism”, if this shot was made during the advent of Spiritualism. Whether this was the case, I am unable to
say.
I have unable to find a Billiard Player or other, who had seen this shot of Eleven, made - and “Hartman Kuhn”, a
particular friend of mine, in Philada, and who was then considered the best Amateur Billiard Player in the City, told me he
had never seen Eleven made at one shot.

*

A beginner in learning; a novice. See: Tyro (n.d.) In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from https://www.merriam-webster
.com/dictionary/tyro
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This diagram presents a rude sketch of the old fashioned Billiard Table with its six pockets etc, etc. The four
		
dots thereupon, represent the four balls. The X at the lower end of the table, represents my position, when I
		
made the Shot, above mentioned JP.H.
			
Had I held - Pocketed - three Balls instead of Two, the count would have been thirteen, that is the highest
		
count in this, now, Old Fashioned game - that has gone out, in the United States, but which was played in
		
London only a few years ago.
Billiards seem to have been introduced in all Civilized portions of the Globe - I have played the Game in remote
portions of India, in every portion of Europe, in Japan, in Iceland, Northern Africa, Western Africa, Egypt, Arabia, etc, etc,
not that I have any skill therein, but only for sake of having played [xxx] in a field, so wide.
Since I was thirty years of age, I have kept an account of every dollar I have expended, and what it was spent for. Even to the
single penny that I might give to a beggar - a very mean sum to be sure, but I always made it a rule to never refuse [xxx] a
mendicant,* and a penny is not an unkind answer. I am inclined to believe that if all persons would give, “beggars” would
greatly diminish.
This daily expense account was kept in a small memorandum book, that I ever carried with me. From this little book, I
copied these memoranda, into a large account book, that I shall leave to some member of my Family, in what I hope it may
be long preserved, inasmuch as it will afford no little light upon the prices of things at this during the last fifty [xxx] years of
my life, and something of the habits of living [xxx] during these years - habits that change with generations, more or less.
It never occurred to me, until lately, that such an expense account as I have kept is virtually a history of every
transaction of my life that is connected with expenditure of money. Nevertheless I am quite willing that any persons of
either sex, [xxx] who may desire to read any portion of this book of my expenditures, may do so.
Jos. P. Hazard.

*

A beggar. See: Mendicant (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mendicant
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1886
Aug. 1st, Watch rang last night, and this morning
2d,
		
		
184 ½ lb

3d

Watch [rang last night, and this morning]
Besides the usual ringing this morning, the watch struck exactly like a clock, several times. This, only one, at a
time, as if it intended to indicate “One O’clock”, with repetitions thereof.
Watch rang last night, and this morning

4th
[Watch rang last night, and this morning] Much, and loudly, as has generally been the case, during some
		weeks past.
5th. Watch rang last night, and this morning, a long time. Very loudly at times, and then gently, as is not infrequently
		the case.
6th.

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

7th.

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

8th.

[Watch rang last night, and this morning] and two “Springs”.

9th,

[Watch] rang under my Pillow, long time last night, with some peculiarities of manner.

10th

[Watch rang under my Pillow, long time last night]

11th. [Watch rang under my Pillow, long time last night]
12th, [Watch rang under my Pillow, long time last night]
13th. [Watch] rang last Night and this Morning, a great deal.
14th. [Watch rang last Night and this Morning]
15th, [Watch rang last Night] but not much - and very little, this Morning.
16th, [Watch rang] last night and this Morning, and very loud - especially at night
17th. [Watch rang last night and this Morning,] and a “Spring”, this Morning very loud; especially at Night
18th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning,] and a gentle “Spring” sweet “Spring”, this morning.
19th, Watch rang very little, last night, but a great deal, this Morning
20th, [Watch rang] last night and this morning. Two “Springs” this morning. One of them, very slight, the other,
		
louder, and very clear and fine, in tone.
21st,
22d.
		
23d.

Watch rang last night and this morning, but not much.
[Watch] Brayed, last night. Not a particle of “Ring” in it. This is an entirely new feature hereon.
It rang a long time this Morning, but feebly.
Watch rang a great last night, and a great deal, this Morning.

24th. [Watch rang last night] and this Morning, but feebly.
25th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning]
26th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning]
27th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning] with some peculiarities of manner, as has been frequently the case,
		lately.
28th, Watch rang last night, and a little, this morning.
29th, [Watch rang last night, and] this Morning, but feebly
30th, [Watch rang last night,] and this Morning
31st [Watch rang last night, and this Morning]
		
I notice lately, that Formerly, my Watch rang, not only at any hour of the day, or night, but also, immediately
		
upon my lying down at Night, and long time. - until I was lost in sleep.
			
Latterly, for many months past, it rarely rings until some ten or fifteen minutes after I have retired for
		
the Night. It is more prompt in ringing, when I awake in the Morning.
Watch Rang 31 days in August, Sixty Two times making
89 “ of consecutive Ringing, since June 3d, 1886
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Sept. 1st Watch rang last night and this Morning.
2d,
[Watch rang last night and this Morning] but ceased running within five minutes after it ceased ringing this
		Morning.
178lb

3d,
{ 4th,
5th

Watch is in hands of a Watch maker, for repairs
[Watch is in hands of a Watch maker, for repairs.] I used another Watch in meantime, but
no ringing. [}]

6th,

My watch is repaired and returned, it rang last night and this Morning.

7th,

Watch rang last night, and this Morning.

8th,

[Watch rang last night, and this Morning.]

9th,

[Watch rang last night, and this Morning] but feebly. I am unwell, this morning.

10th, Watch was very boisterous in various ways, last night + this Morning, but it was neither sonorous, or Bell like,
		
at all. I did not rise until 2 ¼ P.M. having been quite unwell during the Night, in high degree of perspiration, but
		
I felt very much better at the time I arose.
11th, Watch rang last night and this Morning.
12th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning] a great deal. I feel much better this Morning
13th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning]
14th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning] - I feel better, to day.
15th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning] I feel better to day, than yesterday.
16th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning]
17th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning]
18th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning]
19th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning.] Watch has rung 85 days in succession, excepting the 2 days it was at
		Watch makers
20th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning] like a very clear little Bell, and rang all night apparently, at least
		
when I was awake, I was wakened several times last night, by the very violent gale of wind that prevailed.
		
Also, I was not very well.
21st,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. For long time my watch has rung not more than 15 minutes, morning
+ evening, though until illness about a year, it rang long time.

22d,

Watch rang last night + this morning.

23d,

[Watch rang last night + this morning.]

24th, [Watch rang last night + this morning.] I desired it to continue to ring, this morning. It did so, until for an hour
		
- until I arose, “for the day” so, It rang about an hour.
25th, [Watch rang last night + this morning.]
26th, [Watch rang last night + this morning.]
27th, [Watch rang last night + this morning] and in the night, a great deal besides.
28th, [Watch rang last night + this morning.] { I feel sure these ringings, depend not only on my Physical condition
29th but also, upon the conditions of my mind and feelings [}]
29th, [Watch rang last night + this morning.] It rang a great deal this morning, but was not sonorous, but almost a
		
mere hammering, apparently, a furious effort to produce a more sonorous effect.
30th, [Watch rang last night + this morning.]
Watch rang 30 days in September Sixty times. Co/60
Making 119 days of Consecutive ringing sine June 3d 1886, an unprecedented record.
Watch has now rang every Night and Morning - twice per day without interruption
One hundred and twenty six since May 27th 1886 - 126 days - an unprecedented instance.
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Record of Ringing, continued, from page 42.
1886
October 1st. Watch rang last night, and this morning.
174 lbs

2d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

3d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

4th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning] a great deal of Ringing.

5th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

6th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning] a great deal, I feel rather better this morning.

7th,

[Watch rang last night] - and a little, this morning

8th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

9th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.] It commenced ringing last night, immediately upon upon my placing
		
it under my Pillow - even before it was out of my hand. It rang in a peculiar manner; light & less bell like tone
		
than it usual. It was quite peculiar. Also, I awaked several times during the night, and found it ringing, at least,
		
it had commenced ringing before I was quite awake. My spirits are better this morning than is usual I felt less
		depression of the depression of spirits that has so afflicted for about two years past, or more.
10th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
11th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.] In a different manner from any thing I remember having heard ring,
		before
12th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
13th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
14th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
15th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.] It commenced ringing, immediately upon my lying down, last night,
		
but was very long silent this morning, after I awaked, before it commenced ringing. It seems to be more apt to
		
delay ringing in the morning, than it does at retiring.
16th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
“Spring.”

17th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] and it gave a “Spring”.
18th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning]
19th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] and in a very peculiar manner, last night.
20th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
21st,

22d,
		
		
		
23d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
Watch rang immediately on my lying down, last night, and with remarkable clearness of tone.
It also, rang this morning, but in its usual tone, and only a short time. I felt unusually well, yesterday, more so
than I have done, for months past, so far as I can remember, though my health and strength seem to be improving,
lately. I can walk better, lately, than for long time, past.
Watch rang last night and this morning.

24th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
25th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] but feebly, I do not feel so well to day; perhaps, for reason I ate no beef
		
yesterday - I find a beef steak for dinner, is salutary.
26th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
27th, Watch rang last night; but only a few taps, this morning.
28th, [Watch rang last night] and this Morning, and a great deal last night, whenever I happened to awake.
29th, Watch rang last night, and this Morning; but very little this morning.
30th, [Watch rang last night, and this Morning;] It commenced ringing In the night, it rang in single, isolated ticks at
		
brief intervals. Only one tick at a time, that and very deliberately, and with a very sweet, clear, and peculiarly
		
delicate and fine tone.
			
During a considerable part the watch has not commenced in the Morning, until after it some ten minutes,
		
or so, after I placed it under my ear. But this Morning, it commenced ringing, the moment I placed it under my
		ear.
			
I felt better than usual this morning, though I have been unable to write, or make mental effort and have
		
lain down a large portion of the day.
			
The relations of these ringings to Conditions of my health, seem to be very difficult discover, or even, if
		
they really have any relation thereto.
31st,

Watch rang last night, and this Morning.
Watch rang 31 Days in October, 62 Ringings.
Making 150 days Consecutive ringing, since June 3d, 1886.
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November 1st. Watch rang last night and this Morning.
176 lb

2d.

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

3d.
[Watch rang last night and this Morning] with some novelty of tones, quite new, and other features. The sum
		
of the variety of sounds, and manner etc, etc, of these watch ringings present a wide field for Speculation
		
observation, contemplation and Speculation concerning their derivation.
			
I have no doubt they are directed by intelligence, and are a work of departed spirits of deceased friends
		
and others, who desire hereby, to afford me the pleasure and comfort of their presence and society.
4th.

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

5th.

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

6th.

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

7th.
		
		
		
		
		

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.] It did not commence ringing this morning, until I had a half an
hour, or so, after I laid my watch under my ear; that I usually do, soon as I awake, whereas it usually rings
within ten minutes or so, thereafter. It used to ring almost immediately upon my waking - but several months
past, it has thus delayed, though it generally rings at night, within a couple of minutes, or so, after I lay my
head upon the Pillow. On one occasion only has my watch rang while in my hand. This was at Beyrouth, in
Syria, and only a few days after it first commenced ringing - this was in 1878, in May, I think.

8th

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

9th.

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

10th, Watch rang with remarkable degree of clearness, and sweetness, last night.
			
This morning, it rang in its usual manner.
11th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
12th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
13th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
14th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
15th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] very deliberately and gently. Perhaps the
16th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.] Very low in in tone, and deliberately, and gently. I was out of doors
		all day, yesterday - This may have affected the ringing.
17th, [Watch rang] last night and this morning.
18th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
19th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
20th,
		
		
		

{ During the morning (of 20th), it rang a great while and loudly. It stopped ringing the instant I withdrew it from
under my Pillow, nor rang again until some minutes after I replaced it under the pillow. It therefore appears,
that the removal dis-arranges the conditions that are requisite to ringing, and that time is requisite for
readjustment of the conditions that are requisite to Ringing. [}]

21st,

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

22d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

23d. [Watch rang] a great deal last night + this morning. For reason, probably, I was out doors the entire day,
		yesterday
24th, Watch rang a great deal last night, and a little, this morning. It commenced ringing last night, almost at the
		
moment I laid my head on the Pillow - one tap at a time only, but at very brief intervals. These taps were
		
peculiar, but very sweet and musical.
25th. Watch rang last night - but gave only a very few one very faint taps this morning, and these with great difficulty, that I could feel.
		
Several ladies and gentlemen lodged at my brothers house last night. These are excellent people and our
		
friends + relations - but very orthodox + much opposed to Spiritualism. I introduced the Subject of Spiritualism,
		
in the evening, and had much to say about it - + Narration of my own experience.
			
The one faint tap above mentioned, was produced after more than half an hour of abnormal Ticking of
		the Watch.
26th. Watch rang last night + this morning, but very little, with very little Ringing in it.
27th, Watch rang [last night + this morning]
28th, [Watch rang] a great deal, last night, and this morning. I feel better than usual this morning. (I have been
		
unwell, more than a year - nearly two years, but I feel better than usual this morning.
29th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
30th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
Watch rang 30 days in November, Night, + Morning, 60 Ringings
Making 180 days consecutive days of ringing, since June 3d, 1886
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Watch has rung every morning + Night since May 27 In toto 183 days 366 Ringings
Never any thing at all like this continuity before

1886
Dec. 1st Watch rang last night and this Morning. After it had ceased ringing this morning, and had been silent some 6 or 8
		
minutes, I asked it to ring a few taps. It did so, almost immediately. I then repeated this request, It did ring,
		
almost immediately. I then repeated this request - and the Watch rang again. I then asked it to do so again (a
		
third time) It then rang again
2d,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal. The ringing in the Night, was very peculiar. I never, before,
heard it ring the like of this. Also, there seemed to be a limit to the varieties of its tones, and manner of ringing

3d,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. In the night, it rang twice as loud loud, as usual. Loud enough to be
heard all over a 25 feet Square Room, I think. Several times as loud as a Repeating Watch, rings.

4th,

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

5th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

6th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

7th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] but feebly. For especial reasons, I think “conditions” were unfavorable
		for ringing.
8th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

9th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

10th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.] The watch generally commenced ringing a few moments after I laid
		
down at night; and in the morning, so soon as I awaked; but for a month of so, last passed, it has not
		
commenced ringing in the morning until I had some ten, or fifteen minutes after I have awaked; and this, with
		only one tap a time, and these at considerable intervals.
			Ina a f These intervals gradually lessen in length, until the ringing is continuous.
		These ring When I lie down at night, there is similar delay d of commencement of Ringing, and also
		
of interval between the taps of the ringing, but in less degree. These variations of this Watch ringing interest
		
me, and clearly indicate (I think, that they are made by intelligent beings, and work of spirits of the departed
		friends.
11th, Watch rang last night, and this morning, a great deal.
12th, Watch rang last night and this Morning, a great deal, and in a peculiar manner. The moment I laid down last
		
night, the watch commenced making a most noisy, tumultuous, racket, that was more like a boy striking an
		
empty flour barrell, or a stove pipe, with a pretty stiff and dry birch switch, than any thing else I can think of,
		
though the sound produced had no sharpness in it, whatever. [xxx] There was no sharpness in the sound,
		
whatever. It was not at all like mere knocking. This sound seemed to be as much the same relation to a mere
		note knocking, that a line drawn with a pin, does to a mere dot, a period. It was a Thump, not a Knock. This
		
morning, the watch commenced ringing the moment I awoke, and in its usual manner.
13th, Watch rang last night, and this Morning.
14th, [Watch rang last night, and this Morning.] It rang as promptly after I laid my head upon the pillow, [xxx] last
		
night as usual, that is, without much delay. But this w When I awaked this morning, I noticed it ticking in a
		
peculiar manner, and was evidently endeavoring to Ring. This is not Delay at morning has been usual, for
		
some time past, but this morning its ticking as not only peculiar, different from any thing I remember to have
		
heard before, but it continued for fully an hour, before it succeeded in ringing. A delay of 15 minutes, has been
		common, lately.
15th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, with a remarkable promptness - The ringing commenced almost
immediately upon my lying down last night, and awakening this morning. It is said a Watched Kettle never
boils. Impatience making it seem to be long coming. All know that quiet, calm condition of mind is very
necessary to succeed in obtaining the obj successful results at “Spiritual circles” - in Spiritual matters, generally.

16th,
		
		
		
		

Watch rang very promptly, and fully this morning last night, and this morning, at 4 O’clock, but at 6, O’clock
it was long time endeavoring to ring, before it succeeded, and then rang, only a little. A most furious snow
storm is raging at the time (and is now) at 6 A.M. (this A.M.) This circumstances exerted an unfavorable
influence, no doubt, especially with as my mediumistic power is easily affected by adverse “conditions”,
unless the Medium possesses unusual strength, as such

17th, Watch rang last night and this Morning. It rang I think I never heard it ring more loudly, nor clearly, than it
		
did this morning.
18th,
		
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this Morning. That the ticking of the watch is not coincident with the ringing
thereof, is clearly, fully demonstrated. That this Ringing is therefore produced by intelligent force appears to
be an inevitable, and logical conclusion. Especially as Spiritual Manifestations, appear to have been common
experiences of mankind in all ages and among all peoples, excep and regarded as such - excepting in cases
these so called Spiritual Manifestations were inimical to interests of Churches - as they have long been, to most
Christian Churches - and therefore, by these, suppressed, so far as Fire and Scorn could effect their purpose.

19th, Watch rang last night and this morning; but this morning, with much difficulty. I am unwell, to day
20th, Watch rang very little, very slowly, very feebly, last night. This Morning, it commenced promptly, with only
		
two or three very slight and feeble taps, but very soon thereafter, commenced ringing as usual, and long time.
		
I feel much better to day.
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21st,
		
		

Watch rang last night, and this morning. It rarely rings when I awake in the night, but I think it would ring if
I were to ask it to do so. I have known it to ring a great deal in the night, when I have either been either
wakeful, or awaked by it.

22d, Watch rang last night, and this morning. I have ever been a great dreamer, and I presume I yet dream as I ever
		
did. During my decline of health, for two years past (that is now improving) I have remembered some of them,
		
until, now lately; I have remembered two - that were only a night or two apart. One of them was quite peculiar,
		and interesting.
23d,

Watch rang a great deal, last night, and this morning.

24th, Watch rang last night, and this Morning But it rang this morning, not until a very long after a very long effort
		
to do so This During this long effort to ring the watch ticked in the a peculiar manner that always characterizes
		
these efforts, but which efforts are different in character and various modes thereof, at different times.
25th, Watch rang last night + this Morning. Also, during the night, as it not very unfrequently does.
			
My dear Mother seems to be with me a great deal. She that is my Chief stay in this world, my hope in
		the next
26th, Watch rang last night and this Morning. I find myself entirely unable to discover if these conditions upon
		which [xxx] ability to effect these ringings, depend upon condition especial conditions of my health, of my
		
System, of my mind, or of my Spirit
27th, Watch rang last night + this Morning; and with a remarkable sweetness of tone, this morning.
28th, Watch rang a great deal last night, and this morning. In one particular, the ringing last night, was somet somewhat
		
peculiar. It rang only a two or three taps at a time, and then was silent for a half minute, or so. Also, the taps
		
were faint - not so loud as usual
29th, Watch rang lat night and this morning, a great deal.
30th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and a great deal.- At about 5 A.M. while the watch was ringing, I
		asked My asked it to stop, and ring no more, this morning, explaining that I only did so for purpose of
		
knowing if the Spirit and myself, were in rapport. I waited - Having occasion to get up, to dress a finger, I had
		
badly wounded two days ago - that engaged me just half an hour, I thereafter, returned to my bed again,
		
whereupon, the watch commenced ringing again and continued to do so, when I awoke, at least as often as I
		
waked, and this was frequent, as I was only napping. It would seem there is no Rapport.
31st,

Watch rang last night, + this morning, a great deal, and without any hesitation, and very loudly.
Watch rang 31 days in November - 62 Ringings at Night + Morning,
See continuation hereof, on page, 60 - Making 211 days of Consecutive ringing, since June 3d, 1886.
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Pages 55 to 59 are left blank. However, Hazard had numbered the pages.
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Watch has rung 210 days and nights - at morning and Night - consecutively - having
missed doing so, during all this time This is unprecedented upon this record, to this date

1887
Jany. 1st, Watch rang last night and this morning.
175 lbs.

2d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

3d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

4th,

[Watch rang last night] but feebly, in the morning.

5th, Watch rang last and this morning.
			
During many weeks past, the watch has not rung so promptly in the Morning, as it does at the time of
		
my retiring, at night. Also, this delay of ringing in the morning, has been gradually increasing the period of its
		
duration, until has increased to some 20 minutes, or so, though it manifests its efforts to ring, but continuous
		
repetition of a dull sound, that is about as long as is the sound of its the watches usual tick, and the intervals
		
between these dull sounds being about same time that are the intervals between the normal ticking of the Watch
			
I call these dull sounds, “Thuds”.
			
This “Thudding” continued at least an hour, before the watch was able to produce the tone of a bell.
6th,

Watch rang a great deal last night and this morning

7th, [Watch] rang last night and this morning, and very promptly, also, with a peculiarity of the taps, or ticks, these
		
sounds being at longer intervals than usual.
			These sounds were also different from any I remember to have heard from the watch, before. They were
		
dull, as were those of the 5th inst, above mentioned.
			
The watch ringing of this morning was equally peculiar, but entirely different in tone from those of last
		night.
8th,

Watch rang a great deal last night and this morning. And also during the night, when I happened to wake.

9th,

[Watch rang] last night and this morning.

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] The moment I laid my watch under my ear, last night, it gave one
		
tap, and rang no more, for at least, half an hour.
		
When I awoke this morning (at about 5. A M.) it commenced ringing in my hand, while I was transporting it
		
from beneath my pillow, to in order to place it immediately under, + in contact with my ear, it rang in my hand,
		
giving several very strong and sweetly musical taps.
			
This is the only instance that I remember of its ringing while in my hand, since it did the same thing 		
on one occasion - at Beyrouth, in Syria, where this watch ringing first commenced, on June 27th, 1878.
11th, Watch rang last night; and very little, this morning, - a great deal.
12th, Watch rang last night, and this morning [xxx] but with a peculiar tone, that very little like that of a bell.
13th, Watch rang last night and this morning. It commenced the morning ringing, with great difficulty, inasmuch as
		
it was preceded by a very long period of “thudding” before its tones became Sonorous.
14th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
15th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
16th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] I think - as a rule - my watch rings most readily, and easily, when my
		
mind is least upon it, when I am least wishing, or expecting it to ring.
17th, Watch rang last night, and this morning, and with a peculiarity of tone and manner, I have not heard; at least,
		noticed, before
18th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning]
19th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning]
20th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning]
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Jany 21st, Watch rang last night, and this morning. This morning, it commenced ringing with much difficulty, and therefore,
		delay.
22d, Watch rang last night and this morning. Last night I noticed for the first time, I think (and therefore, first
		
discovered) that for some time previous to the commencement of the actual ringing of the Watch, that is, while
		it is endeavoring to ring, - there are two intonations (that I distinctly heard) that might represent two of the
		
natural, the usual ticks of a watch.
			One of these ticks was simply the usual and natural tick of the watch, while the other, has a dull, but
		
much deeper, stronger, louder sound than the other. I feel very sure, that this dull sounding and deeper note,
		
is the one that develops into the musical notes that the watch emits, when “conditions” permit the Spirit
		
(enables, rather) the Spirits to produce the ringing notes that this Watch utters.
23d,
		
		
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night, and this morning. During several weeks, or so, past, I have observed that on retiring for
the night, with my watch in hand for placing it under my pillow, it frequently emits one slight tap; this tap
being musical. This, although the watch may not, and pretty certainly does not, emit other sound that is its
natural ticking, until some 15 or 20 minutes shall have elapsed. This incident does not occur in relation to the
morning ringing. Perhaps – however – that fact that I now usually become sound asleep while the watch is
ringing, and therefore leave the watch under my ear, whence it frequently Slides from my pillow, and gets into
my bed, where I often now often find it, when I awake in the morning.

24th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
25th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
26th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
27th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
28th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
29th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] but for a long time in the morning, it made it made effort to ring (by
		
thudding, etc) before it succeeded in ringing, but it then soon rang very vigorously
30th, Watch rang, last night and this morning. (I will here remark, that during the last two years I have been unwell,
		
and, sometimes, quite ill – at one time had a Physician during 2 or 3 weeks, and was confined to the house;
		
sometimes weeks; at least walked out very little. I rarely ever Consult a “Physician of the Schools” by my
		
friends almost insisted on my doing so, on this Occasion)
			
During the last two years, or more, I think have not dreamed, at all, at least, I have not remembered
		
the dreams, if I had any. But last night, I dreamed a dream that I remembered when I awoke this morning, in
		which my old friend I found myself in some foreign country, in a grand room with my old friend [William
		
Shepard] Wetmore, who lived at Newport, R. I. several years where he built a large stone house on Bellevue
		
Avenue, and in which Nephew, Governor [George] Wetmore of R. I. now resides.
			
I remembered, on awaking in the morning, that we had a very long, and pleasant talk together, as we so
		
often had before his decease. I have no doubt he cam came to me, for purpose of comforting me.
31st,

Watch rang last night, and this morning, a great deal.
Rang Night + morning, etc, etc of each day of Jany – 62 Ringings.
Making 242 day consecutive days of Ringing, both Night + morning, since June 3d, 1886.
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Feby. 1st, Watch rang last night and this morning.
177 lb
		
It commenced ringing last night, immediately the moment my face was on my pillow, instead of repeating the
		
long delay that has so long time now, preceded the commencement of its ringing. Also, it rang most sweetly
		
and joyously.
			
This to a degree that has not been equaled, since I was at Beruth in in Syria, in June 1878.
			
I am unable to account for this extraordinary instance of ringing, unless it may be (in a manner at least)
		
attributable to the circumstances of my having driven from Peacedale, down to “The Castle” at Sea Side,
		
yesterday, and back to Peacedale
			
The Thermometer was at about 33°, but there being a strong North West wind, the drive there and back
		
(of 3 ½ + 3 ½ miles) was quite a chilly one, and I felt so cold (though I was most warmly clothed and wrapped
		
and in a partially covered carriage) that seriously apprehended I might must (in my feeble condition) take
		
cold and be seriously ill. Especially as I was engaged out doors (at “The Castle”) some two hours making
		
arguments for concerning matters there, in which I am particularly interested.
		Nevertheless, Immediately upon laying my face on my pillow, last night, My watch immediately commenced
		ringing, with in a most joyous manner, and sweetly musical tones I have heard it utter since my experience in
		
Beyrouth, Syria, in 1878. Indeed, I think my experience of last night, may have even surpassed the ringings of
		
that date + place.
2d

Watch rang last night and this morning, but not commencing until after its usual delay, of late.

3d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

4th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning] and a great deal

5th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

6th
		
		
		

[Watch rang last night and this morning] a great deal. When I took it my hand, to place it under my ear, it
immediately sounded three taps. Nevertheless, on again taking it in my hand, and there replacing it, to see if it
would again utter taps, it did not do so: nor did it commence ringing again until after its usu now usual delay
of several minutes.

7th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night, and this morning, a great deal, and with great of readiness. As I often do, lately, I awaked several
times last night. On each of these occasions. At one time of them, it uttered a sound that continued some time,
that entirely unlike that of a bell, and without reverberation. At same it seemed to be connected with the ticking
of the watch, inasmuch, as it struck, at similar intervals.

8th,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

9th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning] and also, it did so, promptly, every time I awaked, last night.

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] a great deal.
11th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] but very little, this morning.
12th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] but very feebly, this morning.
13th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] and in various, and peculiar manner, such as I never heard it utter
		
before, so far as I can remember.
14th, Watch rang last night, and this morning. It commenced ringing last night, the moment I placed it under my
		ear. but this morning, its delay before it commenced ringing was larger than usual.
16th, [xxx]
15th, Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal. This ringing was not only remarkably musical, but of a
		
character – in some respects – quite new new to me, in some respects. It seemed to me, to be the sweetest, most
		
tender, most touching I ever heard; and, though sad, it was not saddening.
			
This music appeared to be preceded by a stringed instrument, accompanied by a gentle, feminine voice,
		
and to consist of not more than a dozen, or so, of notes. Nevertheless, there was no monotony of effect. I felt,
		
at the time, as though I could listen to it, with interest, indefinitely, nor did I lapse in slumber until long time
		
after this music commenced.
16th, Watch rang last night, and this morning. A large portion of this ringing was was somewhat peculiar, inasmuch
		
as it rang only two, or three taps, at a time; and these taps, having ceased, there was then, an interval of some
		
two or three minutes of entire silence, before the ringing was resumed.
			
This is not an uncommon incident, of late, but it seemed to me to be particularly marked, last night.
17th, Watch rang last night and this morning. I am 80 years of age, today.
18th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] A common incident in these Watch ringings, is in the fact, that while
		
the watch is ringing – and it may be – ringing very rapidly – the tones of the ringing, the tones of the taps,
		
however rapid they may be, are not always the same, but are very different, though following each other in
		
quick succession. The tone of a tap may be deep, while that of its immediate successor may be quite the
		
reverse, and this continues for some time, say through the period of half a dozen taps, not unfrequently; and,
		
sometimes, more, I think
			The ringing last night, was unusually full, loud, and musical.
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Feby 19, Watch rang a great deal, last night and this morning. This morning, however, the Watch or its ringer, had a very,
		very long struggle of abnormal ticking of the watch before it - at last succeeded in its efforts to produce the
		
ringing - to overcome the difficulties that had so long baffled the apparent desire of the Spirit to produce the
		ringing.
			
When, at last, the Watch began to ring, the ringing was not only that of a small bell (that seems (from
		
its tone) to be of the size of a small hand bell that is placed upon a family table at meal time, wherewith to
		
announce “meal time” and to call servants to the dining room, when wanted. This being a habit with some
		
families (especially in rural districts) though the house may be furnished through with the same arrangements
		
for such use, as is usual in Cities.)
			
The ringing having, at last, gotten under way, soon became the loudest in tone I had ever heard it utter,
		
before (so far as I can remember) and the most remarkable degree of clearness. This ringing continued with
		
only a few and very brief intervals, until the breakfast hour was so near at hand, that I felt thought it best to
		rise.
			
In regard to the question, who, or what produces this Watch ringing, I have no doubt it is the work of
		
departed Spirits, though I should be glad to have more distinct proof that such is the case. Nevertheless it does
		
seem very remarkable that when I ask the ringing to inform me upon this point I have never received what I
		
can consider as being a reply to my question.
			I have not a few times very unfrequently asked the ringer to “give - say - seven distinct taps, if this bell
		
ringing is work of Spirits of departed friends, or mortals.
			
Never - however - have I received any thing that I could regard as being a response to this question
		
though the ringing continued while I was hoping for a response to my request.
			
It has occurred to me that it is quite possible that “the conditions”, under which the Spirits produce this
		bell ringing, may be such, as are incompatible with “Rapport” between my mind and that of the Spirit that
		
rings the watch. This, certainly seems very strange, but it has just now, at this moment, it has - for the first time
		
- occurred to me, that it is stranger still, that I have never before, even thought of consulting “Spiritual Mediums”
		
upon this point.
20th,
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night, and this Morning, - During the night it rang in a very peculiar manner, and so differently
from any thing of the kind I had before heard from it, that I was exceedingly surprised, to thus find the
resources of the ringer, in could afford this respect, were not even yet exhausted, in regard to variety of modes
of ringing, that were already so various in manner, that I must have taken for granted, further variety was
impossible, had I thought upon this point. Last night, the watch produced not only much louder Pounding and
ringing than I remember to have heard before, but at same time, I distinctly heard the ticking of the watch be
sides, and that this ticking was normal. The heavy pounding and loud ringing of the Watch being entirely
distinct from the ticking of the watch, so far as I could discern.

21st,
		
		

Watch rang last night, and this Morning, but very little, and very feebly. - Possibly, for reason that I ate far
more heartily, and a much greater variety of, and richer food, than I usually allow myself to indulge in.
Nevertheless, I feel in better health, to day, than I usually do, of late.

22d,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

23d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning], but not much.

24th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] a great deal
25th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] but it did not commence ringing this morning, until about an hour
		
after I awaked this morning, and then, only feebly, and for only a few minutes, though I did not rise, until long
		time after.
26th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal. It commenced ringing, at the moment I laid down immediately, upon my face had rested upon my pillow. Also, it rang in a very peculiar manner, - unlike any
former experience in my past, that I can remember. It rang with a very moderate, gentle, quiet sort of tinkling,
that I cannot quite describe

27th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
28th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.] I am a late riser in the morning, remaining in bed to the last
		
moment before getting ready for the breakfast hour. I therefore, very often take my watch from under my Ear,
		
or Pillow, while it is ringing, but replace it in a moment. Upon these occasions of removal (and, whither they
		
be at morning, or during the night, the watch invariably instant stops ringing (save the one exceptional case to
		
contrary that Occurred at Beyrouth in Syria in the year 1878, herein noted on page 11 hereof) instantly stops
		ringing.
			
On replacing it, the watch always remains silent, at least a minute, or two, and almost always several
		
minutes elapse before re-commencement of ringing.
Watch rang, Night and Morning of each day of February: 56 Ringings, Making 270 days consecutive ringing days of
ringing, both night + Morning, since June 3d 1886, besides the ringing that I heard every one of these nights, whenever I
happened to wake during the night, and at same time remained awake, a little while.
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March 1st, Watch rang last night, and this morning, a great deal; and during the morning, very loudly.
180lbs

2d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning].

3d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning].

4th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning] but very little, and very feebly, in the morning

5th,
		
		
6th,
7th,
		

[Watch rang last night, and this morning] but in the Night It rang a great deal this morning and in its usual
manner - but in the night, it rang very little, and with great difficulty. The taps gave a peculiar sound, that was
not of a bell. This happens not very unfrequently, but its ring last night, was especially peculiar.
Watch rang last night, and this morning.
Watch rang last night, and this morning. It rang in usual an unusual manner manner, this morning, but in the night, it
simply tinkled, and this, in a very low tone.

8th, Watch rang last night and this morning. Last night, the Watch rang with a full and loud tone of a clear sounding
		
bell, while this morning its tone was feeble, and there it rang but little, and this, apparently with much difficulty.
		
These features, this watch ringing, not unfrequently occur, though they seemed to be particularly marked, last
		
night and this morning. That is, the degree of the difference was marked.
			
That these peculiarities in regard to these ringings should occur, may be ascribable differing conditions
		of my the state of my system, mental, or physical, or of my health, is quite possible - perhaps probable - but I
		
have not been able to discover that such is the case.
			
That these different modes of ringing may be meant to signify something to me, is quite possible, of
		
course, though I may not be able to understand the S or perceive what is meant to be signified.
			
I presume - however - these ringings are meant to comfort me, to assure me that my departed friends
		
are near me, and for purpose of answering the question “Do our (departed) friends, love us yet?” that was
		
the title of a song, that was heard in every drawing room of our cities, and chief towns, of these United States,
		
when I was a young, man.
9th,

Watch rang last night, and this morning.

10th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
11th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
12th, [Watch rang] this morning, what about 7 A.M. I took my watch from under my pillow, for purpose of observing
		
the hour. It was ringing at the time I did this.
			It usualy stops ringing when thus removed, no and it does not commence ringing again, until after a
		
lapse of some 2, or 3, or more minutes; but on this occasion, it rang, immediately, upon being replaced. This
		
has been a very rare instance of this kind, during the last two or three years, or so. Whether the watch ceased
		
to ring, or not, while it was in my hand, on this occasion, I do not know - having taken no notice at the time, in
		
regard to this.
13th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
14th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
15th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] I awaked several times during the night, and found it ringing. This
		
was a common incident, years ago, but not lat so, lately
16th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. It commenced ringing last night, the moment I laid it under my ear,
and I found it ringing whenever I awaked, Last night. I usually pass the night without waking more than
once, or twice, but lately, I am apt to wake three of or four times, lately, - though condition of my health has
much improved, lately.

17th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
18th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning] and at times, when I was awake, excepting, that it ceased ringing,
		
entirely, some little time before I awoke in the morning arose in the morning. It also rang in a singular manner
		from that was unlike any of its ringing I have before heard from it.
			
Its tone was unusually full and loud, and more highly musical, than I remember heard from it before. I
		
think - however - that most remarkable of ringing of last night, and this morning, is in the the fact that it rang,
		but one tap at a time, - there being an interval of silence of on part of the watch, of several seconds, between
		every two each and all of the taps it uttered last night, and this morning.
19th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly, I was in more than usually feeble condition last night and
		
this morning, than usual.
20th, Watch rang last night and this morning. It rang feebly, last night, but Vigorously, this morning.
21st

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]
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March 22d Watch rang last and this morning. It is a noticable circumstance that, although (as a general rule) the watch stops
		
ringing the moment I take it in my hand to withdraw it from under my pillow, and that when I replace it
		under my pillow, or unde on top thereof, my ear -when it does not re-commence ringing immediately upon
		
its being so replaced, but not until after the lapse of a minute or two, it does, sometimes, recommence ringing
		again, immediately upon being replaced.
			
Also, my Watch rarely rings excepting when I am in bed. This may be the case only for reason that I
		
when I try the experiment other than when I am in my chamber, I have do so on a sofa when I am alone in a
		
parlor or sitting room. I have tried this experiment not very often, and sometimes with success, though not
		
very often. This may probably be for reason that my repose is not so complete in the day time, and in a parlor,
		
as it is in a chamber.
23d,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

24th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] but not much. It would seem, that inasmuch as I have often asked
		the watch strike to ring, - to strike a given number of times, sometim and never m to make more than five, or
		
six, or seven strokes, and that it has never complied with such request, then it must be im-possible for the
		
ringer to comply with this request. This Inasmuch as I feel entirely sure that this ringing is done by Spir
		
departed Spirits of my friends, and for my gratification, I feel entirely sure they would comply with these
		requests, if circumstances would permit.
			
This watch ringing, (like all other Spiritual manifestations) can be done only under certain conditions.
		I thi In fact, this must be the case with all action, with all efforts, with all results, whatever. No one of these can
		
be accomplished excepting under the “Reign of Law”.
			
I presume therefore that when I ask spirits to ring my watch, with a specified number of taps, I ask
		
them to do a thing in a manner that that is incompatible with the Law under which such ringing is done.
			
I presume I could obtain an explanation of this case, by con-sulting Spiritual Mediums concerning this
		
matter, but I fear that at 80 years of age I may not find opportunity to make this enquiry.
25th, Upon retiring at my usual hour (during the last year or so) of about 9. P.M. I placed my watch under my ear as
		
usual, but found I could scarcely at all hear its ticking. Supposing this was simply for reason that I had not
		
properly placed it, I readjusted it, and found no improvement of result. Still supposing this was for reason I had
		
not properly placed it, though I remember no difficulty of this kind having ever occurred before. I therefore
		
made further effort, but without effect, though I continued these efforts during at least fifteen or twenty
		
minutes. I was not a little puzzled as to the cause of this difficulty, but I supposed conditions of system had
		becom suddenly become impaired. This did not alarm me, inasmuch as I took for granted this condition would
		
be only temporary.
			
I was soon lost in slumber. After a while, I found myself awake, and in an entirely quiet, composed,
		
condition of mind; I think so much so that it did not revert to the incident above mentioned. In a few minutes
		
after this awakening, I heard a most extraordinary explo loud, and violent explosion occurred immediately under
		
my ear, as if the watch must have bursted under the effects of it. Nevertheless, I remained entirely quiet until,
		
when only a few minutes had passed since the explosion, I heard another sound from the watch. This was not
		loud, but it was its character was so peculiar, I am utterly unable to describe it. Immediately thereupon, I arose
		
and found this occurrence was at 2.45 A.M. I then soon fell asleep, and had no further demonstrations, though
		
my I did not rise until about 7.15 A.M.
			
My watch did not ring, either last night or this morning, though it has done so, dur ever since May 27,
		
1886 - during exactly Three Hundred days, that is, ever since May 27, 1886. This is - by far - the longest period
		
of uninterrupted ringing of every night and morning that has ever occurred.
			
These Ringings, commenced at Beyrouth in Syria, on June 27th, 1878.
			
My hearing to day, has been as it usually is
26th, Watch rang last night and this Morning; and a great deal
27th, Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal; but this morning, it rang only one tap at a time, and these
		
were feeble, and at intervals of about a minute, or so; as if the [xxx] “conditions” were not very favorable.
28th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
29th, Watch rang a great deal, last night and this morning, and most of the time, in a very peculiar manner, there
		
being very little indeed of the tone of a bell in it, though it was not at all like the sound of a watch ticking.
30th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
31st,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]
Watch rang, night and morning of each day of March: 62 Ringings, Making
301 days consecutive days of Watch ringing, both Night and morning
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April 1st, Watch rang last night and this morning. It commenced ringing last night, the moment I laid it under my ear, but
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when I placed it under my ea ear, this morning, there was delay of several minutes, before it commenced ringing
2d,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. During the morning, it rang with great difficulty most of the time,
inasmuch as during most of the morning, it merely hammered very loudly, without any ring, in the tone thereof.

3d,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. This morning, it rang at least an hour, and almost incessantly.
Most of the time, it rang very loudly, more so, I think, than I ever heard it before, and more perfectly bell like,
and with extraordinary clearness. Occasionally however, it rang very with a very dull [xxx] and husky tone,
scarcely at all like a bell; but these occasions were brief, they lasted scarcely half a minute, at a time.

4th,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

5th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

6th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] The moment I laid my watch under my ear, on retiring, last night, it
		
gave three gentle taps in quick succession, but did not ring thereafter, until several minutes had elapsed, and
		
the tone of this ringing, was different from that of the three preceding taps.
			
When I awaked this morning, I again placed the watch under my ear, it also gave thre instantly gave
		
three taps - and after a lapse of a few minutes, the watch commenced ringing. In this 2d case, the tone of the
		
ringing was deeper than that of the preliminary taps. I think similar cases of this description, have not
		
unfrequently occured before, but I think this case is more striking than its predecessors.
7th,
8th,
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning.
Watch rang last night and this Morning, [this morning] I was at David Harrowers house in Wakefield, R. I. to
day. His Wife, and Self are people of independent means and are persons of very high character - and
unimpeached - not only - but are unimpeachable. They are Natives of Scotland.

My Spirit Mothers message to me, through Mrs. David Harrower, of Wakefield, near by Peacedale, R. I x{
		
Mrs. Harrower, who is about 55 years of age - is a spiritual Medium, but not at all a professional one. This
		
couple frequently hold seances together at their own house, and alone, their children being being all married
		
and settled far from here; excepting one daughter who is a very highly cultivated person, and intelligent 		
Though young. She - however - never attends her parents spiritual sittings. It seem They told me to day, that
		
they held a spiritual sitting at their house, night before last, and quite alone. - and that the Spirit of my Mother
		
presented herself, and asked them to tell me that she it is who rings my watch, and that this is for purpose of
		
letting me know that my Spirit friends are with me. She also said she greatly gratified for the constant attention
		
I give to my Brother Rowland (at whose house in Peacedale, I have been living for many years past excepting
		
when travelling) during the long period of illness that has rendered particularly needful. - Strange to say it
		
had never occurred to me that my Mother had any thing to do with this Ringing. I have often wondered who
		
it might be, but I have never at at all imagined, whom it might be, further than I have ever believed this ring
		
ing is the work of Spirit Friends, although I feel sure she visi constantly visits me.
			
My mother had never before presented herself at the Harrowers, nor were there any other present than
		
Mr. & Mrs. Harrower, and this communication was entirely spontaneous, on part of my mother. [}]
9th,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] a great deal.
11th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
12th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
13th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] but very little; and feebly, this morning.
14th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] and a great deal.
15th,
		
		
		
		
		

[Watch rang last night and this morning] and with different sounding tones, at different hours of the night,
that has, probably, always been the case - more, or less - but I think this feature is more marked, of late. During
a month or two past, I have noticed that immediately upon placing my watch under my ear - at the time of my
retiring for the night, it very frequently gives one tap (this being a faint one, generally) and does not ring again,
until after lapse of a couple of minutes or so. I dare say this incident may have been occurring for long
time passed, but if such has been the case, I think it must have been of very rare occurrence.

16th, Watch rang last night and this morning
17th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
18th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] but with long delay this morning and great feebleness. I took much
		
longer walk, yesterday, than I have done for long time; but only about a mile. Perhaps, this had some effect?
19th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and this morning, a great deal, and very loudly.
20th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and a great deal.
21st,

[Watch rang last night and this morning,] but not much, and with long hesitation, this morning.

22d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning,] and very loudly last night; moderately, this morning.

23d,

[Watch rang] a great deal last night, and this morning.

24th

[Watch rang a great deal last night, and this morning.]
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April 25th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and, at times, very loudly.
26th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
27th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] a great deal
28th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
29th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] and very loudly, at times. When the
		
When the watch rings very loudly, it sounds not unfrequently sounds, not like a bell, but like like a blacksmiths
		hammer directly upon his Anvil.
30th.
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning a great deal, and very promptly. Inasmuch as my health has much
improved during the last sixty days, it would seem that this watch ringing does not imply declining
conditions of health - though I have thus far been unable to discover whether this ringing depends at all upon
conditions of my health, or otherwise,

Watch rang night and morning of each day of April 1887 - 60 ringings thereof, and 331 consecutive days of watch
ringing, both night and morning.
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May 1st, Watch rang last night and this morning, but very little this morning, and with great feebleness, long delay between
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the taps, and the taps very few, scarcely audible, and very little ring in them.
2d.

Watch rang last night and this morning.

3d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

4th, Watch rang a great deal last night and this morning, and very loudly, and with great promptness
		
By promptness, I mean that the watch commenced ringing the moment it under my e I place it under my ear
		
- whereas it very often does not commence ringing until after it has been thus placed. Delaying to ring - as a
		
rule - some two or three, or four or five minutes, as the case may be. Until within the last year or two, I always
		
placed the watch, not upon the top of th the Pillow, but beneath it, whence I heard it with entire distinctness.
		
But my hearing, that was always dull - has probably weakened lately (as must be expected in my 81st year)
		though though I can hear it ring while it is under the Pillow, now.
5th,

Watch rang last night and this Morning.

6th,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning] but not much

7th,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning], I was not very well yesterday, feeling weak.

8th,
		
		
9th,

Watch rang last night and this morning. It commenced ringing last night at the instant I laid it [xxx] under my
ear; but this morning, it remained silent about an hour, after I placed it under my ear - before it commenced
ringing - I felt remarkably well yesterday.
Watch rang last night and this morning.

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
11th, [Watch rang] a great deal last night, and this morning, It also, commenced ringing, the moment I laid it under
		my Ear.
12th, Watch rang last night and this morning. The moment I laid it under my ear, last night, it commenced ringing,
		
but very faintly. It therefore appears that faintness of thes and, at same time promptness of this watch ringing,
		
may be concurrent phenomena, and therefore, not incompatible.
13th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
14th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
15th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this Morning. When Th At the instant I laid my watch under my ear, last night, it
commenced ringing. Nevertheless, it did not ring this morning (not even a single tap) until it had lain there,
at least, half an hour; so much may the “conditions” that are requisite for its ringing, be modified in course of
seven, or Eight hours.

16th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
17th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
18th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
19th, Watch rang last night and this morning. Last it rang with a peculiar description of tone that I do not remember
		
having heard it make on any previous occasion. Its tone was remarkably sweet, and was more like the “twang”
		
of a stringed instrument, than the tap of a bell.
20th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
21st,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

22d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

23d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

24th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
25th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] and very loudly, + promptly comm commencing ringing at the moment of
		
every time I placed it under my ear.
26th, Watch Rang, [last night and this morning] During this Morning the watch tapped only at very long intervlas,
		
and only one tap at a time, and these, so feeble, I could scarcely hear them.
27th,
		
		
		
		
		

Watch Rang, last night and this morning.
As a rule, I think I do not find the watch ringing when I awaken during the night, though I do - sometimes
- find it ringing when I awake; and it is probable I am - some-times - awakened by its ringing. When it rings
at night, it usual commences ringing within a few moments, or minutes, after I have awakened, and it is apt
to continue ringing some considerable time, and I think it is quite probable that it generally continues ringing,
until I fall asleep again. I think I very rarely lie awake at night, more than a very few minutes.
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May 28th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and a great deal.
29th, [Watch rang last night and this morning].
30th, [Watch rang last night and this morning,] and with accompanying cir- circumstances that appear to
		
demonstrate - as fully as the Nature of th a case of this kind will admit - that my watch rang by Spirit power,
		
and that it is the Spirit of my Mother that rings it.
31st,

Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal.

Watch rang night and morning of each day of May 1887 - making 62 morning and evenings during the month, and
The watch now rung 362 days in succession, both night and morning of each day: to say nothing of its multitudinous
ringings during the night, that I make no account of.
This period of 362 days of uninterrupted ringing, commenced at Peacedale, R. I, on June 4th, 1886.
In regard to these Watch Ringings, I have never heard of any other person having the same or even similar experience,
though I presume there must have been such cases.
I have owned and worn four or five different watches, from my youth to this date, - that is, during a period of fully
Sixty years, - but only the one I now have, has u have I ever heard ring; thats commenced ringing at Beyrouth in Syria, on
the morning of June 27th, 1878.
though I borrowed a watch of my Nephew John N. Hazard, some two or three years ago, and placed it under my
pillow during about about a week; but without result, though my own watch that I laid near it gave its usual ringing as
usual.
Jos. P. Hazard.
[xxx]
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Peacedale, R. I.
1887.
June, 1st. Watch Rang last night, and this Morning, rather feebly in the morning.
181 ½ lbs,

2d,

[Watch Rang last night, and this Morning].

3d,

[Watch Rang last night, and this Morning].

4th,
		

[Watch Rang last night, and this Morning] but after a very long delay, this morning, though its ringing, finally
- became very vigorous.

5th, [Watch Rang last night, and this Morning].
			
There have been 367 days - consecutive days - of uninterrupted ringing of my watch, at night and
		
morning, besides a great deal of ringing during the night, also.
6th, Watch did not ring (so far as I heard) at any time last night, or this morning.
		
This being the first intermission that has occurred during 367 days, and this being, by far, the longest continued
		interv period of ringing period of Ringing - that has occurred since the Commencement of this Watch Ringing
		
at Beyrouth, in Syria, on the on the 25th, day of June 1878, only 19 days less than Nine years ago.
		
Nevertheless, my watch gave several remarkable manifestations during last night and this morning, all of
		
which were of a character that is entirely different from any of its previous manifestations, to this date.
		These mo manifestations occurred between the hours of 3 ½ A.M, and about 5 A. M. They were simply knocks
		
- that appeared to occur upon the back of the watch (that laid face downward, and immediately under my ear)
		
and sounded as if they were made upon a smoothly planed, and well seasoned pine board, with human
		knuckles. These wer Knocks were only five in number. They were made at apparently regular intervals, and
		
apparently (clearly so) on the back of the Watch, (that was lying upon its face) though there was not the slightest
		
trace of metallic sound therein, - so far as I could perceive.
There is a record on page 15. hereof that is as remarkable as this one, I think. Jos. P. H. [{]
7th, Watch rang last night and this morning. I will add, that instantly upon my having lain the watch under my
		
ear, on retiring last night, it commenced ringing with a very loud and full tone and unceasingy, so long as I
		
remained awake. Also, that I awaked several times during the night, and on every one of these occasions it
		
was ringing, but I presume it did not ring while I was asleep. As usual, I did not rise this morning, until about
		
an hour after waking - but the watch rang at the instant I awaked this morning, and contrived to do so, until
		
only short time before I arose for the day. I now feel as sure as possible, that the when the knockings night
		
before last, when the watch did not ring at at all, but that Spirits manifested their presence only by knocking upon the
		back portion of the case of my Watch, that they intended to appear ring the watch the next following night:
		
thus to make a combination of incidents and circumstances that would make me feel as entirely assured, as
		
possible, that this watch ringing is not only performed by Spirits of the departed, but also by that of my mother
		
my Mother, who knows how much I desired to feel fully assured that Such is the case. It now appears to me
		
that there can be no doubt whatever, that it is the Spirit, of my departed Mother, that causes this watch ringing.
			
I will add, that immediately after leaving my chamber this morning, I retired to a quiet parlor where I
		
was quite alone and reclining upon a pillowed Sofa, I laid my watch under my Ear, but without result. [}]
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Peacedale, R. I.
June 8th, Watch rang last night and this morning, Strongly, and much.
9th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] and instantaneously upon being placed under my ear at the time of
		
retiring. This has been much the case, lately.
11th, Watch rang last night, and this morning. Th At the moment I placed it under my ear, last night, it commenced
		
ringing, and in a particularly sweet tone, but so low was its tone, I could scarcely hear it, distinctly. This
		
morning, however, it rang with its usual vigor.
12th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
13th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
14th, Watch commenced ringing the moment I laid it under my ear last night, and rang a great deal. Upon placing it
		
under my ear this morning, it commenced ticking abnormally, as it very often does - generally does - before it
		
actually rings. It so continued to do tick abnormally for about 20 minutes, but made no farther progress
		
toward actual ringing. I had been lying on my left side all this time. I happend to change, to turn upon my
		left side whereupon, the watch commenced ringing, immediately. Why? I am un unable to determine.
15th, Watch rang last night and this morning. Seventy one years ago to day, I went from Bristol Pa. to the Friends
		
Boarding School at West Town in Charles County, Pa, where I remained more than five years, - where I would
		
not study, if I could help it, but I became a most accomplished Geographer, that prepared me for travelling, in
		this respect.
16th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
17th, Watch rang last night, and this morning. I have often noticed that, while it frequently happens that the watch
		commences ringing either immediately, or almost immediately, after lying down at night, on retiring, and placing
		
it under my ear, it frequently does not do so, but delays ringing, from 5 to ten or fifteen minutes, or even more
		
- before it commences ringing. I should have supposed the watch would be more likely to ring most promptly
		
after the repose of the night - than after immediately after the activities or occupations of the day.
			
I am unable - however - to say whether it commences ringing, either more, or less, promptly at Night,
		
on retiring, - or in the morning, on awaking.
18th, Watch rang last night, and this morning.
19th, [Watch rang last night, and this morning.]
20th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and very loudly, this Morning.
21st,

[Watch rang last night and this morning], but rather feebly.

22d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

23d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

24th,
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. Immediately upon placing it under my ear, last, night, it commenced
ringing, and with a peculiar sweetness of tone. Upon awaking in the morning, I placed it under my ear, but it
was long time before it commenced ringing, and it rang but little. Neither of these incidents is unusual. I think
they clearly indicate that this ringing of my watch is not simply mechanical, but that there is an intelligent
force, a mind that produces this ringing.

25th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning with one notable instance of peculiarity. Viz. - While it was ringing this
morning with a very moderate and musical tone, there suddenly intervened three taps that were probably
four, or five times as loud as was that of their [xxx] predecessors, and there, the ringing immediately resumed
the tone that had so suddenly and violently interrupted.

26th, Watch rang night last night and this Morning, but very feebly, and little, - this morning.
27th,
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, but very little indeed, and this it was able to do only by very prolonged
effort during which period the watch always ticks abnormally before it actually rings. I will here add, that
although I speak of only the Ringing at Night and morning, in this record, the watch as watch - as a rule will ring at any time of the night, at which I may happen to awake, if I will wait a little while - and it not
unfrequently commences to ring when I awake at night whether I desire it to do so, or expect, or not.

28th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
29th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but it rang only a few taps last night that were scarcely audible.
		
While the ringing of the early morning was very feeble, though later in the morning, it rang with about its
		
average, or general Vigor.
30th, Watch rang last night and this Morning
Watch has now rang every Night and Morning, without interruption, during 392 days.
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Peacedale, R. I.
1887.
July 1st. Watch rang last night and this morning
183 lbs

2d

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

3d,
Watch commenced ringing and very musically, the moment I laid it under my ear last night, + the same, this
		morning.
4th,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

5th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning] and a great deal.

6th, Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal. It commenced ringing - and very musically - immediately
		
upon my placing it under my ear, last night, and rang whenever I happened to awake last night, - that I did,
		
frequently - there being a very boisterous wind. Inasmuch as conditions of my health have been better than
		
usual during the last few days, and the watch ha ringing has not been more active than usual, it would seem
		that improved conditions of health are not unfavorable to ringing, and that it may be, that good health is more
		
favorable to this ringing, than is ill health.
7th,
		
		
		
8th,
9th,
		
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this Morning. It commenced ringing immediately, upon my placing it under my
ear at my retiring last night, but it delayed ringing until some two or three minutes after I placed it under my
ear when I awaked this morning, so much may the conditions under which this ringing occurs, during a lapse
of only six or eight hours.
Watch rang last night and this Morning.
Watch rang last night and this morning. On the instant - I placed it under my ear, last night, it uttered about
eight loud, clear and musical intonations in rapid succession, and then, ceased, during a period of at least
three minutes, before it rang again. Such instances are not unusual but on this occasion it seemed to be
particularly expressive.
At waking this morning, I placed the watch under my ear as usual, but it did not commence ringing until
about a quarter of an hour thereafter.

10th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
11th, Watch rang last night and this morning, with instant promptness, and very loudly, upon my placing it under
		
my ear, and very rapidly - quick succession of taps. This morning, it rang as usual.
		
9 ½ P.M. I have, this evening, laid upon a Sofa in a dark retired and perfectly quiet room, with my watch
		
under my ear. It - evidently - made great and long continuous effort to ring - the taps being very loud and
		
broad, but without success. Long time ago, I tried this experiment quite frequently, and, in a few cases - with
		Success
12th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
		
9 P.M. I repeated the experiment of yesterday upon the Sofa, this evening. This one proved successful - the
		
watch rang long time and very vigorously - rapid It rang rapidly, and loudly, though it did not commence
		ringing, until after quite a long time after I placed it under my ear
13th, Watch rang last night and this morning; and a great deal, and very promptly, + loudly, - last night.
14th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
15th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but not much, and feebly.
16th, [Watch rang last night and this morning].
17th, [Watch rang last night and this morning].
18th, [Watch rang last night and this morning].
19th, Watch rang last night and this morning, with points of especial character, but I deem it unnecessary to further
		
quote particulars regarding this watch Ringing, unless som new features thereof should occur should occur.
20th, Watch rang last night and this morning and constantly, when I was awake, and this was the case more frequently
		
than usual, last night.
21st,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

22d,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

23d, Watch rang last night and this Morning. I will remark that although I usually place my watch on top of my
		
pillow and under my ear to hear it ring, nevertheless, I can hear it ring when it is under the Pillow - hearing it
		
perfectly well, [xxx] and formerly - and for years, I always listened to it through the Pillow, and I do so now,
		sometimes.
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July 24th,
24th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
25th, Watch rang last night and this morning. During some weeks past there have been several cases of recurrence
		
of the instances in which the watch rings several taps as of a bell, at the instant I place it under eit my pillow
		(not under my ear) at retiring. Thesebeof These taps are clear, loud, and musical - and the watch having made
		
them, remains silent several minutes before ringing again.
			These [xxx] instances have been occurring for a long time, but have become much more frequent during
		
the last month, or Six weeks, or so.
26th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
27th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
28th, Watch rang last night and this morning. I will here remark the watch rings continues to ring with its usual
		
varieties of tone, and manner, etc, etc, etc, though I am ceasing to describe these varieties, this being no longer
		needful.
29th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
30th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
31st, Watch rang last night and this morning, but rang very little indeed this morning though it ticked abnormally
		
during an hour, at least. I strain the point - perhaps - when I say it rang, at all, this morning.
			
In regard to the number of ringing taps, during the night and morning ringings, I have been reflecting
		
upon this point, and find it difficult to decide; but I think there must be - on an average - as many as an
		
hundred ringing taps of this watch, at each morning and evening ringing (besides those of the ringings that I
		
so often hear when I awake in the night.
			
I would appear that the average monthly taps that occur when the watch per month, when the watch
		
rings every night and morning must be about Six thousand, besides those that occur during the night when I
		
awake in the night. I think I awake about twice, every night, but am awake not more than a minute or two, or
		
three, upon these occasions, being about as good sleeper in my Eighty first year of my age, as I ever was - and
		
I have been an unusually sound and regular “Sleeper”, I think.
			
Since about the year 1832 - in my 25th year - and until my present illness (a fever) in the year 18 summer
		of 1885 and in my 78th year, (a Fever) my habit was to walk about the country during pleasant nights - a large portion
		
of the Night. I therefore seldom rose in the morning before Eleven O’Clock
			
But now, and during some two years past I usually retire early in the evening, and take my breakfast
		
(that has even without animal food, even an egg) at about 8, A.M.
Watch has now rung both night and at morning - on retir my retiring at night,
and rising in the morning, during 454 consecutive days.
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1887.
August, 1st. Watch rang last night, and this morning.
182 lb,

2d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

3d,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

4th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

5th,

[Watch rang last night, and this morning.]

6th,
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning. In several instances, the watch has has given one tap while it is in my
hand when I am placing it under my pillow, after I have just gotten in bed, to lie down. I think, the first time it
rang - which was at Beyrouth in Syria, it rang in my hand, and continuously, and loudly. These single taps,
above mentioned, are low in tone.

7th,

Watch rang last night and this Morning.

8th,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

9th,

Watch rang last Night and this Morning.

10th, [Watch rang last Night and this Morning.]
11th, [Watch rang last Night and this Morning.]
12th, [Watch rang last Night and this Morning.]
13th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and last night it commenced instantly upon being placed under my
		
ear, and rang loudly and very musically, and long time.
14th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and in peculiar manner, last night
15th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
16th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
17th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] and very loudly, this morning. 80 ½ years of age, to day
18th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
19th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] I think I may now say that I feel morally certain that this Watch
		
ringing is a work of Spirits, and that of my Mother.
20th, Watch rang last night and this Morning.
21st,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

22d,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

23d

Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly.

24th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
25th, Watch rang last night and this Morning, but only a few taps this morning, and these, very feebly.
26th, [Watch rang last night and this Morning] but feebly and very little. I have been very steadily engaged in
		
writing during the last few days, and I feel very sure that it is for this reason that the watch ringing has been
		
so little, and so feeble.
27th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
28th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
29th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but very little.
30th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but not much.
31st,
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, and much, this morning.
It not unfrequently occurs that the watch rings two, or three or four taps without is usual prelude, and
instantly stops ringing
The watch has now rung four hundred and Eighty five (485) Days,
consecutively, both at morning and night.
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Sometimes, the watch commences Ringing on the instant it is laid upon, or under the Pillow, though I have known it,
in one instance, to ring while it was yet in my hand; and on quite a number of occasions it has rang while in my hand, when
placing it, but only a little - two or three taps - and these, very faintly.
The ringing is almost universally attended with a prelude that consists of an abnormal ticking of the watch, that
verges toward the tone of a small bell a tiny bell, until If it bursts into ringing. There is, in my mind, a sense of effort on part
of the watch, to ring, as if the watch seems to be were sentient. This, is
probably merely an effect of upon my mind, of association of ideas, on my part. In one instance, I this prelude to the ringing
was sustained nearly, or quite, half an hour, before the watch actually rang.
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1887.
Sept. 1st. Watch rang last night and this morning, but gave only three or four taps this morning, and these, not until about
178 lb
		
about half an hour effort to ring, by the semi ringing, that almost always preludes the ringing.
2d,
3d,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning; and much, and strongly, this morning, loudly.
[Watch rang last night and this morning] - This morning, with only six or eight taps (they were loud, and very
clear) though there was a struggling prelude of about three quarters of an hour.

4th,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

5th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

6th, Watch rang last night and this morning. It rang a great while this morning, and very feebly, most of the time,
		but at latter end of the ringing, it rang loudly.
7th,

Watch rang last night and this morning. I was unwell in the night.

8th,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, but very very slowly, very feebly, and very little. I was unwell all day
yesterday, and night before last, but am comfortable this morning.

9th,
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning but very little and very feeble. I have been mo even more than usual
engaged in writing during a few days. Perhaps this may have an influence. I am unusually well in health for
one of my years.

10th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but not much.
11th, Watch rang last night and this morning. In the morning, it rang more than half an hour with out cessation,
		but so very low in tone, that I could scarcely hear it. This is the first instance of this kind. An entirely new
		
feature. It is also co-incident with a very narrow escape from death, or worse, by falling into a ditch that was
		
cut (yesterday afternoon) across a path that crosses a field upon which I walk nearly every night, and
			Last night I started to and (it was a very dark one) I started on my way across this field, and arriving at
		
the Gate by which it was entered I was suddenly arrested with a p a disposition to take another path that leads
		
indirectly to my destination. I hesitated to change my route, not for reason that it is longer, but for reason that
		
it passes close to a small building that is being erected for a “Well house”, and therefore numerous blocks and
		
stones were lying in the way and over which I might stumble.
		
Nevertheless, I took this objectionable path and was thereby rescued from a fall into the ditch above mentioned.
		
I had passed this well building house yesterday - as I frequently do - so that my mind had been freshly charged
		
with memory of the dangerous objections to pass it at night.
			
I have had very many simila experiences of this kind, and
12th, Mainspring of watch has broken. I assume that the watch would have rung and therefore count the last time
		
and thus maintain the continuity that otherwise would assume the watch would not have rung.
23d,
		

Twelve days intermission of watch Ringing, the watch having been all this time in hands of a watch maker. He
has no suitable springs + had to send for one to Providence for one.

24th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
25th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
26th,
		
		
		

[Watch rang last night and this morning.] I think the watch rings less musically since the new Main spring
was put in on the 23d Inst. Perhaps, however, this may not be for this reason, though I have no recollection of
there having ever before been such a coincidence, thogh though several new main springs have been put in
this watch since these watch ringings comenced at Beyrouth, in Syria on the 27th, of June 1878

27th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
28th, [Watch rang last night and this morning] a great deal + more bell like than it has before, since its new main
		
spring was put in on the 23d, Inst. and loudly
29th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly, and not much
30th, [Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly]
The watch has now rung five hundred
and fifteen days of unbroken (515 days) of unbroken succession, both night + morning.
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October 1st. Watch rang last night and this morning but very little, and very feebly.
2d.
		
3d,
4th,
		
5th,
6th,
		

[Watch rang last night and this morning] and more fully bell like than it has before, since a New main spring
was put in on the 23d, Ult.
Watch rang last night and this morning.
Watch rang a great deal last night and this morning and loudly, and has recovered the full bell like tone that
has been deficient since the New main Spring was put in on the 23d, Ult.
Watch rang last night and this morning, a great deal.
Watch rang last night and this morning. I thought it rang more sweetly, more musically, last night, than I
remember having ever heard it, before.

7th,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

8th,

Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly and only a little.

9th,

[Watch rang last night and this morning]

10th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
11th, [Watch rang last night and this morning]
12th, Watch rang last night and this morning but very faintly - and so much so, this morning, that I could only just
		
perceive it though it thus rang fully half an hour. I think that when I write very much during the day, the
		
watch ringing is affected by this overwork. Yesterday, I wrote during a very large portion of the day.
13th, Watch rang last night and this morning a great deal, at intervals, and loudly and clearly, distinctly and
		
Musically, though I wrote a great deal, yesterday.
14th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
15th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
16th, Watch rang last night and this morning, at intervals - not much, but very promptly.
17th, [Watch rang last night] and this morning.
18th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
19th,
		
		
		
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning.
See pages 26 and 27 hereof {
At 12,32 A.M. I was awaked by a report that was evidently in my chamber. It was loud as a common Pistol,
but not so sharp: more like that of the cork of a bottle containing effervescent fluid. - I heard a similar sound in
my room the night before. Last night, I arose immediately and made a note of this extraordinary incident.
None other heard it, than myself. [}]

20th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
21st,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]

22d, Watch rang last night and this Morning. - At 5 ½ this A.M. I suddenly awaked and instantly imagined that the
		
Right Honorable Wm. E. Gladstone, M.P. of Hawarden, E. who is about 80 years of age, would die on the 28th
		
of June, 1890.
			
I am an admirer of the English People and think Mr. Gladstone is one of the ablest, and best of them,
		
and I constantly fear he may not live to carry out his Policy - Hence, I presume, this dream concerning his
		death.
			
In the year 188 I wrote I a letter to Mr. Gladstone in which I say that any Nation that would disarm
		
itself and declare its readiness to trust the Honor of Nations, in case of would be as safe as an Infant in its
		
Mothers Arms: that no no Nation would wage war upon another under such Circumstances. Mr Gladstone
		
had this letter published.
23d,

Watch rang last night and this morning.

24th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
25th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
26th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
27th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
28th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
29th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.]
30th, [Watch rang last night and this morning.] I do not mention particulars, but the watch rings with its usual
		
varieties as heretofore recorded.
31st,

[Watch rang last night and this morning.]
Watch has now rang 546 days consecutively.
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1887
Nov. 1st, Watch rang last night and this Morning.
180 lb,

2d.

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

3d,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

4th,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

5th,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

6th,
		
		
		
		
		
		

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.] For long time past - at least - my watch has commenced ringing
almost at the instant I place it under my ear, but in the morning it does not ring until at least a quarter of an
hour after I have placed it under my ear. I can hear ring through the Pillow, but I prefer placing it on top. I
think this difference between the ringing at night and at morning is strong confirmation of the theory that
ascribes this ringing to an intelligent cause, and therefore, that this ringing is done by Spirits of the departed,
and that the Medium, Mrs. David Harrower - is correct when says this ringing is done by Spirits, and that that
of my dear Mother so stated to her.

7th, WATCH DID NOT RING, either last night or this Morning. Its first Omission in 552 days. It made no effort to
		rin no effort to ring last night, but ticked regularly. It stopped The watch stopped once yesterday afternoon,
		
and and constantly did so to day - and finally stopped entirely. I therefore gave it to the Watchmaker at 6 P.M.
9th,
		

The Watch maker returned my watch. He finds nothing out of order excepting that he thinks there was
pressure upon the Watch that was the cause of its stopping

10th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
11th, Watch rang last night + this Morning, a great deal, but feebly, and with apparent difficulty.
12th, [Watch rang last night + this Morning]
13th, Watch endeavored to ring last night and this morning with hour of perseverance.
		
It ticked strongly and abnormaly, but without ringing, unless I except a very few almost inaudible taps, that
		
were very slightly bell like. I have changed my diet lately - discarding Vegetables almost entirely.
16th, Watch rang last night, but only four or five taps. These were musical but were so faint I could only just hear
		
them. It did not ring this morning.
19th, Watch rang last night + this morning, but feebly,
		A peculiarity {
		It rang d in last last night, in a manner that was different from any ringing I have ever heard it before; the
		
sound of the ringing was not broken into taps but was continuous as if the ticking of the ticking of the watch
		
had nothing to do with the ringing. [}]
20th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and very feebly, last night
21st,

Watch rang last night, and this morning, but it rang only one, and very faint tap, this morning.

22d,

Watch rang last night and this morning

23d, Watch rang last night and this morning, but very feebly, and one tap, this morning, and this, Scarcely audible.
		
I think my health has been better than usual, for a week past.
			
I find it difficult to fully decide whether this Watch ringing is determined by Conditions of my Physical
		
health or not, but I think there can be little doubt that it chiefly - if not entirely depends upon conditions of the
		
Spiritual element in our Nature; that unless those be favorable Spirits of the departed cannot cause it to ring.
24th, Watch rang last night and this morning but feebly.
25th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and commenced immediately upon my lying down, and rang a great
		
deal, and loudly.
26th, Watch rang a good deal this morning but almost inaudibly. I presume this often occurs, when I do not hear it.
27th, Watch rang last night and this morning.
28th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but feebly.
29th, Watch rang last night and this morning, and much, and very loudly, last night
30th, [Watch rang last night and this morning].
Watch rang, both night and Morning, on 22 days of November making 44 Ringings for this month.
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December 1st, Watch rang a great deal and loudly last night and this morning, and instantly upon being laid upon the Pillow.
179 lb.

2d.

Watch rang last night and this Morning.

3d,

[Watch rang last night and this Morning.]

4th,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, and very sweet but very little and almost inaudibly. Its tone was
peculiarly sweet + musical, last night.

5th,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, but only a few taps, and these, very feebly though the effort to ring,
this morning, was more than half an hour.

6th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but very little, and with great effort, + long.
			
That these Watch ringings depend, more or less, upon my own Physical, Mental and Spiritual condition
		
at the time thereof, I presume there is no doubt, and hence, their fluctuations
7th,
		
		

Watch rang last night and this morning but with great + long period of effort, and but little ringing, last night,
and only a tap or two this morning, though metallic reverberation continued half an hour or so, before
sounding. A not infrequent incident lately - and which has ever occurred all these latter years, at intervals.

8th,
		

Watch rang last night and this morning, but very little, + with long effort. I am convinced it is my dear Mother
who rings it, and with view to assure me of her daily presence, etc.

9th, Watch rang last night and this morning, but only a little, but very clearly this Morning.
			
It has occurred to me that this ringing may - at times - be unfavorable to my health, and hence these
		low so shortly - so limited periods of ringing.
10th, Watch rang last night and this morning. This morning, a great deal but very peculiarly. It emitted a continuous
		
unbroken stream as it were, of sonorous sound - No tapping, whatever. I think this is a new Phase.
11th, Watch rang last night and this morning. - Inasmuch as I am rested, by nights sleep, and therefore stronger, and
		
the watch rings less readily and less time, and with more difficulty at morning than evening, it must appear
		
that it rings least, when my health, or strength, is most vigorous.
12th, Watch Rang last night and this morning but feebly, and it rang a long time this morning
13th, [Watch Rang last night and this morning]
14th, [Watch Rang last night and this morning]
X
15th,
		
		
		

Watch rang little last night, and after about twenty minutes of earnest effort this morning gave one full
melodious tap - as a bell - and then immediately ceased effort, even. This, I regard as being unquestionable
proof that these ringings are made by intelligent beings, and that there is no doubt the Spirit of my Mother is
the agent - and probably others also, at times.

16th, Watch made great effort to ring, last night and this Morning, and during very long time, and was sonorous, all
		
the time, but I heard not a tap single tap of ringing
17th, Watch Ticked abnormally last night + this Morning, but did not ring
			
This - however - must imply presence of the same power that rings the Watch.
18th, Watch Ticked abnormally, last night + this morning, but did not ring, this for reason I presume that conditions
		
of myself were such as to render ringing it impossible by my spirit friends.
30th, Watch has been at watch makers several days passed, It uttered a Sonorous sound last night and this morning,
		
like that of a bell, but it was continuous, not articulated - flowing like a stream as it were. I think - however 		this is not a new feature, by any means.
31st, Watch rang a little while last night, and was Sonorous a short time this Morning
			
While I was lying awake this morning and about to rise for the day, I asked the Spirits whom I felt were
		
present, if they could give a piece of Music to night (after retiring) that would be in harmony with the solemnity
		
of the dying year of which this is the last day.
			
As if I had been misunderstood in regard to the time I had intended to indicate, a strain of most
		
enrapturing Music - that appeared to be entirely vocal (I think) - the most Solemn, Tender touching and
		
emotional - sad and melancholy - immediately ensued. I listened to this fully a quarter of an hour. The
		
Circumstances were such that I felt obliged to rise for the day, and I did so, but this Music did not cease until
		
some time thereafter.
			
This Music seemed familiar to me. Upon reflection, I soon concluded it must be the “Miserare” that I
		
have heard in St Peters Church in Rome - where I made a visit forty four days, between March 18th, 1858 - and
		
from Jany 18th 1860, to April 16th - of 88 days, and a visit of five days - from July 19th, to July 24th, 1878 - One
		
hundred and thirty seven Days (137 days) in all - that were among the happiest of my life
Watch rang - at least abnormally, both night and morning during the entire Month of December making 62 Ringings
I fee I now feel entirely sure that its is only when ringing depends upon the Condition of my health and that it is
rung by Spirits, and that these cannot ring it excepting when my health is not in good condition, to a certain degree.
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1888
Jany. 1st No ringing.
178 lb.

2d

[No ringing.]

3d.

[No ringing.]

4th.

[No ringing.]

5th.

[No ringing.]

6th

[No ringing.]

31st, No Ringing during the Month of January, 1888, although the watch has rung, both Night and Morning, without
		
interruption, excepting when it has been at Watchmakers for cleaning, etc, etc, and eight days of intermission
		
at least there were eight days during which I did not hear it, though it is not improbable, that it may have rung
		
while I was too soundly asleep to hear it. Nevertheless, the sound of its ticking varies in tone.
			
I will therefore, here note that during Six Hundred and seven (607) days [xxx] in succession - save eight
		
days, it has Rung without other intermission, than is above mentioned. It I is also worthy of note, that it ceased
		ringing on th Jany. 1st, 1888, therefore, it ceased ringing with the year 1887, and has not I have not heard it ring
		
since - a singular coincidence.
Feby. 29th, No ringing during February, though [xxx] variation of sound of the ticking of the watch continues. Perhaps this
		
is common to Watches.
March.
24th, One very Slight tap as of a little bell, was uttered by my Watch under my ear, at 5, O’clock A.M.
30th, Watch as sonorous, bell like, though it did not ring.
April 4th, Watch appeared to try very hard to ring, and during a long time, to ring, last night, but without success. This has
		
ever been a very common incident from the beginning of its ringing, in the year on June 25th, 1878.
20th, Watch was sonorous last night and this morning, a continuous Bell like sound, but nothing like taps thereof.
May 11th, Watch rang several times this Morning, between Six and Seven A.M. before I arose, at brief intervals, and about
		
half a dozen taps at a time.
			
This is the first time I have actually heard it actually ring, Since the 31st, of December 1887. An interval
		
of 131 - One hundred + Thirty one days.
26th. Watch was sonorous - bell like - last night but it did not break ring - did not break into isolated taps.
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June		
170 lb

The “Astral Bell.”
Read from John J. Taylor May 29, 88.
Singular Sounds that Haunt a London Home - Will Ring Anywhere
[“Puzzled,” in London Lights.]
I am induced to bring to your notice a certain phenomenon which apparently resembles the “astral bell” of the occultists,
though for what purpose is it produced we cannot determine. Perhaps some of your readers can enlighten us.
A few days after installing ourselves in our present dwelling I noticed the sound of a bell ringing in one corner of my
own room. Having for some months had slight mediumistic experiences (in the shape of questions answered) with a small
travelling clock I have used constantly for fourteen years, I imagined the bell to be connected with this, and, according to
my custom, made no mention of it in the family circle, one and all being wholly unsympathetic on such subjects.
Day after day, night after night this went on, no answers being vouchsafed to questions mental or outspoken. At last
one night the member of the family who occupies the room next mine (the communicating door being always open) called
out that she wished that horrid little clock would stop striking and ringing in that unearthly manner, as it prevented her
from sleeping, and it went on so every night, and, day and night. Then I knew it was no fancy of my own but that others
heard it. At once I put the clock in a room on the other side of mine and closed the doors to be ween. But the bell did not
stop. It rang in the corner where the clock had stood, then at the foot and at the head of my bed, then over the bed and
finally all round the room. Again my cousin called, begging me to remove the clock, and finally she came in to find to her
alarm and annoyance the clock gone, but the bell louder than ever.
Since then it has, with intervals of days and once of a week, followed me from room to room, to my great
inconvenience. Once or twice it has been heard even in carriages and shops and once in the theatre, directly in front of my
face, so that my neighbors started and looked curiously at me.
The sound is not always the same. Sometimes it is a distant bell, sometimes close and sharp;
sometimes like a zither string, sometimes three notes of a chord, major or minor, as the case may be, in various keys;
sometimes it is one noise, sometimes another, from A to E, never lower, never higher.
I must not omit to state that there is no musical instrument in the apartment except a piano, which was not here until
the bell had been noticed for two months.
The servants hear the sound and are, after the manner of their kind, frightened and superstitious, look curiously at
me and leave. A mediumistic friend says it has been communicated to her that it is to serve as a notiification of the bestowal
upon me of wonderful musical powers from the sphere of harmony.
To us in the family, believers and unbelievers, it appears simply to foretell disaster and trouble, for when the bell has
rang loudest we are sure to have some misfortune or to hear ill tidings.
If any intelligence desires to communicate could it not use the force thus uselessly expended to establish distinct
communication with one desirous to hold herself open to recieve communications in good faith? If a spirit of evil (God
forbid!), why choose such a harmonious method?
I received the Newspaper Slip that is pasted on this page 81, of this book, on May 30th, 1888 - from my friend John J.
Taylor of, Stamford Connecticut, on the 29th, of May, 1888.
The account this Slip contains of the “Astral Bell”, that now haunts a house in London, is especially interesting to me,
inasmuch as it must tend to confirm the probable correctness of “Watch Ringing”, accounts of which, I have recorded upon
the Eighty preceding pages, hereof, and of which this “Astral Bell” must tend to confirm.
Jos. P. Hazard
Peacedale R. I. May 31st, 1888
About the year 1776 so rare were instances of Spiritual Knockings in the great City of London that reports thereof, as
occurring in a house in “Cock Lane,” that even Samuel Johnson the famous Saml. Johnston, L.L.D. went to hear what were
then known - and are yet - as Knockings of “The Cock Lane Ghost”, although they were almost universally decried as being
mere tricks - impostures - on part of a little girl, in whose presence they occurred.
I visited this house in “Cock Lane,” and found it not very many years ago, and found it occupied by Workmen who
made plumbing and Gas fixtures, etc, etc, - a mere work shop, throughout. Jos. P. H.
June 3d Watch was sonorous a long time, last night, but it did not ring, did not, tap.
14,
		

[Watch was sonorous] last night, and I thought I heard it tap, twice, - but so feebly, I could not
be sure, whether the watch really “tapped” - rang, or not.

16.
I heard very sweet music, through my Spiritual ear, at times, and throughout most of the day.
			
This reminds me that, during a period of many years of my life (say sub-sequently to the year 1840 (In
		
my early childhood) I used to see Spirits of little laughing, nude children dancing merrily in mid air and close
		
before me - that I’ll afforded me much amusement, I thought they were real, living children.
			
As early as the year 1840, I very often found myself (and during several years after this date, and
		
especially when I lived alone in the so called “Castle at Sea Side”, that I built + went to have keeping in, in the
		
year 1850 - a bachellor, and [xxx] spent a large portion of the night in the Parlor that is on the first, floor of the
		
Hexagonal Tower of this Building; and, usually, quite alone; but being in habit of taking long walks, and quite
		alone, during until Ten or Eleven O’Clock, P.M.) entertained with Stories that [xxx] greatly amused me, and
		until and until as late as one, and two O clock, A.M.
		
I supposed I made these stories myself, until I became acquainted with The Phenomenon of Medium
		Spiritualism, during a Win the Winter of 1853,
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1888
and 1854, that I spent in the City of Boston. This, quite accidentally, though I lost my dear Mother in June 1853, who died of
a lingering illness, at New Port at her house, 27 Key Street, Newport, R. I. - and who I attended during that illness,
hoping she would recover though she was 78 years of age, and I almost daily heard a voice say to me, [XX] “She went will go
down in the Month of June” - in a most solemn manner.
Nevertheless, I could not accept this Warning,
Her funeral being was announced for July first 1853, presented a case that contradicted the voice that had announced
the last of June for her burial, and seamed seemed to me to be an inconsistency that suggested doubt - in my mind - if the voice
I heard was not more likely an imagination of my own mind, than a Spiritual that of a departed Spirit, though I was not
addicted to any thing of this kind,
Nevertheless, my dear Mother was buried - went down - in the Month of June: Circumstances being such as indeed
as led to ann an announcement that of the Funeral would take place a day earlier than had been determined upon.
She was buried on the last day of June. About 1. P.M. I think.
Jos. P. Hazard.
XX
[xxx]

This phrase, in the above sixth line hereof,
is not my mode of expression.
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I will here remark that my brother Rowland G. Hazard died in a perfect calm at his house in Peacedale Rhode Island
as peacefully as an Infant sleeps, after an illness of Five Hundred and Sixty four days, - 564 days, - He drove out on pleasant days,
and the day before his death was that of his last drive, though he appeared to be unusually well on that day
He had been in habit of playing Billiards in the attic of his house several years, until he found the ascent thereto,
fatiguing
He therefore had his Billiard Table brought down to the South East Parlor of his house, on Dec. 10th, 1888. The last
game he played, was with myself, and on May 30th, 1888.
On the day after the death of my brother Rowland, and at 11 ¼ O’ O’clock, A.M. while I sitting was reclining upon
the sofa that is in the South East corner of this room of my Brother Rowlands House, and which room is upon the first floor
of this house, I heard rapping - at least one rap upon this secretary, and immediately thereafter I heard several raps
thereupon.
I recognized these Raps as a Signal from the Spirit of my Brother Rowland that and that his purpose herein was to
assure his family that all is Right with him.
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1888.
July 6 Watch almost rang during several minutes, last night, but did not quite succeed.
171 lb.
		
No Ringing of my Watch, during the month of July
August 1st. Watch was quite Sonorous this Morning, but did not ring.
171 lb.
			
I went to Stamford, Connecticut to day, to make a visit at the house of my friend and kinsman John J.
		Taylor
11th, Watch was highly Sonorous this morning, but did not ring.
16th, Watch was Sonorous last night, and through the night
			
I have not been as well as usual to day, and hence - I presume the sonorous tones of my watch - inasmuch
		
as it appears that the watch does not ring when I am not unwell, but only rings only when I am suffering more
		
or less from illness - at least, unless I am not as well as I usually am.
Sept. 30th [xxx]
Sept 2d, I sent my watch to Tilden, Thurber & Co, to be cleansed and repaired
173 lb.

14th, My watch was returned to me from Providence, after twelve days absence
20th, Watch appeared to be slightly sonorous, on retiring last night.

30th, [Watch] was sonorous last night, and I think it has been Slightly so on several other occasions during this
		
Month, of which I have made no record for reason they were so indistinct, so feeble, that I so doubtful, that I
		
thought it scarcely warrantable to do so.
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Oct 2d. Watch appeared to be slightly sonorous last night.
7th, Sunday, Morning, Watch rang last night immediately upon lying down with it under my ear.
			
With the exception only of a single and feeble tap on about three occasions, this is first time I have heard
		
the watch ring, since the last night of the year 1887 - a lapse of over nine months.
172 lb.

8th,

Watch was Sonorous last night and this morning.

26th, [Watch was] Slightly Sonorous, last night.
31st,

[Watch was Slightly Sonorous, last night] but not so, this Morning.

[xxx] I have ever been greatly addicted to dreaming, and I presume that such is probably the case now in my on the
verge of my 83d year, that will be on the 17th of February next, though I rarely remember them, if I do so.
I distinctly remember that last night, I dreamed that I saw, and conversed with Miss Charlotte Cushman, who was
born in Boston Mass, about the year 1816 - being - therefore - about nine years my junior.
I saw a great deal of her not only in Boston, but also in Rome, Italy, where she had a fine establishment, upon on an
elevated, central, and one of the best locations in the city, and drove her own Carriage
I also knew her friend Miss [Emma] Stebbins, the Sculptress who made the famous Fountain, Vases, and figures of
Bronze, that are in the Great Park - at the South end thereof, in the City of New York.
I frequently visited Miss Stebbins at her studio. On one of these occasions I happened to speak with Miss. Cushman
and of her fine establishment, at same time, remarking that I thought she would not remain there, long.
Miss. Stebbins made no response herto, but only a few days thereafter, I met her in th on the side walk, and the first
and only time I ever did so, though I very often saw her driving with our friend Miss. Cushman, and which she did, out
into the country, almost every pleasant evening, after a late dinner, that was taken at the end the days work.
On this Occasion, Miss Stebbins - with evidently anxious ex-pression of Countenance - asked me why I spoke
supposed Miss Cushman would leave Rome. I found myself quite unprepared to answer her question, though I distinctly
remembered that I made the remarks of which she spoke.
It so happened - however - that very soon thereafter Miss Cushman left Rome and went to London where she
consulted a Physician concerning a malady a “Tumor” I think it was - but I had no idea, at that time, that she was otherwise
than in healthy perfect condition of health, Hence to
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[xxx]*
[xxx]

I feel quite sure that she never returned to Rome, and, also, that she soon left London for Boston, Massachusetts,
where she made her home in Winter, and having built a cottage on [Catherine] Street, in Newport, R. I. She spent her
summers, and where I was a constant visitor and an ever [xxx] welcome guest as long as she lived.
A more Sincere and Kind and Conscientious woman than was Miss. Cushman, would - I think - be difficult to find.
At that period my life I usually spent a large portion of my time at a large, and then, excellent Hotel th in the City of
Philadelphia, that stood at or very near the Corner of Broad and Walnut Streets, and which was kept by brothers named “Ward”
who were Irishmen, and Who had letters of high commendation from persons of high distinction in Ireland not only, but
who were whose reputation was well known in the United States, but whose names I am unable to recall, unless it was Mrs.
Anna Letitia Barbauld, who died in the year 1825.
Being a late riser, I always usually took my very plain breakfast at the hotel in a private room, and finding that these
laid had not yet taken their morning meal, I had plates laid for three, and we soon sat down to a comparatively sumptuous
entertainment.
I soon learned from Miss Cushman that she had an engagement at The Walnut Street Theater (that was near by our
Hotel) and desired that herself and friend should be permitted to place themselves under my care during the period of her
engagement - a proposal that I accepted with great pleasure.

* Alexis Caswell was the sixth president of Brown University. This section appears to state that Caswell gifts a “Bird’s Nest” in
memoriam of Roland G. Hazard to Joseph P. Hazard. Whereas Roland G. Hazard was a collector of exotic bird eggs, the term
could also refer to a particular species of fern. As this section has multiple indecipherable pieces and it interrupts Hazard’s
initial narrative of his relationship with Charlotte Cushman, we have chosen to abstract it.
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1888.
November 29th, Throughout the Month of November, to this date, my watch has been frequently Sonorous, and last night,
169 lb.
		
it struck two notes as of a bell, in succession, that I heard through my Pillow; the Watch lying beneath it.
30th, My watch stopped at Ten O’clock and 27 minutes, and must go to Providence to be repaired.
December 14th, My Watch was returned from the Watchmakers in Providence, today.
174 lb,

18th, Watch was Slightly sonorous, this morning.
30th

[Watch was] sonorous, last night.
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1889.
January 3d. Watch was slightly sonorous, this Morning.
6th. [Watch was slightly sonorous, this Morning.]
9th, I placed Frederick Lynches’ Watch under my pillow, last night, instead of my own, but without any result, so
		
far as “Ringing” is concerned, so far as I could perceive
			Frederick Lynch is in Peacedale Manufacturing Companys employment - and is a well educated young
		
man, and of high character.
173 lb,

15th, My watch was highly Sonorous, and almost rang this morning and during Several Minutes.
		
Many Years ago I had a most fearful fall upon Ice at Peacedale R. I - that was so very violent I felt entirely sure
		
I must be ruined for Life - though I felt not the least pain at that time, nor Since - and until now lately I have
		frequently felt the some little discomfort - at times - about the Joint of my left hip, upon which I fell. I have no
		
doubt that, that this indisposition, on part of this joint, it is, that enabled Spirits to produce this highly
		
sonorous ticking of my Watch this morning.
			
I will here remark that at the time of the above mentioned fall upon the Ice, my Brother Thomas was in
		
the City of Philadelphia, from whom I received a letter by the first mail there after, in which he stated I was
		
holding a Spiritual seance (in Philadelphia) last night, and the Entranced Medium said The Spirit of your
		
daughter Anna comes rushing into the room, with outstretched arms, crying out, “Oh - Father - “ Oh - Father 		
“ Uncle Joe has just had a terrible fall upon the Ice, and it would have killed him if it hadn’t been for the Spirits”.
20th, Watch was slightly sonorous last night. I am a little unwell today, and was so yesterday.
23d

Watch slightly sonorous last night

24th, [Watch slightly sonorous last night]
27th, [Watch slightly sonorous last night]
29th, [Watch slightly sonorous last night]
Electric Lights were first Introduced at Peacedale Streets lighted therewith, on Jany 26th 1889
They are extinguished at One O’clock A.M.
These Lights were introduced at Nar. Pier last year.
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1889
172 lb.
February. 2d Watch slightly sonorous last night
7th, Watch commenced Ringing, almost immediately upon retiring last night, and continued to do so, Several
		
minutes its tones were very light-however-and will add that I had been slightly unwell all day - but thereof so
		
much so that I reduced my diet to Milk Porridge.
			
Thus, with an exception (that occurred on Sunday morning Oct 7th, 1888) is first time I have heard my
		watch ring, on Oct 7th, 1888, though I had frequently heard it utter sonorous tones.
17th, Watch rang last night but very feebly, so much so, I could scarcely hear it.
		
I had not been quite well, yesterday - hence, the possibility of this ringing, I presume.
21st. Watch was very slightly sonorous this morning, I was slightly unwell last evening.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
March, 11th At an early hour this morning, and my watch having been placed upon my pillow, and immediately under my
172 lbs.
		
ear, my watch it soon commenced knocking in a loud and most turbulent manner of ticking that was boisterous
		
to a most remarkable degree and about a dozen times.
			
I think I never heard the like of this, before, though I think it is possible I may have done, inasmuch as it
		
seems to me that I may have done so, though I have no recollection thereof, unless I may say I have a very
		
vague idea that I have heard such before, on one occasion.
			
If this is really the case, the record thereof is in a preceding page of this book, no doubt. I think this
		
manifestation on part of my watch this morning, may be for an especial purpose, and which may be made
		
manifest, eer’ long.
18th, A full toned taps as of that of a small sized Bell, was made by my Watch this morning at 5.25, A.M.
26th,		
My watch made a great deal of pounding, last night, under my pillow; with six or eight Ticks thereof,
		
at a time; and then ceasing this abnormal mode of Ticking - for a few moments - they were repeated. It seemed
		
to me - at the time, that the Spirit that made these apparent efforts to Ring like a Bell, did so, with hope they
		
might succeed in their efforts to produce the Bell like, tone; but upon further consideration, I think the ringer
		
of the Watch did not expect to be able to produce a Bell like tone, but for purpose of empha-sizing their desire
		
to do so - and to assure me by this abnormal tone and manner of the Ticking, they were present with me, and
		were there in com really in communication with me. This, they have very frequently done, during the last year
		
or so, but on this occasion, with unusual degree of vigor,
27th, My watch repeated the abnormal mode of its Ticking, last night, and a great many times.
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1889. Month of March continued.
171 lb
28th,		
Having awaked at my usual hour this morning and placed my watch upon [xxx] my pillow and
		
immediately under my left ear, as usual (this being my best ear) it immediately commenced uttering the
		
sonorous, bell like, tones, but without tapping as a bell does - (It has not tapped as a bell does, for about a year
		
past, though during several years until it rang like a bell, on these occasions) its now usual dull [xxx] and
		
continuous flow of this description of utterances, and at brief intervals - at about one in five ticks of the watch,
`
a quite loud thud did distinct and loud, though, dull “thud”,
			
Having listened to this new variety of my w demonstration on part of my watch, during a quarter of an
		
hour, or so, I arose for the day, and proceeded to make my toilet; but being suddenly inclined to further listen
		
to my watch, I resumed my Pillow, and placed my watch accordingly, it immediately resumed the above
		
described new description, a combination of its utterances, and at same time, added a novel its sonorous
		utterances thereto.
			I presume this was all unusual combination of utterances was made with view to more fully than
		
ever, before, to assure me that the utt these utterances of my watch are those produced by Spirits of departed
		
relatives and friends of mine.
29th, Watch was entirely silent last night so far as abnormal Ticking is concerned, and I think these watch
		
manifestations have now ceased; at least for a long time; and I also think the remarkable character of its
		
manifestations of night before last were meant to be a preliminary to this event.
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1889.
May 17th, Watch appeared to make great and persistent effort to ring under my pillow, this morning, and during a long time;
171 lb
and it produced a new description of effect that appeared to verge very closely upon Ringing, though its
		
actions on this occasion was different in Character from any thing I have experienced concerning it, before, so
		
far as I can remember.
		Cond I am not strong, but conditions of my health have much improved during the last six Months, and I
		
sleep as Soundly as I ever did (though I have ever -(as a rule) slept well; and my appetite is not only good, but
		excessive.
			
Perhaps the above demonstration was made, with view to assure me that they would cause the watch
		
to ring if circumstances were Such as would render it possible. And also, to assure me of their presence.
18th, My Watch repeated the above mentioned demonstrations this morning
			
I will here remark that I awaked this morning, weeping at the death of my Dog “Argus”, that I lost
		
more than forty years ago.
			
He was a Black, short haired, Newfoundland Dog, than whom, I never knew a more intelligent, or amiable,
		
good natured one.
			
He appeared to be very cowardly, in regard to other dogs, inasmuch as he would never fight other
		
Dogs, if he could avoid it, though he always “whipped”, when he did fight.
June 9th. Watch was Slightly Sonorous a few moments this morning
171 lbs.
		
Although Conditions of my health appear to be remarkably well. I think these sonorous tones of my
		
watch this morning may - possibly - even probably, be ascribed to the Circumstance of my having received a
		
letter, last evening, that greatly affected me, and caused Serious depression of my spirits.
14th. Watch was slightly Sonorous, during a long time this morning, and for reasons that are given similar to those
		
which are given under June 9th, I have no doubt.
30th,		
During the period between the 14th and 30th of this month of June, a very Slight degree of Sonorous
		
tones of watch has been occurred during this period, that I hav in several instances, and so slight. I have not
		
made especial record of them.
Jos. P.H.
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1889.
July, 21st, Watch was Slightly Sonorous last night.
177 lb.

August, 9th. {Watch was slightly Sonorous, last night and this Morning, and I I found myself feeling unwell, and therefore
177 lbs,
		
adopted a diet of Water Gruel. [}]
10th, Watch was slightly Sonorous, last night and this morning.
11th, [Watch was slightly Sonorous,] last night and this morning.
31st.
		

There has been an occasional and very slight - scarcely perceptible sonorous sounding of my my Watch, since
the 11th, Inst, on several occasions

Sept. 1st,
Weight 176 lbs.
		
During the 12th, 13th, and 14th, Inst, I have have had disturbed conditions of stomach [xxx], but my watch has
con-tinued its’ normal ticking.
17th, The above mentioned condition of my system, ceased two days ago. My appetite was good as usual during
		
this period, and I felt as well - Nevertheless, I changed my diet to Water Gruel, as I usually do under such
		Circumstances.
			
Inasmuch as My Watch maintained its normal condition of ringing ticking, as usual I presume that
		
either my general health was good as usual during this period of apparently diseased condition, or, my watch
		has may have ceased its habit of ringing; at least for the present, under any circumstances.
28th, The Spirit of my dear departed Mother has seemed to be with me all day, to day. I think a very long letter that
		
I wrote to my Sister Anna - that occupied me all day - may have something to do with it. Perhaps there will be
		
light will be shed upon this subject, eer’ long.
Nov. 6th, Watch slightly sonorous last Night, but not so, this Morning.
15th,		
My watch rang under my ear while in bed, last night, in a most extraordinary manner - such a manner
		
as I have no recollection of having ever heard before. This ringing having continued a few moments, it then
		
closed with a loud explosion, as if the watch had blown up with gunpowder.
176 lbs.

December 10th, Watch was slightly Sonorous, last night.
176 lbs.
Conditions of my health appear to be as good as ever they were during the last two months - excepting my 83
		
years. My appetite is too craving - my sleep perfect, and my strength so greatly increased that I sometimes run
		up stairs.
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1889.
December 15th, Watch was Sonorous, both last Night, and this Morning, th
		
I am unconscious of any change in condition of my health, that has been remarkably good during a long part.
			
During the last two months - or so - my health appears to have been as good as ever it was, Not so
		
Strong, of course - at 83 years of age - as it was ten years ago, but I sleep as well as ever, and go up stairs - even
		
- about as easily as I ever did - and when I am in haste, ascend the stairs quite rapidly.
			
My Appetite has been such, during the last few two months - or more - that I am obliged to be careful
		
against taking too much food,
16th,		
Neither last night nor this morning, did my ring in any degree whatever, so far as I could hear, but it
		
ticked as Watches usually do, but its ticking was the same as that of Watches.
			
This fact, Alone, implies nothing un-usual, of course, - but in view of the fact that it has now been
		
ringing like a little bell for years past, and always has done so during these years, when I am suffering, more
		
or less, from this illness; it must appear that there is a relation between these two incidents, and that is highly
		
significant, and inasmuch as Spiritual Mediums have pronounced this Ringing as being a work of Spirits of
		
departed Human beings, it seems to me to be quite conclusive, that such is the case.
			
During the last two months, conditions of my health appear to have been as good as it ever has been 		
excepting the inevitable in-firmities that old age is heir to. I feel as well as I ever did, and I ascend flights of
		stairs as rapidly as persons usually do, and I think I do so more easily now than I ever did. I have ever found
		found ascent of stairs an unpleasant task, until now, lately, when - Strange to say - I have none though, I shall be
		
83 years of age, on the 17th day of February next.
Dec. 27th,		
My watch was slightly Sonorous last night, but not so, this morning.
		
I had - at this time - a slight billious attack.
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1890
Jany. 1st.

Weight 178 lbs.

See page 81 hereof, on Astral Bell
[See page] 89
[See page] 15
		

My Watch was Slightly Sonorous last night. This was probably a salutation of the New Year.

Feby. 1st.

My Watch has been silent, has not rang during the Month of February, excepting that it Occasionally been
		slightly sonorous.
		
Conditions of my health verry suddenly and greatly improved, and my strength, greatly increased.
			
I have ever from the date of my early Manhood, found walking upstairs a disagreeably task, though I
		
have ever been - until within a few years past - been a robust and active man, and climber of large and long
		
trunked Black Walnut and Chestnut, and other trees.
Weight, 178 lb

March 1st,
Weight 180 lbs.

7th,
		
		
		

So soon as I retired last night, I laid my watch upon my Pillow and under my ear. Its ticking soon became
moderately Sonorous. I therefore implied therefrom I was not so well as I usually - was slightly ill, though I
was unconscious of it. This is a frequent case with mankind in general, no doubt. My watch did not “tick”
otherwise than usual, this morning.

April 1st. 178 lb.
May 1st. 177 lb. During the last three, or four, weeks or so, I
		
I have walked upstairs without affecting either my breathing, or my limbs. From my early youth until the
		
now lately, I have ever found walking upstairs a disagreeable task and also, a somewhat fatiguing one, unless
		
I walked very slowly.
15th. It seemed to me that my Watch was very slightly sonorous, last night.
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See foot of Page 34 of this Book, for record a
strange coincidences in my past - J.P.H.
1890.
June 1st.
Weight, 175 lbs.
July 1st, 178 lbs.
2d,		
Watch was slightly sonorous.
		
I am unwell to day, and taking “Water Gruel”
3d,

[Watch was slightly sonorous.]

4th,

[Watch was slightly sonorous.]

5th,

[Watch was slightly sonorous.]

6th, [Watch was slightly sonorous.]
			
I continue to place my watch under my ear, at the time I retire for the night, and also, when I awake in
		
the morning. I frequently note that its ticking varies in sound, at different times, on these occasions, but I have
		
perceived nothing of sonorous sound thereof, since the above instances thereof that is mentioned as having
		
occurred on the 2d, Inst. - 2d, of July, 1890.
17th, My watch rang with wonderfully sweet and beautiful Music, last night, and of a different character from what I
		
have heard from it before, but it rang only a few seconds. I feel sure it was my Mother who rang, and it seemed
		
to me it was congratulatory. I saw neither Stars nor nor other lights.
23d,

Watch was really sonorous last night, though not loudly so.

31st.

Watch was sonorous, last night. My Stomach is a little out of order.

Aug. 23d,		
Watch slightly sonorous last night. I think it has been very slightly sonorous several times during this
		
month, and I am inclined to think it frequently thus rings, but my hearing being dull, I do not hear it.
24th,		
Watch rang last night in a manner that was verry remarkable, and entirely different from any thing I
		remember to to having heard from it before it was musical, but I find myself entirely incompetent to describe it.
			
My Strength has failed lately, though in other respects I feel better than usual. My appetite lately failed,
		also.
			
Being 83 ½ years of age I think it probable, my decease is near at hand.
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1890.
Sept. 1st.
Weight, 177 lbs.
Sept. 15th, 1890.
At 20 minutes past 10. P.M. having retired for the night at Peacedale, and, as usual, having placed my watch upon my
pillow, and immediately under my ear -(as has been my habit to do, ever since the 27th, of June 1878 - the date of my third
arrival at Beyrouth in Syria -) it commenced ringing, and very loudly, and continued to do so, about a minute or two.
I was quite aware that this Watch ringing has always been a signal of ill conditions of my health, but on this occasion, I
though felt as if it rang for some other purpose; probably, a friendly greeting, only.
16th,
		
		
		

When I awaked this morning, about Six Oclock A.M. my Watch rang while under my ear as it did yesterday
morning, excepting that the ringing was very imperfect, though it was as loud as it was yesterday morning.
It seemed to me as if the power to ring was insufficient to pro enable the Spirit performer to p quite produce
the effect intended.

29th.		
Last evening I ate a couple of “bunches” of fully ripened and very sweet grapes that had been taken
		
from the vines that are upon the trellis that is immediately by the house at Peacedale in which I live, and only
		
a few minutes before I retired for the night at my usual hour, that is between Nine and ten O’, clock, P.M.
			
Almost immediately upon laying my head upon my pillow - my watch lying immediately under my
		
ear at the the time of my retiring for the night, as usual, it commenced ringing; that was not “merely sonorous”
		
however, but only rapidly “tapping”. This continued about one minute, and then, ceased entirely.
			
I arose at my usual hour this morning and soon thereafter, found my Stomach out of order. I presume
		
this condition of my System was caused by eating these grapes late in the evening : especially as I had no
		
appetite for them at breakfast this morning, though they are generally a portion of my thi Morning meal,
		
during the grape season.
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1890
Oct, 1st.
Weight, 175 lbs.
Oct. 3d Almost immediately on retiring last night, the ticking of my watch became sonorous and, in a few minutes moments,
		
uttered a full, bell toned note.
15th, Watch was highly sonorous last night.
19th, [Watch was] slightly sonorous early this morning.
22d

[Watch was] strongly sonorous this morning.

31st. [Watch] rang under my pillow this morning and with a peculiar description of gentleness of expression, as f as
		
if it meant to say, “be not alarmed, this is merely an indication of my presence - a salutation.
			
Furthermore, I feel unusually well and strong this morning; as if my drive, yesterday morning, over a
		[xxx]tly Macadamized Road to “Matanuc Beach” that is a new and highly promising “Watering Place”, and
		
myself being disagreeably chilly all the way out, and back, had strengthened me, instead of producing the
		
opposite effect, as I had apprehended.
			There was not a ray of Sunshine to lend a charm to this excursion.
Nov. 1st
Weight, 175 lbs.
17th. Watch was Sonorous this morning.
22d, Last night, I retired at my usual hour of about 9 ½ P.M. and placed my Watch upon the top of my pillow as
		
usual, and im-mediately under my ear.
			
Almost immediately when having done so, my watch commenced ringing, and very loudly (more so
		
than I am able to remember having heard it ring, before; and as merrily as might be expected of the Music I
		
have so often heard at “Fairs” in England.
			
This, although the ringing of this watch has ever before, been characterized with a pronounced degree
		
of solemnity of tone.
			
Yesterday morning, I took a walk of about two hours in a crisp air with Thermometer at about 36°; and
		
at same time, ascended the Water Tower to its summit, that is at “Oakwoods” the residence of one of my
		
Nephews at Peacedale, R.I.
			
Conditions of my health have greatly improved lately, though the infirmities of my nearly eighty four
		
years yet continue to attend me.
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1890.
Nov. 28th, Watch was so highly Sonorous this morning, it nearly rang.
Dec. 1st.
174 lbs.
24th, My watch was highly sonorous last night, but did not ring, though I am not well this morning.
26th, Watch was notably sonorous last night.
1891.
Jany. 2d, Watch was Sonorous, last night.
177 lb.

11th. Watch was highly sonorous this morning, and condition of my health is such I find it necessary to breakfast on
		Water Gruel.
15th.		
I heard not the slightest degree of any thing sonorous in the ticking of my watch last night.
			
During a period of many years past, I have had a very small sized sore upon the left side of my large
		
nose, that always bore a hard “scab,” that came off about once a week.
			
The size of this sore had been gradually dimin-ishing during the last several weeks, and this morning,
		
the little that was left of the “scab” came off, and left this sore entirely healed.
			
This seems to me to be, at least, a remarkable coincidence. I have a little apprehension - however - it
		
may soon break out again though I think (as I must hope) it will not.
17th. Watch was highly sonorous under my Pillow, last night.
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1891.
Feby. 1, Watch rang a greet while during the perid between the hours of three O’clock A.M, and the hour of my rising, and
		This “Ringinging” as I term it - was so peculiar in in its sound, and the loudness thereof, so extreme, I find
		
myself entirely at a loss to imagine its purpose, or whether was any design in it, or not; or whether it was
		
made by Spiritual influence, or not.
			
Perhaps it may be explained to me.
			
I will here remark that a heavy, warm rain, was falling during the entire night; a remarkable one, at this
		
season of the year.
17th.
My Birthday,
84 years of age
A Clock Strikes Mysteriously.
A writer in the Western Daily Press, Bristol, Engl., who says he is not a believer in Spiritualism, illusions, or warnings
of any kind, says he has been “sorely puzzled” by the following story of what happened a few nights prior to his writing,
the accuracy of which he can vouch for. He then gives the “story” as follows: “Banner of Light,” 1891. Feby. 14th.
“Two ladies and a gentleman, friends of mine were sitting together, when they were suddenly startled by the servant
rushing upstairs in a state of breathless excitement, exclaiming that she had distinctly heard a very old clock, which was
standing on the mantlepiece in the kitchen (and which was thoroughly out of repair, and had not been wound up for seven
years,) repeatedly strike. They immediately ridiculed the idea, but the girl being so emphatic on the subject, they all went
down stairs to prove the authenticity or otherwise of the girl’s statement. To their great surprise they heard the same sound
(which was of the nature of a muffled bell) proceed from the clock, and all watched the hammer and gong, but there was no
movement of any kind: yet still the solemn sound was heard. The following morning my friend made a more minute
examination of the clock, and found the gong firmly screwed down to the wood, and on being knocked would emit no
sound. Stranger still, a relative of the family was lying ill in another part of the city, and expired during the hours of the
following night.”
25th.		
About three months ago a sudden change occurred in the mode of the ticking of my watch, that continues
		
to this day. This change is not in the sound of its ticking, but only in the order of it.
			
Having placed my watch immediately under my ear, on retiring for the night, as usual, it ticks as usual,
		
whether the ticking be be natural, or Sonorous, at the time I place it under my ear.
			
The watch having made about a dozen ticks, a sharp snap occurs that sounds like the sudden breaking
		
of a very hard and very dry stick of wood, that is about twice as large in diameter as that of a common sized
		knitting needle.
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1891.
March 1st, Watch slightly sonorous,
Weight, 175 lbs.
March 7th		
While reposing upon my pillow this morning with my watch under my ear, it occurred to me that
		
during a few days passed, I had not heard the “click” that I speak of on the 25th of February last, and upon
		other occasions.
			
I had considered this intermission scarcely a minute, when The “Click” occurred.
12th.		
It has occurred to me that the Spirit of my Mother, who has lately adopted a peculiar “Click” - a single
		
click (that is an extra one.) for purpose of distinctly assuring me that she is present with me every night, and
		
whether the watch indicates anything more than this, or not.
13th. [xxx]
Peacedale, R.I. March 13th,. 1891.
Last, being in my chamber and about to retire for the night, I suddenly and without consideration determined to leave my
Chamber and go into another room - that is also a Chamber - and I did so, though I was unable to why I did so, and
especially as it is now unoccupied, and is, therefore, a cold one; the Furnace heat with which the entire house is usually
heated, is not admitted in the rooms of this house that are not occupied.
Immediately upon entering this cold room (that is lighted and ventilated with two large windows.) I walked to the
Window that is on the South side of the house, where my attention was immediately attracted by a Bril-liant Electric Light
that is South of, and about one hundred and sixty yards (about 160 yards) distant from this South Window, as I ascertained
by “pacing” on the following Morning.
Having reached this South window, last night, I saw therefrom a lofty column of what appeared to me to be very
dense and almost Black smoke, the base of which rested upon the metallic Jet of the Electric Light, but not
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(that appeared to me to be about two inches in diameter) but not exactly upon the center of it. I think, however - this
inequality may have been merely an effect of Refraction and was therefore merely an illusion, on my part.
As this apparent smoke slowly ascended from this metallic Jet, its diameter very gradually increased. So much so,
that at a that I supposed to be several hundred feet in height, it appeared to me to me to be not more than eighteen inches in
diameter.
From this point, its diameter rapidly increased, and soon thereafter, Culminated in a vast Mass of what appeared to
be Smoke.
I left this apparent smoke in this condition and saw nothing more of it, though in the next following night, I entered
this room again.
I have seen Several Waterspouts while crossing Oceans in Steam Ships, and one that was near me and while I was on
land, on a Bank of the Mississippi River, and at a point that (I think) was not more than an hundred miles North, from the
City of New Orleans.
This Water Spout arose from a lake and during one of the heavy “Freshets”, that so frequently occur in that region,
and from one of the permanent lakes that are in this portion of the Mississippi Valley, the areas of which are very greatly
increased thereby.
The most interesting Water Spout I have seen was one in which the ascending water thereof gracefully as-cended in a
manner that is exactly like that of a Winding Stairway that is common in dwelling houses etc, etc. I feel nearly sure that this
was the one I saw in The Valley of the Mississippi River.
On one occasion, while I was a passenger in a steamer at sea; and not very many miles East from the Coast of the
State of Florida, and during an almost waveless Sea, and a bright and delightful day, and myself on deck at the time, a
remarkably fine Water Spout occurred.
Every one of the numerous passengers, excepting three or four women (there being very few of these on board) were
in the Cabin at dinner.
I therefore descended to the Cabin and gave notice thereof. About half of these came upon deck. Excepting a few
women women (the population of whom is generally small, as compared with those of the males) every one of these
passengers descended to the Cabin, and within about a minute of the time at which they had ascended, so slight was their
interest in this spectacle.
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XX Advent of my Dear Mothers change of
her mode of Ringing my Watch.
1891.
March, 24th.
Having retired for the night, I placed my Watch as usual, upon the top of my pillow, and immediately under my ear.
Almost instantly, there came from the watch one single tap that was so loud, it startled me.
I feel entirely sure I never heard an utterance from this watch that was even a quarter so loud as was this one. I think
it could have been heard all over my rooms, that is about sixteen feet square.
I also feel entirely sure the spirit of my Mother my produced this extraordinary instance for purpose of more thoroughly
assuring me it is herself who thus animates this watch.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
[xxx]
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1891
Sunday, March 29th,
The Spirit of my late Mother rang my Watch last night, with a dozen taps, or so, while it was under my Ear, as it
usually is, on these occasions, and thus rang it twice in succession; an interval of a couple of minutes, or so, indi-cating this
plurality.
This mode of the ringing of my Watch has not oc-curred before, so far as I remember, and I presume this is none other
such Record can be found in this book
I was at a loss to understand the significance of this Ringing, but having reflected upon this subject an hour or two, I
concluded it was for reason that my Sister Anna Hazard - who lives in the City of Newport, R. I. - was unwell and desired
the assitance the presence and assistance of the Spirit of our Mother.
Saturday, April 4th, 1891.
I passed this evening and until the hour of Nine O’clock and thirty minutes P.M. had arrived. I then returned to my
Rooms in The Homestead, that are about four or five minutes walk walk - in the night from the “Cottage” in which my
relative, “Miss Mary Abby Hazard (a Spinster) lives.
This dwelling is known as The Cottage” at Peacedale and belonged to my late dear brother, Isaac Peace Hazard
in which himself lived at his suggestion, and which - at my suggestion, I employed carpenters etc, etc, etc, who enlarged it
to an extent in the year 1835, that more than three folded its cacity capacity for occupants. And the grounds in front of which and
south and west thereof, I ten folded the area thereof, in which I made a “Kitchen Garden” and also a large flower garden.
Also, a Lawn upon which I planted a large number of evergreen Trees, all of which are now standing and in healthy
condition.
During the Summer Seasons and Autumn Seasons my brother Isaac (My Brother Rowland G. Hazard also) entertained
many guests, from time to time; these including numerous guests of distinction. Especially Revd. Wm. Ellery Channing, and
also from Great Britain, etc, etc. This house and its
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grounds etc, etc, has been occupied at least
And being very fond of Flowering Plants, etc etc, and being a skillful Florist, she has not only kept this garden in
good condition, but has built a “Green house” thereupon that is heated with a Furnace, and cultivates therein a large
number of flowering plants with which she decorates one of her parlors the year round.
1891.
		
I have lately been attacked with Heart disease that has now lately developed itself, and will probably take me
		
of, eer’ long.
			
The departed Spirit of my late Dear Mother, Mary Hazard, generally visits me every night and
		
manifests her presence, by not by Ringing my watch, that sounds like that of a sweetly toned little bell, with
		an exception.
April 9th, Last night she rang it three times in succession, and in a only a minute or two after having retired for the night,
		
the spirit of my late Mother rang my watch three times in suc-cession, and she did the same thing at the time I
		
awaked on the following morning; This Morning.
12th, I do not make a full record of the ringing of of my Watch by the Spirit of my late dear Mother, nor a regular
		
one, with its Peculiar “Click” on part of one of the taps of her ringing, and which she adopted not many
		months ago.
		
She rang my Watch last night, as usual, and never fails to ring it every night, ex-cepting that she is sometimes
		
engaged with my Sister Anna, who is never strong but generally feeble and sometimes, very much so.
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1891
		
		
		

April 18th, My Watch did not ring last night.
I therefore fear that my Sister Anna of 27 Kay Street, Newport, R. I. is ill, as the Spirit of our Mother would be
with her, of course.

May 14th. My Watch Rings and the Spirit of my late Mother gives her Signal and with the peculiar Signal - that attends the
		
Ringing thereof with the loud though, dull sounding knock, that she adopted on the night of March, 24th,
		1891.
			
My Physician Doctor Philip K. Taylor of Wakefield (whom I engaged for my Physician, by calling for
		
him on the 18th, day of July, 1890 - my Physician for many years - “Doctor George Hazard of Wakefield”,
		
having become infirm and therefore retired from Practice of Medicine - I called Doctor Philip K Taylor.
			
He proves to be a most kind, considerate and most excellent Physician and - I have no doubt is also a
		
“Spiritual Medium,” and I have told him so.
			
He does not admit that such is the case, but I think He He thinks that my suggestion may be correct.
June 1st. The Spirit of my late dear Mother continues to indicate her presence by ringing my watch, and in the same peculiar
		
manner she adopted on the 24th of March, 1891 - as seen on page 102, hereof.
July 1st. During the last two weeks, I have heard scarcely any watch ringing.
		
Conditions of my health have greatly improved since the middle of June. I presume the reason for this silence
		
on part of the spirit of my deceased Mother, is for reason that the Conditions of my health having become free
		
of disease, my Mother is therefore unable to manifest her presence by means of any method that is merely
		Physical.
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1891.
July 22d, I have been slightly unwell during the last forty eight hours, and have fasted upon “Milk Porridge,” during this
		period.
			
This morning, on placing my watch under my ear as usual, it commenced ringing with great vigor, and
		
especially so, in regard to the one preliminary tap - “Spring” - that the Spirit of my late dear Mother adopted on
		
the 24th of March last.
Aug. 1st, Weight, 176 lbs.
3d.		
I will here remark, I have had a small, but generally, slightly open and usually a, dry sore near the end
		
of the left side thereof, at least forty years.
			
During the last few weeks, it has gradually healed, and is not entirely closed and well.
			
I have been in daily attendance of my Physician Philip Taylor M. D. (of Wakefield, R.I.) during the last
		
ten days, with a disordered Stomach, that has now yielded to treatment, and am re-stored to my usual
		
conditions of health, again, but advised to observe a careful mode of diet for a few days, that my Physician has
		prescribed.
			
I here mention the above, for reason that during this illness, my watch did not ring, though I feel
		
entirely sure the Spirit of my late Mother would cause it to ring if she could do so. I therefore conclude
		
conditions of my System have so changed in my old age - my 85th year - that my watch cannot be “rung.”
			
I regard the loss of “Watch Ringing” as a very great loss to me; but I am happy in being able to say I
		
now hear a great deal of “Spiritual” tapping, especially, when I am writing, this “rapping” being made upon
		
large sized, round Mahogany table, that is in one of the Corners - the South west corner - of my sitting room.
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1891.
Aug. 17th, Watch rang under my Pillow, with its late peculiar Click, last night.
		
Conditions of my health ha appear to have greatly improved lately, and my physical strength has slightly
		increased.
		
I presume it has had a slight check - depression - last night, though I do not perceive it farther than a very
		
slight acidity of stomach, that I very frequently experience, and not unfrequently, to a degree that is highly
		disagreeable.
Sept. 1st. Weight, 168 lbs - a loss of eight pounds during the Month of August, and with apparently, at least, great
		
improvement in conditions of my health.
			
Whether my strength, increases, I am unable to say, positively, but I think it has.

